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Abstract
An accepted explanation for the accelerated expansion of the late-time Universe is to
modify the Einstein equation, either by adding a component to the energy-momentum
tensor via dark energy, or to the Einstein tensor via a modification to gravity. The second
of these options often involves the introduction of a scalar field, which couples to the
matter components of the Universe and gives rise to a fifth force, of the same order of
magnitude as gravity. Through a variety of experiments and astronomical observations,
this fifth force has been demonstrated to be negligible on Terrestrial and Solar System
scales. Therefore if it does act on large scales, it must be suppressed, or ‘screened’, on
small scales.
In this thesis, I place constraints upon one of these screening methods, chameleon gravity.
Chameleon gravity postulates the existence of a scalar field that couples with matter to
mediate a fifth force. If it exists, this fifth force would influence the hot X-ray emitting
gas filling the potential wells of galaxy clusters. However, it would not influence the
cluster’s weak lensing signal. Therefore, by comparing X-ray and weak lensing profiles,
upper limits can be placed on the strength of a fifth force.
To do so I first present two hydrodynamical simulations, one evolved under ΛCDM+GR
and the other under f(R). From these two simulations I generate X-ray surface brightness
and weak lensing profiles for a number of simulated clusters. Using these profiles I test
many of the assumptions of the technique used to constraint |fR0|. I then use these
profiles to test the analytic pipelines developed to constrain f(R) gravity by applying a
full MCMC analysis. From doing so I find constraints on the modified gravity parameters
of |fR0|< 8.3× 10−5.
Next I outline the creation of a sample of 58 clusters, including 12 new to the literature,
with high quality weak lensing data from CFHTLenS and X-ray data from XCS. By
stacking these clusters I use a multi-parameter MCMC analysis to constrain the two
chameleon gravity parameters (β and φ∞). The fits are consistent with general relativity,
not requiring a fifth force. In the special case of f(R) gravity (where β =
√
1/6), I set an
upper limit on the background field amplitude today of |fR0|< 6× 10−5 (95% CL). This
ii
iii
is one of the strongest constraints to date on |fR0| on cosmological scales. These fits are
also found to be consistent with those recovered from the f(R) simulations.
Finally I look at the future of this method, beginning with forecasting the constraints
that this technique will be able to place on f(R) gravity using the Dark Energy Survey,
finding |fR0|> 2 × 10−5. Next I discuss how the X-ray surface brightness profiles might
be improved by removing contaminating point sources from the X-ray images and find
that doing so leads to a reduction in the error bars of ∼ 5%. I end this thesis by detailing
how the techniques discussed within can be applied to constrain other modified gravity
theories, namely the Vainshtein mechanism. Doing so I am able to place competitive
constraints upon Vainshtein gravity, including the first ever constraint on a particular
parametrisation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction: Cosmology and
Gravitation
One of the biggest surprises in modern cosmology was that measurements of supernovae
by two teams in the late ’90s (Riess et al. 1998, Perlmutter et al. 1999) suggested the
Universe everywhere was currently undergoing a period of accelerated expansion. An
accepted explanation for this accelerated expansion of the late-time Universe is to modify
the Einstein field equations, either by adding a component to the energy-momentum
tensor via dark energy, or to the Einstein tensor via a modification to gravity (Milgrom
1983, Clifton et al. 2012). The latter often involves the introduction of a scalar field
coupled to the matter components of the Universe, giving rise to a fifth force of the same
order of magnitude as gravity (Jain et al., 2013).
Through a variety of experiments and astronomical observations, this fifth force has been
demonstrated to be negligible at terrestrial and solar system densities (Wagner et al.,
2012). Therefore, if a fifth force does exist it must be suppressed, or ‘screened’, in high
density regions and only take effect in low density regions.
In this chapter I begin with a discussion of general relativity and look at two of its
important consequences, the Einstein field equations and the hydrostatic equation. I will
then review a possible method to provide a screening for the fifth force – the chameleon
mechanism. I then discuss a widely used set of models which include a chameleon, f(R)
gravity. Continuing on I look into some of the predicted effects in the presence of such a
screening.
1
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1.1 General Relativity
Any discussion of gravity must begin with Einstein’s famous theory - General Relativity
(GR, Einstein 1916). The underlying idea behind this theory is the equivalence principle.
This states that a body’s inertial mass is equal to its gravitational mass. As a consequence,
a body freely falling under gravity cannot distinguish its situation from one where it is
stationary but without a gravitational field present.
GR provides a description of gravity as a geometric property of space-time, governed by
the energy and momentum of matter and radiation within it. To quote John Archibald
Wheeler “Space-time tells matter how to move; matter tells space-time how to curve”
(Wheeler, 2010). To define a space-time metric that describes this curvature, an expression
for a line element showing the separation of two points is first needed
ds2 = gµνdx
µdxν , (1.1)
where gµν is the the metric tensor, which in a flat space-time gµν = (−1, 1, 1, 1). The
Riemann curvature tensor, which describes how the curvature of space-time departs from
the Euclidean result, can then be defined from this metric,
Rρσµν = ∂µΓ
ρ
σν − ∂νΓρσµ + ΓρλµΓλσν − ΓρλνΓλσµ, (1.2)
where Γρσν are the Christoffel symbols. These describe an affine connection, allowing the
parallel transport of vectors around a curved space-time, and are derived from the metric
and its derivatives
Γρσν =
1
2
gργ
(
∂gγν
∂xσ
+
∂gγσ
∂xν
− ∂gσν
∂xγ
)
. (1.3)
Where there is curvature, a vector parallel transported around a closed path will not return
with its original orientation and the Riemann tensor is used to measure this difference. In
a flat space-time, transporting vectors around a closed loop does not alter their orientation
so Γρσν = 0 and therefore R
ρ
σµν = 0.
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The Riemann tensor can then be contracted over to find the Ricci tensor. The Ricci
tensor can then be contracted over to find the Ricci scalar
Rµν = R
ρ
µρν R = g
µνRµν . (1.4)
Combining these two along with the metric tensor leads to the Einstein curvature tensor,
Gµν , used throughout GR
Gµν = Rµν +
1
2
gµνR. (1.5)
The energy momentum tensor
As GR is a description of the relation between matter and curvature, the tensor defined
above must relate to a tensor describing the energy density of the Universe. For this the
energy momentum tensor for a perfect fluid is used. This tensor fulfils the cosmological
principle and describes the energy and momentum of space-time as a function of its
pressure, P , and density, ρ,
Tµν = (ρc2 + p)UµUν + pgµν , (1.6)
where U is the four velocity of the fluid. From this energy momentum conservation can
be neatly defined as
Tµν;µ = 0, (1.7)
where the semicolon above indicates a covariant derivative.
The Einstein field equations
It is possible to derive the EFE from the space-time action, the integral of a system
over its Lagrangian. By first deriving a Lagrangian to describe space-time and another
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Lagrangian to describe the energy and matter in the Universe, LM, the Einstein-Hilbert
action is
S =
∫ (
c4
16piG
R+ LM
)√−gd4x, (1.8)
where G is Newton’s gravitational constant. By applying the principle of least action,
δS = 0, to Equation 1.8 it is possible to more rigorously derive the Einstein equation,
discussed in greater detail in Appendix B, with the result stated here
Gµν =
8piG
T µν
. (1.9)
Hydrostatic equilibrium in GR
It is possible to derive from GR, an equation which describes the relation of a fluids
pressure, to it’s density, known as the hydrostatic equilibrium equation. Taking the
equation for a perfect fluid, Equation 1.6, and plugging it into the EFE (Equation 1.9)
allows the derivation (Oppenheimer and Volkoff, 1939)
dP
dr
= −GM(r)ρ(r)
r2
(
1 +
P (r)
ρ(r)c2
)(
1 +
4pir3P (r)
M(r)c2
)(
1− 2GM(r)
rc2
)−1
. (1.10)
Taking the non-relativistic limit,
(
1 +
P (r)
ρ(r)c2
)(
1 +
4pir3P (r)
M(r)c2
)(
1− 2GM(r)
rc2
)−1
cP (r),M(r)−−−−−−−−→ 1, (1.11)
equation 1.10 can be simplified into its common form
dP
dr
= −GM(r)ρ(r)
r2
. (1.12)
This is the hydrostatic equilibrium equation. This relation is later used in Section 1.5
when it is used as an assumption describing the dynamical state of clusters (described in
Section 2.1) and investigated in Section 5.5.
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1.2 Theoretical cosmology
The Friedmann-Lemaˆıtre-Robertson-Walker Metric
The cosmological principle states that on the largest scales the Universe is both isotropic
and homogeneous, that is there is no preferred direction and the Universe is the same
everywhere. The most general metric that fulfils these requirements is the Friedman-
Lemaˆıtre-Robertson-Walker metric (FLRW, Friedmann 1922, Lemaˆıtre 1931, Robertson
1935, Walker 1937), which in spherical coordinates is given by
ds2 = dt2 − a(t)2
(
dr2
1− kr2 + r
2dθ2 + r2 sin2 dφ2
)
, (1.13)
where t is the proper time – the time measured on a world line by a clock moving with
that world line and a is the scale factor, which measures the relative expansion of the
Universe as a function of time, and is commonly normalised a = 1 at present when the
curvature is flat. Then r is the comoving coordinate distance, a distance that remains
constant if two objects are only moving with the Hubble flow. Finally k represents the
spatial curvature, which takes one of three values, −1, 0 or +1. A negative curvature,
k = −1, corresponds to an open Universe, a zero curvature, k = 0, corresponds to flat
Universe and a positive curvature, k = 1, corresponds to a closed Universe.
The value of the Ricci scalar (described in Equation 1.4) in an FLRW Universe (Carroll,
1997) can be calculated, which will be useful when calculating the Universe’s properties
in a modified gravity framework.
By calculating the Christoffel symbols, described in Equation 1.3, and plugging them into
the Ricci tensor (described in 1.4), it can be seen that the only relevant non-zero factors
are the trace, and these components have the values
R00 = −3
(
a¨
a
)
Rij = δij(2a˙
2 + a¨a). (1.14)
assuming where that k = 0. Contracting over the Ricci tensor then gives the Ricci scalar
for an FLRW Universe,
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R = −6
[
a¨
a
+
(
a˙
a
)2]
. (1.15)
The Friedmann equation
The Friedmann equation (Friedmann, 1922) relates the evolution of the scale factor with
time to the density, ρ, and pressure, P , of a Universe that is described by an FLRW
metric (Equation 1.13)
(
a˙
a
)2
=
8piG
3
ρ− kc
2
a2
. (1.16)
Taking the derivative of Equation 1.16 gives the acceleration equation
a¨
a
= −4piG
3
(ρ+ 3P ) , (1.17)
where the pressure, P , arises from the conservation of energy. The Friedmann equation
can rewritten in terms of the Hubble parameter, H(t), which is used to describe the rate
of change of the scale factor
a˙
a
= H(t). (1.18)
The value of the Hubble parameter at the present redshift (i.e. 0: redshift is discussed
in more detail later in this section) is commonly referred to as the Hubble constant,
H(t0) = H0. If a galaxy’s motion is purely due to the expansion of the Universe (i.e. it
has no peculiar velocity), this motion is known as Hubble flow. The Hubble constant can
then be used to relate a galaxy’s velocity, v, to its proper distance, d,
v = H0d. (1.19)
H0 has SI units of s
−1, but is commonly quoted in units of kms−1Mpc−1. It is however
far more common to quote measurements of H0 in terms of the dimensionless parameter
h0, defined as
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H0 = 100h0kms
−1Mpc−1. (1.20)
Since its definition, the Hubble constant has become one of the most popular parameters of
the Universe to measure, with the best current measurements suggesting h0 = 0.678±0.009
(Planck Collaboration, 2014). The sources of this measurement is discussed in Section
1.3.
The Friedmann equation relates the evolution of the scale factor with the total energy
density in the Universe. By rewriting Equation 1.16 in terms of the Hubble parameter it
is possible to define a critical density, ρc, which will ensure a flat Universe (i.e. k = 0)
ρc =
3H2
8piG
. (1.21)
From this the density parameter can be defined to be the ratio of some density component
of the Universe (be it matter, ρm, radiation, ργ or a cosmological constant ρΛ) to ρc, i.e.
Ωi ≡ ρi
ρc
. (1.22)
The total energy density of the Universe can then be defined as the sum of its different
density components, which in a flat Universe is exactly equal to 1
Ω ≡ Ωm + Ωγ + ΩΛ = 1. (1.23)
In a Universe that exhibits spatial curvature, Ω 6= 1 and the total density will contain a
contribution from the curvature, Ωk. It is thought that in the Universe, Ω ≈ 1 as Ωk ≈ 0
(Planck Collaboration, 2015b).
Redshift
In the early 20th century, by measuring the recession velocity and distance of 22 galaxies
Edwin Hubble discovered that the Universe was expanding (Hubble, 1929). One conse-
quence of this fact is that photons emitted from sources that are cosmological distances
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away will have had their wavelengths stretched by the time they reach us.
This can be seen by considering the FLRW metric for a null geodesic, ds2 = 0, the path
upon which photons travel for a light ray emitted at time te and observed later at time
to,
∫ to
te
dt
a(t)
=
∫ D
0
dr
1− kr2 . (1.24)
This is known as the comoving distance, which grows as the Universe expands. Objects
that have no motion apart from the expansion of the Universe will have a constant co-
moving distance separation and are said to move with the Hubble flow. As the comoving
coordinate, r, is constant, photons will undergo time dilation dependent upon the expan-
sion of the Universe between time te and to. This leads to the relation
dte
a(te)
=
dto
a(to)
, (1.25)
which can be written in terms of the redshift, z, given by
1 + z =
νe
νo
=
a(to)
a(te)
, (1.26)
where the ν factors are the photon’s frequency. It is more common to think of redshift as
a change in a photon’s wavelength due to a difference in scale factor, or
1 + z =
λo
λe
=
1
a(te)
. (1.27)
Laboratory experiments have very accurately measured the rest wavelengths of the pho-
tons seen from astronomical bodies, by measuring the wavelengths of photons emitted by
their celestial counterparts. Using this information, the object’s redshift can be measured.
Cosmological distance measurements
Due to the expansion of space-time and its curved nature the concept of distance in
cosmology can become ambiguous. Consequently several differing definitions of distance
are used in astronomy and the most common described below.
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I have already defined one of these, the comoving distance, r in Equation 1.24.
Another measure of distance is the luminosity distance, which is the the distance
measured to an object under the assumption that the inverse square law for luminosity
was always true
DL =
(
L
4piF
)2
, (1.28)
where L is the sources intrinsic luminosity and F its measured flux. The luminosity
distance can also be defined by the relationship between and objects absolute magnitude,
M , and its apparent magnitude, m,
DL = 10
m−M
5
+1. (1.29)
The angular diameter distance relates an objects true size, A, with its apparent an-
gular size, Ω,
DA =
A
Ω
. (1.30)
In a flat Universe this can be related to the objects comoving distance and luminosity
DA =
r
1 + z
=
DL
(1 + z)2
. (1.31)
In weak lensing this is the distance measure most commonly used.
1.3 Cosmological probes
There is much observational evidence that the Universe is currently undergoing a period of
accelerated expansion, where the second derivative of the scale factor, a, is positive. This
section will describe three of the main observables that support this paradigm: Type 1a
supernovae, the Large Scale Structure (LSS) of the Universe and the Cosmic Microwave
Background (CMB).
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1.3.1 Supernovae Type 1a
A white dwarf star that is a part of a binary system will occasionally gain mass from its
companion, either through accretion or by merging. If the total mass of the white dwarf
increases to reach the Chandrasekhar limit (∼ 1.38M), electron degeneracy pressure is
no longer sufficient to prevent further gravitational collapse. This causes the white dwarf
to explode in a supernova (Mazzali et al., 2007). This type of supernova is known as a
Supernova Type 1a (SN1a) and is thought to always occur from the same mass progenitor.
The temporal evolution of the luminosity follows a characteristic light curve as shown in
Figure 1.1.
These light curves are standardisable by correcting for the colour and stretch (Phillips,
1993). To correct for the colour the peak of each of the lightcurves in Figure 1.1 are placed
at the same magnitude. The decline rate of the brightness after maximum light is pro-
portional to the width of the maximum and the peak brightness, allowing the lightcurves
to be ‘stretched’ to fit atop each other. From the measured flux it then becomes possible
to infer the supernova’s distance via the inverse square law. This distance measurement
is known as the luminosity distance and is given by
DL =
√
L
4piF
, (1.32)
where L is the luminosity and F the flux. The luminosity distance of the supernova can be
plotted against redshift to make a Hubble diagram, as shown in Figure 1.2. By comparing
the measured luminosity distances at different redshifts to the expected luminosity dis-
tances under the assumption of different cosmological models, it becomes possible to place
constraints upon cosmological parameters. It was from this that two teams discovered
the acceleration of the Universe.
1.3.2 LSS
Initial perturbations in the very early Universe caused spherical shells of baryonic matter
coupled with photons, to be driven outwards at the speed of sound. These pressure waves
then ceased once the Universe had cooled sufficiently for the photons to decouple from
the matter, causing the matter to freeze in shells of overdensity at the sound horizon.
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Figure 1.1: B-band lightcurves for low-redshift SNIa from the Calan-Tololo survey
on top. Each different coloured line represents a different supernova. The bottom plot
shows the same lightcurves after corrections showing how the lightcurves of type 1a
supernovae are standardisable and can therefore be used as cosmological candles. Figure
from Frieman et al. (2008).
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Figure 1.2: Distance modulus (the difference between apparent mangitude, the mea-
sured brightness from the Earth, and absolute magnitude, the objects intrinsic brightness)
against redshift of SNN1a collated from many surveys. This figure shows there is a rela-
tionship between a supernova’s intrinsic brightness and its redshift. Figure from Suzuki
et al. (2012).
This means that today there is a preferred length scale in the Universe at which galaxies
are separated (Eisenstein, 2005). This effect is known as Baryon Acoustic Oscillations
(BAO), and provides a standard ruler in the Universe.
The BAO signal is weak and only present at large scales, therefore requiring large volume
surveys in order to detect its existence. The Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey
(BOSS, Anderson et al. 2014) has measured this overdensity using the matter correlation
function in a volume of 14.5Gpc3, shown in Figure 1.3. Here the BAO feature is seen as a
bump in the correlation function at ∼ 110Mpc, which can be used to constrain a number
of cosmological parameters including dark energy parameters.
Another probe of the underlying cosmology measured by the large scale structure is Red-
shift Space Distortions (RSD, Kaiser 1987). These distortions arise when the distance to
an object is inferred using the Hubble relation by measuring its redshift (as discussed in
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Figure 1.3: Figure showing the correlation of BOSS galaxies as a function of separation
(circles) along with a best fit model. This figure clearly shows an abundance of correlated
galaxies at ≈ 120h−1Mpc - this is the BAO feature. Figure from Anderson et al. (2014).
Section 1.2). Galaxies, however, have peculiar velocities as they fall into nearby potential
wells meaning that a galaxy’s measured redshift is a mixture of both its Hubble flow and
this additional motion. This results in a elongation of the distribution of galaxies at small
scales (where peculiar velocities are comparable to the Hubble flow) and a squashing of
the distribution at large scales. These distortions can then be used to probe cosmology
(Percival and White, 2009).
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Figure 1.4: Planck2015 CMB power spectrum showing temperature fluctuations in the
CMB as a function of angular scale. The red points here are the measured data and
associated errors while the green line is the theoretical prediction. From the peaks in
this data, contraints can be placed upon many cosmological factors. Figure from Planck
Collaboration (2015a).
1.3.3 CMB
When the Universe began it was very hot and filled with a dense plasma of photons,
protons and electrons. This plasma was so dense the photons were coupled to the matter
because the mean free path of each electron was very short due to Thomson scattering
(Thomson and Thomson, 1933) by the electrons. However, as the Universe began to
expand it also began to cool down to the temperature at which these photons could
decouple from the baryonic matter and free stream away. This decoupling occurred at
z ∼ 1100, when the photons had a temperature T ∼ 3000K (Hinshaw et al., 2009). As
the Universe has evolved and expanded these photons have redshifted and cooled down
to T ∼ 3K today. This radiation is known as the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB).
The WMAP satellite first accurately measured the anisotropies in the CMB to 1 part in
105, suggesting that at some point in time these photons must have all been in casual
contact (Bennett et al., 2013) to have reached a thermal equilibrium. More recently the
Planck satellite has made the most accurate measurements of the CMB power spectrum,
shown in Figure 1.4.
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The size and position of the peaks in the power spectrum carry information about a
range of cosmological parameters (Tojeiro, 2006). The position of the first peak is highly
dependent upon the curvature of the Universe and the total energy density, and indicates
that the Universe is close to being flat and at the critical density. The position of this
peak is also slightly dependent upon the presence of dark energy, where more dark energy
would increase the size of the Universe and therefore move this peak to larger scales.
The amplitude of the odd peaks is also governed by the gravitational compression of the
plasma in the early Universe, so is enhanced in the presence of baryons while the even
peaks’ amplitude are associated by how much the plasma rarefies. The third peak is
sensitive to the ratio of dark matter to radiation and is used as to measure the energy
density of dark matter. The damped tail of the CMB power spectrum can be used as a
consistency check on the other measurements (Sa`nchez and Parijskij, 2012).
Using the CMB power spectrum from the Planck satellite, Planck Collaboration (2015b)
have placed some of the tightest constraints on a range of cosmological parameters that
are all consistent with a ΛCDM Universe.
1.4 Modified gravity
Currently the most successful and popular paradigm used to explain the observed acceler-
ated expansion of the Universe is ΛCDM. In this model the EFE (Equation 1.9) become
modified with the addition of a cosmological constant, Λ, also known as dark energy,
which permeates all of space and causes this acceleration,
Rµν − 1
2
gµνR = 8piGTµν + Λgµν . (1.33)
This model also posits the existence of Cold Dark Matter (CDM), a type of matter that
does not interact electromagnetically and is therefore invisible. Currently there are many
candidate particles for dark matter, such as the WIMP (Jungman et al., 1996) or axions
(Turner, 1990), with teams around the globe engaged in searches for these hypothetical
particles.
However there are no such viable candidates for dark energy, with its best theoretically
motivated source, the vacuum energy of empty space, disagreeing with observations by a
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factor of 10120 (Weinberg 1989, Martin 2012). Dark energy also suffers from the coinci-
dence problem (Carroll, 2002). Throughout the vast majority of the Universe’s history,
the Universe was dominated by matter and radiation, while in the future the Universe
will become completely dominated by dark energy. It therefore seems coincidental that
humanity is currently living through the short period of the Universe’s history in which
the contribution to the energy density from both matter and dark energy are comparable.
These issues have led cosmologists to investigate other explanations for the accelerated
expansion of the Universe (as described in Section 1.3). One potential alternative to
dark energy is to modify the theories of gravity to account for this accelerated expan-
sion. Discussed below is a popular modification to gravity that will later be tested using
observational data.
1.4.1 Chameleon Mechanism
One model that includes a screening capable of passing solar system tests (discussed in
Section 2.3), while still producing a non-negligible modification to gravity is the chameleon
mechanism (Khoury and Weltman, 2004). In this approach, the scalar field coupling
strength is sensitive to the depth of the local gravitational potential. In regions with a large
potential well, this screening suppresses the fifth force and gravity behaves as predicted
by GR. However when the potential becomes small, the fifth force is unsuppressed and
gravity becomes ‘modified’ compared to GR (Lombriser, 2014).
The simplest models exhibiting this behaviour are the so called chameleon fields, which
have properties dependent upon their surroundings. The simplest models of this type
have potentials that are a monotonic function of the scalar field. Commonly used is the
inverse power law potential
V (φ) =
Λ4+n
φn
, (1.34)
where Λ and n are model constants (Terukina and Yamamoto, 2012). The choice of
potential is not important for the analysis as within the cluster the scalar field, φ, is not
dependent upon Λ and n, as detailed below.
By definition, the action of the chameleon field satisfies
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Veff
φ
(a) Large ρ
Veff
φ
(b) Small ρ
Figure 1.5: The chameleon effective potential, Veff in solid red is the summation of
its two components. In dashed green the actual potential, V (φ) and in dot dashed blue
the coupling of the chameleon field to the local matter density, ρ. Figure 1.5a shows the
case for a large density and Figure 1.5b for a small density showing that in high density
regions the chameleon field is suppressed.
S =
∫ (
M2Pl
2
R− 1
2
∂φ2 − V (φ)
)√−gd4x− ∫ L(ψi, gµν)d4x, (1.35)
where MPl is Planck mass. The equation of motion that can be derived from this is then
∇2φ = V,φ + β
MPl
ρ exp(βφ/MPl), (1.36)
(Khoury and Weltman, 2004), where β1 is the coupling between matter and the scalar
field; φ gives the position dependent screening efficiency; MPl is the Planck mass and ρ
is the matter density. It can be seen from this equation that the dynamics of the scalar
field are not solely governed by V (φ), but by an effective potential
Veff (φ) = V (φ) + ρ exp(βφ/MPl), (1.37)
where the potential is dependent upon the density of matter, ρ. Although V (φ) is mono-
tonic, provided that β > 0, Veff will exhibit a minimum at a finite field value, φ = φmin.
Therefore
1Here this β is different to the β used to describe X-ray surface brightness profiles in Section 2.2.2.
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V,φ(φmin) +
β
MPl
ρ exp(βφmin/MPl) = 0. (1.38)
The mass associated with this field at the minimum is then given by
m2min = V,φφ(φmin) +
β2
M2Pl
ρ exp(βφmin/MPl) (1.39)
Equations 1.38 and 1.39 show that the local value of the field and its mass are dependent
upon the local matter density Figure 1.5a shows this in a high density situation and Figure
1.5b in a low density situation. At high densities the field has a smaller value, with a
steeper potential and large effective mass. In Planck units mass is inversely proportional
to length, so this large mass gives the field a very short range. As tests of gravity on Earth
and within the solar system (discussed in more detail in 2.3) are made on macroscopic
scales the microscopic range of the screened field allows it to evade local tests of gravity.
A consequence of the chameleon field is the arising of an additional force known as the
chameleon fifth force, defined as
Fφ = − β
MPl
∇φ. (1.40)
1.4.2 f(R) gravity
There is a set of gravity models known as f(R) models, that were first developed in
Buchdahl (1970). These models are generalised forms of GR and are therefore some of
the simplest modified gravity theories. They are popular due to this simplicity; the fact
that they do not require the introduction of any new type of matter; and can match the
observed accelerated expansion (as described in Section 1.3). These models however are
generally ruled out by solar system tests of gravity (Brax et al. 2008, discussed further in
Section 2.3).
These models can however bypass these restrictions by employing a chameleon mechanism,
(as discussed in Section 1.4.1) to suppress them in high density environments. These mod-
els can be formulated as a scalar-tensor theory where the fifth force arises from modifying
the Einstein-Hilbert action (shown for GR in Equation 1.8) by adding a scalar function,
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f(R), to the Ricci scalar (Capozziello 2002; Nojiri and Odintsov 2003). To do so a fixed
coupling strength of the extra scalar degree of freedom to matter must be employed to
properly normalise the field and therefore β =
√
1/6 (Starobinsky, 2007). The modified
form of the Einstein-Hilbert action is then
S =
∫ (
1
16piG
[R+ f(R)] + LM
)√−gd4x. (1.41)
It is of interest to note that a constant f is a cosmological constant.
If this action is varied with respect to the metric tensor the modified Einstein equation
can be derived (Buchdahl, 1970)
Gµν + fRRµν −
(
f
2
−fR
)
gµν −∇µ∇νfR = 8piGTµν , (1.42)
where Gµν = Rµν −Rgµν/2 is the Einstein tensor, fR = df/dR is an extra scalar degree
of freedom called a scalaron and  = ∇ν∇ν is the d’Alembertian operator. On scales
much smaller than the horizon, the quasi-static approximation holds true (Oyaizu 2008a,
Noller et al. 2014). This allows Equation 1.42 to be simplified to the field equation for fR
∇2fR = −1
3
[δR(fR) + 8piGδρM], (1.43)
where δR represents the perturbations in the scalar curvature and δρ the perturbations
in the matter density.
By considering Equation 1.42 in the Newtonian limit, the Poisson equation for the modi-
fied gravitational potential (Hu and Sawicki, 2007) can be obtained
∇2Φ = 16piG
3
δρ− 1
6
δR. (1.44)
It is desirable that these models are able to reproduce late time acceleration of the Universe
whilst still suppressing the fifth force in high-density environments, such as the solar
system (Chiba et al., 2007), due to prior observational constraints within these two regions.
It is also desirable that such a model is able to match the observed structure growth at
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high redshift (Linder and Jenkins, 2003). These requirements can be achieved in a model
exhibiting a chameleon mechanism, such as the model proposed by Hu and Sawicki (2007),
f(R) = −m2 c1(R/m
2)n
c2(R/m2)n + 1
, (1.45)
where m2 = H20 Ωm, n is the scaling index that modulates the scalar field amplitude, and
c1 and c2 are integration constants that are later fixed. One assumption of this model is
that both dark and baryonic matter are coupled to the chameleon field. It is possible to
construct models in which the baryonic component is not coupled (i.e. see Li and Barrow
2011a, Li and Barrow 2011b), but the method, described below, is insensitive to such a
parametrisation.
In Equation 1.45, R → 0 will in turn cause f(R) → 0. In this case, from Equation 1.41,
the unmodified action is recovered and no cosmological constant is present. However, in
the high curvature regime where R m2, Equation 1.45 can be expanded as
lim
m2/R→0
f(R) ≈ −c1
c2
m2 +
c1
c22
m2
(
m2
R
)n
. (1.46)
In the limiting case where the integration constants c1/c
2
2 → 0, c1/c2 becomes a cosmolog-
ical constant, and for a finite c1/c
2
2 the curvature becomes frozen in and decouples from
the matter density. This creates a class of models that are able to accelerate much like
ΛCDM. As the model is required to accurately mimic the expansion history of ΛCDM,
c1
c2
≈ 6 ΩΛ
Ωm
. (1.47)
This leaves just two parameters, n and c1/c
2
2 to control the evolution of the model. A
small c1/c
2
2 leads to a closer mimicry of ΛCDM, while a large n causes mimicry to last
until later in the Universe’s evolution.
Having defined these parameters the derivative of f(R) can be written as
fR = −nc1
c2
(
m2
R
)n+1
, (1.48)
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which holds in the limit c
(
R
m2
)2  1. This requirement is also needed for such a model
to be compatible with observations.
It is often more convenient to replace the parameters c1 and c2 with the value of fR at
today’s redshift, fR0 (Sotiriou and Faraoni, 2010). This can be done by first considering
the Ricci scalar in a FLRW Universe (Equation 1.15), with the modification due to f(R)
gravity
R = −6
[
a¨
a
+
(
a˙
a
)2]
− 2f. (1.49)
By combining this with the Friedmann equation (Equation 1.16) and the acceleration
equation (Equation 1.17) the Ricci scalar can be rewritten in terms of the energy densities
(Equation 1.22)
R = 3m2
(
a−3 + 4
ΩΛ
Ωm
)
. (1.50)
Plugging this into Equation 1.48 constrains both c1 and c2 when given n, fR0, ΩΛ, Ωm
and H0. It is therefore possible to characterise these models using just two parameters,
n and fR0. It is possible to relate f(R) gravity to φ∞, the parameter that controls the
effectiveness of the screening mechanism, (φ in Equation 1.40 at infinity) via the relation
(Joyce et al., 2014)
fR(z) = −
√
2
3
φ∞
MPl
, (1.51)
So a constraint upon chameleon gravity can directly translate to a constraint upon f(R)
gravity. By fixing n = 1 and the value of β, any constraints upon these theories can be
stated as a single variable.
1.5 Effects of modified gravity on clusters
One of the most significant observational consequences of a chameleon fifth force is that
in shallow potential wells, gravity becomes modified. It is hypothesised that a fifth force
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Figure 1.6: The likelihood surface of the φ∞ −Mvir plane, fitting to the temperature
profile of the cluster Hydra A when β = 1. The contour levels of the inner dashed curve
and the outer solid curve are at the 90% and 99% confidence levels respectively. This
figure demonstrates that it is possible to place constraints upon the chameleon parameters
using a galaxy cluster. Figure from Terukina and Yamamoto (2012).
would therefore be screened in the dense cores of galaxy clusters (discussed in Section
2.1), but not in the rarefied cluster outskirts (Burikham and Panpanich 2012, Lombriser
et al. 2012a). In a chameleon gravity model, the intracluster gas (described in Section 2.1)
would feel the fifth force in addition to gravity in the cluster outskirts, i.e. the gas will
be slightly more compact and the temperature boosted (Arnold et al., 2014), compared
to the influence of GR alone. This in turn would lead to an increase to the cluster’s
hydrostatic mass (shown in Equation 1.12 for GR).
Looking for a deviation from GR in the hydrostatic profile was first attempted in Terukina
and Yamamoto (2012). In this work, the authors used the X-ray temperature profile of
the Hydra A cluster, a medium sized cluster at a distance of 220h−1Mpc (Sato et al.,
2012). The X-ray observations upon which this temperature profile was derived came
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from the X-ray satellite Suzaku (Mitsuda et al., 2007). By fitting over the hydrostatic
profile in the chameleon regime (as discussed later in this section), with a fixed coupling
strength, β = 1 (as described in Equation 1.36), they were able to to constrain φ∞ < 10−4.
Figure 1.6 shows the 2D likelihood surface from Terukina and Yamamoto (2012) for the
chameleon screening efficiency, φ∞ (described later in this section) and the virial mass
(the mass enclosed within the virial radius – the radius at which the cluster’s potential
energy is twice its kinetic energy). A fixed β was selected, as opposed to fitting over β as
this thesis does in Chapter 5, due to the limited data quality available, which prevented
useful constraints at a range of β values being obtained. The authors also could not
obtain constraints in the special case β =
√
1/6, which corresponds to an f(R) gravity,
as described in Section 1.4.2, due to the small data sample.
Under the assumption that the dark matter comprising the cluster can be modelled by an
NFW profile (discussed in more depth in Section 2.1), an analytic solution to Equation
1.40 (Pourhasan et al. 2011, Burikham and Panpanich 2012, Terukina and Yamamoto
2012) can be derived. This will allow the hydrostatic equilibrium equation (shown in
Equation 1.12) to be redefined in the presence of chameleon gravity. This model can then
be fit real data to constrain chameleon gravity (discussed in Chapter 5).
The solution to the chameleon fifth force, Equation 1.40, in the cluster’s interior is first
considered. In the interior, the scalar field is in the minimum of the effective potential
(i.e. ∇2φ = 0). This is the regime where the chameleon mechanism suppresses the scalar
field so no fifth force is present,
βρ(r)
MPl
+ V,φ = 0. (1.52)
Inputting the density profile from an NFW (Equation 2.1), this becomes
β
MPl
ρs
r
rs
(
1 + rrs
)2 + V,φ = 0 (1.53)
Recalling that the potential is defined in Equation 1.34 as V = Λ4+n/φn, Equation 1.53
becomes
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φint(r) =
[
n
r
rs
(
1 +
r
rs
)2
Λ4+n
MPl
βρs
] 1
n+1
, (1.54)
φint(r) = φs
[
r
rs
(
1 +
r
rs
)2] 1n+1
, (1.55)
where φn+1s = nΛ
4+nMPl
βρs
represents the value of the chameleon field within the cluster.
This is the definition of the strength of the chameleon field within the cluster, where the
density is high and this field is suppressed. It should be noted that as r → 0 the fifth
force tends to infinity. This is however an artefact of the NFW profile (which tends to an
infinite density as r → 0), while the fifth force is zero elsewhere in the cluster interior.
Next the solution to Equation 1.36, the chameleon fifth force, in the cluster’s exterior
is considered. In this regime the density of the cluster is low so the chameleon field is
no longer suppressed and provides an additional force in the cluster outskirts. For this
solution the contribution of the scalar field potential is much less than that of the matter
density and the chameleon field, such that V,φ  ∇2φ. In this case
∇2φext(r) = βρ(r)
MPl
, (1.56)
which can be evaluated
φext(r) = −βρsr
2
s
MPl
ln(1 + r/rs)
r/rs
− C
r/rs
+ φ∞, (1.57)
where C and φ∞ are integration constants. Here, φ∞ can be interpreted as the mini-
mum of the chameleon field and therefore its cosmological background value. Due to the
deep potential well inside the cluster, the chameleon field will become highly suppressed,
meaning φs  φ∞. Equation 1.55 can then be approximated as φint(r) ≈ 0.
By connecting the two solutions to the chameleon field, first in the cluster’s interior
(Equation 1.55) and second in the cluster’s exterior (Equation 1.57) it is possible to define
the hydrostatic equation in the presence of a chameleon field. The integration constant,
C, and the transition scale can be determined by realising that at some critical transition
radius, rc, the interior and exterior solutions to the chameleon field must match (i.e.
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φint(rc) = φext(rc)). In this model this is the radius at which the chameleon screening
is ‘switched on’ and becomes a fifth force, causing deviations from the expected GR
measurement. It is also required that their derivatives match (i.e. φ′int(rc) = φ
′
ext(rc)).
This yields
C ≈ −βρsr
2
s
MPl
ln
(
1 +
rc
rs
)
+ φ∞
rc
rs
(1.58)
φ∞ − βρsr
2
s
MPl
(
1 +
rc
rs
)−1
≈ 0. (1.59)
The solution to the chameleon field within the cluster has now been derived and the
interior solution conntected to the exterior solution. It becomes possible to rewrite the
hydrostatic equilibrium equation and use the above solutions to produce an analytic model
that can be used to fit the X-ray surface brightness profiles of clusters, detailed in Chapter
5. The validity of this analytic solution is considered in Pourhasan et al. (2011) and
Lombriser et al. (2012a), as well as discussed in further detail in Chapter 3.
Both the chameleon field interior and exterior solutions (Equations 1.55 and 1.57 respec-
tively), and the critical radius (Equations 1.58 and 1.59) at which the chameleon fifth
force begins to take effect, are independent of the parameters describing the scalar field
potential, Λ and n (defined in Equation 1.34). This is because φ∞ is a degree of free-
dom, and has the potential to differ from the cosmological background value of the scalar
field depending upon the local environment of the cluster. The effect of a cluster’s local
environment upon the scalar field is investigated in Chapter 5.
By measuring the properties of X-ray gas (described in Section 2.2.2), it is possible to infer,
under the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium, the cluster’s mass and density from its
X-ray surface brightness or SZ effect profiles (Reiprich and Bo¨hringer 2002, Kettula et al.
2015). In the presence of a chameleon field, the hydrostatic equation (Equation 1.12) is
modified,
1
ρ(r)
P (r)
dr
= −GM(r)
r2
− β
MPl
dφ(r)
dr
, (1.60)
in turn modifying the inferred mass. The cluster’s mass then becomes
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Mtot(< r) = Mhydro(r) +Mφ(r), (1.61)
where Mtot is the cluster’s total mass, Mhydro is the cluster’s mass inferred from hydro-
static equilibrium (assuming GR) and
Mφ(r) = −r
2
G
β
MPl
dφ(r)
dr
(1.62)
is the mass enhancement due to the chameleon field.
By contrast, weak gravitational lensing is dependent only upon the gravitational deflection
of light by matter along the line of sight, therefore providing a technique to measure the
underlying mass distribution without assuming hydrostatic equilibrium. Crucially for this
study, the fifth force would not modify the deflection of light through the cluster (compared
to GR) because the scalar chameleon field is coupled to the trace of the energy-momentum
tensor (Hui et al., 2009), which does not couple to photons. This can also be shown by
considering the parallel to the modified Poisson equation (Equation 1.44, Arnold et al.
2014) for Ψ,
∇2Ψ = 8piG
3
δρ+
1
6
δR. (1.63)
This is the Newtonian potential, which comes from the FLRW metric. The lensing po-
tential, which defines the deflection of light, is the sum of the potentials in Equations 1.44
and 1.63, ΦL = (Ψ + Φ)/2, giving
∇2ΦL = 1
2
(
16piG
3
δρ− 1
6
δR+
8piG
3
δρ+
1
6
δR.
)
= 4piGδρ = ∇2ΦN . (1.64)
Here ΦN is the Newtonian gravitational potential and is unchanged from GR, therefore
the deflection angle described in Equation 2.23 is unchanged, as are weak lensing mass
estimates.
This leads to the relation
Mhydro(r) +Mφ(r) = MWL, (1.65)
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SB
Radius
Figure 1.7: A cartoon demonstrating the effect of the fifth force on a cluster’s X-ray
surface brightness profile. Shown in solid green is the profile under GR, while in dashed
red the profile under the influence of the fifth force is shown.
where MWL is the mass recovered from weak lensing measurements.
The equations presented above (principally Equation 1.65) describe how the cluster’s
mass is affected in the presence of a chameleon field. However they also describe how
the X-ray surface brightness (described in Section 2.2.2) and weak lensing (described in
Section 2.2.5) profiles are affected. The effect of the chameleon screening is demonstrated
in Figure 1.7 where the fifth force can be seen to compress the X-ray surface brightness
profile when compared with GR.
Therefore, it is possible to search for evidence of a fifth force by comparing the X-ray
surface brightness and/or SZ effect profiles of clusters, which probe the modified hydro-
static masses, with their gravitational lensing shear profiles, which probe the unmodified
masses (Ostriker and Vishniac 1986, Terukina and Yamamoto 2012). One advantage of
comparing profiles over masses is that there are potential mass biases between hydrostatic
and lensing mass measurements (e.g. Nelson et al. 2012, Nelson et al. 2014) that have the
potential to wipe out any detectable differences due to the fifth force (as seen in Arnold
et al. (2014) and discussed further in Section 5.5). When using the cluster profiles, their
shape is of much more interest than their amplitude, and the profile’s shape is not degen-
erate with much of the astrophysics which potentially causes bias in mass measurements.
Another advantage is for each cluster many more points of data are available to be mea-
sured (several points along a profile as opposed to a single mass measurement), which,
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Figure 1.8: X-ray temperature (top-left), surface brightness (top-right), and SZ effect
(bottom) profiles for the Coma cluster as a function of radius, shown as black points
with associated errors. The best fit chameleon gravity models can be seen in solid black,
which allow constriants to be placed upon f(R). Figure from Terukina et al. (2014).
providing sufficient signal, will grant the models greater constraining power. It is for these
reasons this thesis continues by considering cluster profiles.
The techniques required to measure X-ray surface brightness profiles are discussed in
greater detail in Section 2.2.2 and weak lensing profiles in Section 2.2.5.
1.5.1 Previous uses of this technique
The technique of comparing the hydrostatic profiles of galaxy clusters, derived from X-
rays (described in Section 2.2.2) or the SZ effect to the lensing profile (described in Section
2.2.5) was first used in Terukina et al. 2014 (T14). In T14 work the authors were able
to constrain f(R) gravity models using a combination of lensing shear, X-ray surface
brightness, X-ray temperature and Sunyaev-Zel’dovich (SZ) profiles for the Coma cluster
(a massive cluster at z = 0.02).
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The profiles used to constrain f(R) gravity in this work are shown in Figure 1.8. Here the
X-ray temperature is shown in the top left, with the inner region data from the XMM X-
ray satellite (detailed further in Section 4.2.2, Snowden et al. 2008) and the outer region
from the Suzaku X-ray satellite (Wik et al., 2009). In the top right the X-ray surface
brightness profile from XMM (Churazov et al., 2012) is shown and the bottom plot shows
the SZ profile from the Planck satellite (Planck Collaboration, 2013). In this work, due to
the lack of available weak lensing data, a single data point encapsulating the virial mass
was available to contrast against the modified hydrostatic profile. The impact of this is
discussed in Section 1.6.
Combining these measurements, T14 performed an MCMC analysis (MCMC is described
in detail in Section 5.2) of the parameter space describing the cluster profiles in the
modified gravity regime by fitting over the observational data sets described above. The
results of this MCMC are shown in the best fit models as black lines in Figure 1.8. Under
the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium, they obtained constraints of |fR0|< 6× 10−5.
They also examined the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium, and concluded that any
contribution of non-thermal pressure was small compared to the reconstructed mass.
Alongside the profile comparison method for constraining f(R) gravity described here
there have been many other measurements of |fR0| at a range of scales. These constraints
are discussed in detail in Section 2.3.
1.6 Summary and thesis outline
In this chapter I have given a overview of the current state of cosmology. The observed
accelerated expansion of the Universe is commonly explained with either the addition
of dark energy or by modifying GR. I have described the current observational evidence
in support of an accelerating Universe, namely SN1a, LSS and the CMB and how these
probes are used to measure cosmological parameters. I have discussed how the most
popular paradigm to explain this expansion is ΛCDM. I have furthered this discussion
by noting some of this theory’s shortcomings, namely the vast disagreement between
theoretical and observational measurements of dark energy and the coincidence problem.
These motivate the investigation of another mechanism that could explain this observed
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expansion, namely modified gravity. I have described how one of these modifications to
gravity might present itself, in a difference of X-ray and lensing profiles.
Also in this chapter, I have reviewed Terukina et al. (2014), who investigated these profiles
for the Coma cluster, discussed in Section 1.5.1. The Coma cluster is at a low redshift,
meaning its weak lensing shear signal is low (the weak lensing signal around clusters
is described in detail in Section 2.2.5). The strength of this technique comes from the
observed tension between the lensing measurement, which in chameleon gravity follows
GR, and the hydrostatic profiles, which become modified in the presence of a chameleon
field. As Terukina et al. (2014) only had a single data point of lensing data, it is difficult
to observe a tension between this and the hydrostatic profiles, potentially reducing the
constraints on the chameleon parameters. Moreover the Coma cluster is known to have
non-spherical geometry (Fitchett and Webster 1987, Briel et al. 1992, Colless and Dunn
1996), which is one assumption made in the analytical model described in Section 1.5,
potentially biasing the results.
These factors motivate me to take the Terukina et al. (2014) method further. I do this
using many more clusters at a much higher redshift. I aim to measure much higher signal
to noise weak lensing shear profiles as well as averaging out non-spherical cluster shapes.
I carefully control the cluster sample to ensure confidence in my results and perform many
tests to the data to check its quality and to carefully control for systematics as well as
verifying all these techniques against simulations. I also take the concept put forward in
Terukina et al. (2014) and apply it to another modified gravity, namely the Vainshtein
mechanism (described in Section 6.3). These factors allow highly competitive constraints
on gravity with a thorough understanding of the systematics involved to be obtained.
In Chapter 2 I discuss in further detail the nature of X-ray cluster measurements and weak
lensing signal and elaborate on the nature of galaxy clusters themselves. I also discuss
different probes of modified gravity to compare their constraining power to the technique
outlined in this thesis.
In Chapter 3 I use two hydrodynamical simulations, one evolved under ΛCDM+GR, the
other under the influence of f(R) gravity, to perform multiple tests of the analytic models.
I also use these simulations to test the cluster sphericity and the suitability of the NFW
profile. I then test the MCMC profiles by constraining the gravity models within the
simulations.
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In Chapter 4 I discuss the surveys used throughout this thesis. I then describe the creation
of the dataset used to measure gravity, comprised of 58 X-ray selected clusters. I detail
how the X-ray and lensing profiles were created and the tests to the data to ensure its
suitability.
In Chapter 5 I investigate the environment of the cluster sample and test the sample is in
hydrostatic equilibrium. I then describe the MCMC fitting technique used to constrain
gravity as well as present the results.
Finally in Chapter 6 I discuss the future of this work by forecasting the constraints
that would be obtained using a far larger dataset. I also detail a few refinements upon
the techniques in earlier chapters. I continue by using the techniques to constrain the
Vainshtein mechanism, a different screening mechanism, and present the results including
the first measurement of a particular parametrisation of Vainshtein. I finish by presenting
the conclusions.
Chapter 2
Introduction: Probes and Gravity
Observables
In this chapter I introduce the observational tools that I shall later use to constrain gravity
models.
I begin by describing the focus of this thesis, galaxy clusters, and discuss the properties
they have that make them such useful cosmological tools. I will then discuss the observ-
ables through which I will probe these clusters. The first of these observables are X-rays,
high energy photons emitted from the cluster due to its high temperature. I will describe
their history and emission mechanisms and then lay out the equations required to test
modified gravity using X-rays.
I then move on to the other major probe used throughout this endeavour - gravitational
lensing. Here I begin by describing the fundamental physics behind lensing. I will describe
the fundamental physics behind lensing, and an observational consequence, weak lensing,
as well as how weak lensing can be used to reconstruct the density field in the Universe.
I finish this chapter by discussing other probes that have been employed in the search for
modified gravity throughout the last decade on a variety of astronomical scales.
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Figure 2.1: Distribution of radial velocities as a function of radius from the cluster
centre for galaxies in the Coma cluster. The different symbols indicate different galaxy
morphology. This figure shows that a galaxy’s orbital velocity is independent of its radial
distance from the cluster centre. Figure from Castander et al. (2001).
2.1 Clusters
Galaxy clusters are the largest virialised objects in the Universe, with masses of 1013−15M
and sizes up to several megaparsecs. They typically contain hundreds of galaxies, the
majority of which are early type ellipticals. Clusters are commonly said to be comprised
of old galaxies with low star formation rates – making typical cluster galaxies redder than
field galaxies.
Fritz Zwicky was the first to apply the virial theorem to galaxy clusters in 1933 and cor-
rectly concluded that the observed masses of clusters were much to small too be consistent
with the galaxy velocity dispersions (Zwicky 1933, Zwicky 1937). Zwicky inferred that
the majority of the matter was unseen and coined the name dark matter to describe this
missing matter.
More recently Castander et al. (2001) have measured the velocities of 196 galaxies within
the Coma cluster. In Figure 2.1 these velocities are shown, where it is clear to see that
the galaxy’s velocity is independent of its radial distance. This contrasts with other
gravitational systems with large central mass concentrations, such as the solar system, in
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Figure 2.2: Image of the Bullet cluster. Shown in pink is the intra-cluster gas distribu-
tion, in blue the dark matter distribution and in yellow the optical galaxies. This figure
shows that the bulk of a clusters mass is not in the intracluster gas, but dark matter.
Image courtesy of NASA.
which the rotational velocity falls of as a function of radius. This agrees with Zwicky’s
inference that there is a large amount of unseen mass at all radii of the cluster.
When the first X-ray observations of clusters were made it was discovered that clusters
are filled with hot, low density intra-cluster gas (these X-ray observations are discussed
in Section 2.2.1). From these X-ray measurements, and later on SZ measurements (Grego
et al., 2001), it was deduced that this gas accounts for ∼ 15% of the total cluster mass
(Lea et al., 1973). Combining this with measurements of the mass contained within the
galaxies comprising the cluster, around ∼ 3% (Ettori et al., 2009), means that it is possible
to infer that the majority (around ∼ 80%) of a cluster’s mass is dark matter.
More recently galaxy clusters have again provided some of the strongest evidence of the
existence of dark matter (Markevitch et al., 2004). Figure 2.2 shows the Bullet cluster.
In pink the distribution of the hot X-ray emitting gas is shown, while in blue and yellow
the dark matter and optical galaxies are shown respectively. This system comprises of
two colliding galaxy clusters. The size of a single galaxy is very small compared to the
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whole cluster so the galaxies pass by each other without interacting. The intracluster
mediums, however, interact as they pass through each other, causing them to slow down
and lag behind the galaxies. However, gravitational lensing (discussed in Section 2.2.3)
has revealed that the bulk of the cluster’s mass (shown in blue) surrounds the galaxies.
As the galaxies only make up a fraction of the total mass, the majority of the system’s
mass must be collisionless and not in the intra-cluster gas.
These haloes are believed to have formed from small initial density perturbations, caused
by quantum fluctuations, and, via hierarchical structure growth (Press and Schechter,
1974), gravitated together to form the massive cluster haloes seen today. This means
that clusters trace the large scale structure of the Universe and their abundance is highly
reliant upon the underlying cosmology (Tinker et al., 2012). Combined with clusters being
the smallest objects that contain a representative sample of the matter make up of the
Universe, this makes clusters a competitive probe of cosmology and excellent laboratories
for searching for modified gravity (i.e. Narikawa and Yamamoto 2012, Lam et al. 2012,
Li et al. 2016).
One property of galaxy clusters that make them especially useful as a cosmological probe
is their self similarity (Press and Schechter, 1974). Clusters, at the same redshift, of all
masses are identical when they are scaled by their mass: this is known as strong self-
similarity (Bower, 1997). The matter density within the Universe is proportional to 1
a(t)3
meaning the density at high redshifts was higher than it is today (Bryan and Norman,
1998). Therefore, clusters at high redshift are expected to have higher densities than
those at low redshifts. However if this evolution is accounted for (Maughan et al., 2012)
then a cluster at high redshift is identical to one at low redshift. This relation is known
as weak self-similarity.
Because of these self-similarities galaxy clusters are thought to possess a universal profile
describing their dark matter distribution (Dubinski and Carlberg, 1991). There have been
many studies investigating this idea, and many different profiles suggested (Bertschinger,
1998).
In this study, the Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW; Navarro et al. 1996) model is adopted for
the dark matter halo mass distribution, which is found to fit the dark matter distributions
of clusters well (i.e. Coe et al. 2010, Limousin et al. 2013, Niikura et al. 2015) and described
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by:
ρ(r) =
ρcδc
r
rs
(1 + rrs )
2
, (2.1)
where r here and throughout is the radial distance from the halo centre, ρc = 3H
2(z)/8piG
is the critical density at a given redshift, H(z) is the Hubble parameter at a given redshift
(described in Equation 1.18), G is Newton’s Gravitational Constant, δc is the characteristic
overdensity, given by
δc =
200
3
c3
ln(1 + c)− c/(1 + c) , (2.2)
where c is a dimensionless concentration parameter and rs is the scale radius given by
rs =
1
c
(
3M200
4piρcδc
)1/3
, (2.3)
where M200 is the mass enclosed by r200, the radius at which the dark matter halo’s
average density is two hundred times the critical density (given by Equation 1.21),
M(< r200) = 4piδcρcr
3
s
(
ln(1 + c)− c
1 + c
)
. (2.4)
The NFW profile described in Equation 2.1 is an direct, empirical fit to ΛCDM N-body
simulations (i.e. Cole and Lacey 1996, Tissera and Dominguez-Tenreiro 1998, Bahe´ et al.
2012), but it is not immediately obvious that this profile would pertain to cluster profiles
in the f(R) regime (as described in Section 1.4.2). However it has been shown (Lombriser
et al. 2012a, Moran et al. 2015) that the NFW profile is able to provide fits to both
modified gravity and concordance cosmology that are equally good, sharing the same χ2.
It should be noted that the simulations in Lombriser et al. (2012a) were generated using
a fixed β =
√
1/6, as opposed to the general chameleon gravity model investigated here.
However, as the β range being probed here is around this value, any modifications to
the profiles are expected to be similar, suggesting the suitability of the NFW profile. In
Chapter 3 further checks using hydrodynamical simulations of modified gravity models
are performed, allowing this assumption to be verified.
The gas within clusters follows a different profile from the underlying dark matter dis-
tribution, because of the different physics felt by the gas due to each particle interacting
with others through electrostatic forces. This leads the gas profile to differ from the dark
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matter profile (Makino et al., 1998) and follow a beta-model1, b1, electron density profile
(e.g. Cavaliere and Fusco-Femiano 1978);
ne(r) = n0
(
1 +
[
r
r1
]2)b1
. (2.5)
Adopting the Terukina et al. (2014) approach allows the chameleon mechanism to be de-
scribed using three parameters. The first of these, β, is the coupling between matter and
the scalar field (see Equation 1.36). The second, φ∞, describes the position dependent
screening efficiency. The third, rc, is a critical radius, i.e. the distance from the dark mat-
ter halo centre at which the screening mechanism takes effect (Terukina and Yamamoto,
2012),
rc =
βρsr
3
s
MPlφ∞
− rs, (2.6)
where ρs is the density at this radius. These parameters are discussed further in Section
1.5.
Another property of galaxy clusters that makes them excellent cosmic laboratories is
that they are often (in the ideal isolated case) in hydrostatic equilibrium – the pressure
forces within the cluster are balanced by gravity, described in Equation 1.12. This allows
the direct relation of a cluster’s density, and therefore X-ray luminosity (as described
in Equation 2.14), with its mass. This assumption about a cluster’s dynamic state has,
however, been up for much debate (i.e. Allen 1998, Ota and Yoshida 2016).
The constraints on the CMB from the Planck satellite (discussed in Section 1.3) were
found to be in tension with the cosmological constraints obtained from cluster counts
(Planck Collaboration, 2014). The Planck team suggest that this is due to a hydrostatic
bias in the cluster mass measurements from XMM (we discuss XMM in Section 4.2.2) of
∼ 20%. von der Linden et al. (2014) suggest this tension could be alleviated using high
quality lensing mass measurements to reduce this tension. Israel et al. (2015) suggest that
this tension could even be due to instrumental uncertainties in the X-ray satellites.
Recently, however, Maughan et al. (2015) compare the X-ray and caustic mass profiles
of 16 massive clusters concluding “There is no indication of any dependence of the mass
ratio on the X-ray morphology of the clusters, indicating that the hydrostatic masses are
1The beta in this model is not the same as the β in Equation 1.36.
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not strongly systematically affected by the dynamical state of the clusters.” While Tho¨lken
et al. (2016) performed a detailed X-ray analysis of the galaxy group UGC03957 beyond
r200, and offer mixed conclusions about the dynamical state of the measured group de-
pending on the observable used. This effect is discussed further in Chapter 3.
2.2 Cluster probes
2.2.1 X-rays
X-rays are an energetic part of electromagnetic spectrum, with wavelengths between 0.01
and 10 nanometres, and energies between 0.1 keV and 100 keV. X-ray radiation is com-
monly divided into two categories: soft X-rays, where a photon’s energy is below 10 keV;
and hard X-rays where the energy is above 10 keV (Attwood, D T, 2000).
The high energy of X-rays necessitates that their thermal emission can only occur in
astrophysical sources in excess of 107K, such as galaxy clusters, black holes and supernova
remnants. Non-thermal emission of X-rays typically arises from synchrotron radiation,
when charged particles are accelerated in a curved path. Both these emission types are
discussed in Section 2.2.2.
Due to the ionising nature of X-rays they are readily absorbed by the atmosphere. This
means that any X-ray observatories should be located very high, preferably above the
atmosphere. Historically this was achieved using balloons and rockets, however now ded-
icated satellites such as XMM (Jansen et al., 2001), Chandra (Weisskopf et al., 2000) and
Suzaku (Mitsuda et al., 2007) are placed in orbit to make observations.
The major difficulty in the creation of an X-ray telescope, is that as X-rays are so ener-
getic, they pass through most matter, including mirrors. This means that the traditional
orientation of using mirrors or lenses to focus light as applied in visible light astronomy
must be adapted to observe X-rays. In X-ray telescopes the mirrors, typically coated in
gold or iridium, are turned almost perpendicular to the detector so the X-ray photon can
‘graze-off’ the mirror (Arnaud et al., 2011). The angle at which this is achieved is energy
dependent but usually very small (the grazing angle for a 2KeV photon on a gold mirror
is < 2◦: Als-Nielsen and McMorrow 2011). In order to focus the X-rays down to a point,
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Figure 2.3: The azimuthal distribution of X-ray counts from the Virgo cluster. The
two peaks indicate the positions two X-ray bright galaxies within the cluster. This figure
is the first detection of the Virgo cluster. Figure from Kellogg et al. (1971).
X-ray telescopes use large arrays of nested mirrors, each one slightly offset from the last,
to focus the X-rays on to the detector (Spiga et al., 2009).
Due to the ready absorption of X-rays by the atmosphere, the first discovery of astrophys-
ical X-rays was not until 1948, when an X-ray detector on the nose cone of a V2 rocket
observed the sun (Friedman et al., 1951). The first extrasolar source of X-rays was not
then discovered until 1962, when a detector aboard another rocket detected the X-ray
binary system Scorpius X-1 (Giacconi, 2003).
The first dedicated X-ray telescope to be launched was Uhuru in 1970. Uhuru performed
a uniform all sky survey, cataloguing 339 X-ray sources (Forman et al., 1978) including
supernova remnants, Seyfert galaxies and binary systems.
Since those initial observations many more sources of astrophysical sources of X-rays
have been discovered. One of the most important discoveries has been the diffuse X-ray
emission from the intracluster medium (Kellogg et al. 1971, Forman et al. 1972). Figure
2.3 shows the first X-ray detection of the Virgo cluster in Kellogg et al. (1971). This
telescope operated by sweeping across an area in bands and measuring the X-ray count
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Figure 2.4: X-ray spectrum of the Centaurus cluster showing both continuum and line
emission in black. In grey the best fit model is shown. Figure from of Matsushita et al.
(2007).
rate. Here the X-ray emission around the cluster galaxies can be seen clearly. This initial
observation by the Uhuru X-ray satellite took place over three days with a total exposure
time of 381 seconds. The authors measured the X-ray temperature to be TX > 2.5×107K
and the extent of the X-ray emission to be 1◦ - 2◦ in diameter.
These initial observations provided the first indications that the majority of baryonic
matter in clusters is in hot intracluster gas, and these X-ray observations have provided
new insight into the structure and formation of the Universe (Sarazin, 1986).
2.2.2 X-rays in clusters
The hot diffuse gas that makes up the intra-cluster medium is one of the most luminous
sources of X-rays in the Universe, second only to active galactic nuclei. The X-rays
themselves are primarily due to thermal emission from this gas, which leads to a spectrum
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comprised of continuum and line emission. An example of such a spectrum is shown in
Figure 2.4.
The majority of the X-ray continuum arises from three distinct processes. The largest con-
tribution to this spectrum arises from thermal bremsstrahlung (free-free) emission, with
lesser contributions from recombination (free-bound) emission and two-photon (bound-
bound) decay.
Bremsstrahlung radiation is produced when a charged particle, such as an electron, is ac-
celerated by another charged particle, typically an atomic nucleus. This radiative process
begins and ends with the electron being free. Recombination occurs when the electron is
captured by the nucleus, causing a photon to be emitted.
The two photon emission occurs when an electron collides with a bound electron in the
1S shell, exciting the bound electron into the 2S shell. The decay from 2S to 1S, however,
is forbidden by quantum mechanics (Spitzer and Greenstein, 1951). Normally a second
electron would excite the bound electron further. However, as the density of the intra-
cluster gas is very low (typically 10−3 atoms/cm3, Sarazin 1986), this additional collision
is unlikely. The electron then decays back to the 1S orbit while emitting two photons,
whose combined energy equals the energy difference between the 2S and 1S states (Kaastra
et al., 2008).
Other than this continuum emission, line emissions are also present in X-ray spectra. Line
emission begins when an atom is excited. There are several processes that can cause this
to happen, however in clusters the most important is bound-bound emission. An electron
is excited to a higher energy state after a collision and decays back down by radiating a
photon of a characteristic wavelength.
It can be useful to fit a model to a cluster spectrum. The bulk of this spectrum is caused by
the thermal bremsstrahlung emission (Gronenschild and Mewe, 1978) given by summing
over the ions involved in the collisions. Here the derivation presented in Longair (2011)
is followed.
The acceleration of an electron as it becomes deflected by an ion of charge Z (Larmor,
1897) is
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a(t) =
Ze2
me(b2 + v2t2)
, (2.7)
where me is the electron’s mass, b is the impact parameter – the closest separation between
the electron and ion, and v is the electron’s velocity. The electric dipole field at a distance
r from the electron is (Laud, 2011)
E(t) =
ea(t)
c2r
sin θ =
Ze3 sin θ
mec2r(b2 + v2t2)
. (2.8)
Taking the Fourier transform of this then leads to
E(ν) =
∫ ∞
−∞
E(t) exp(2piiνt)dt =
Ze3 sin θ
mec2r
∫ ∞
−∞
exp(2piiνt)
b2 + v2t2
dt =
Ze3 sin θ
mec2r
pi
bv
exp(−2piνb/v).
(2.9)
From this, the spectrum radiated from a single electron is
dW
dω
=
c
2pi
∫
r2E(ν)2dΩ =
4pi2
3
Z2e6
m2ec
3b3v2
exp(−4piνb/v). (2.10)
This then produces a spectrum that is flat for ω  v/b and falls off exponentially when
ω  v/b. The approximation that all electrons have the same velocity, v, is made and
that both electrons and ions have equal number densities ne = ni. Then the collision rate
per unit volume between the impact parameters b and db is given by neni2pibdbv. From
this the power per unit volume is
dW
dωdtdV
= neniv
∫ ∞
bmin
dW
ν
2pibdb =
8pi3
3
Z2e6
m2ec
3v
∫ bmax
bmin
db
b
. (2.11)
As the spectrum for a single electron falls off exponentially when ω > v/b, the exponential
can be approximated as a step function when ω ∼ v/b, equivalent to setting bmax ∼ v/b
and ignoring the exponential. These approximations and simplifications can be dealt with
by including them in the Gaunt factor, gff , – a correction for quantum mechanical effects
(Gaunt, 1930). The lower integration limit can be set by considering the high energy
regime, as is present in clusters. The high energy of the each electron means that each
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has a large velocity: the uncertainty principle stops the electron from getting any closer
than bmin ∼ }/mev (Heisenberg, 1927). As the electrons within the intracluster medium
have a distribution of energies, instead of all electrons possessing the same velocity (as was
earlier assumed), they will have a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of velocities (Maxwell,
1860),
dP = exp(mv2/2kT )4piv2dv, (2.12)
where T is the electron temperature. The velocity distribution can be averaged over,
leading to
ff (ν) =
∫ ∞
vmin
dW
dωdtdV
dP (v). (2.13)
Taking Equations 2.11 and 2.12, plugging them into Equation 2.13 and evaluating leads
to the thermal bremsstrahlung emission equation
ff (ν) =
32pie6
3mec2
(
2pi
3mekBTX
)0.5
ne exp
( −hν
kBTX
)∑
i
niZ
2
i gff (Z, TX , ν), (2.14)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant; TX is the cluster temperature; h is the Planck
constant and Z and ni are the charges and densities of the ions involved in the collision
respectively.
The emissivity for line emission is given by (Osterbrock, 1974):
∫
line(ν)dν = n(Xi)ne
h3νΩ(TX)B
4ωgs(Xi)
(
2
pi3m3ekBTX
)0.5
exp−∆E/kBTX , (2.15)
where Xi represents the energy levels of the ion; Ω is the collision strength; B is the
branching ratio; ω is the statistical weight of the levels and ∆E is the excitation energy
above the ground state.
These two emission processes are typically combined into a single emissivity, which in-
creases with the electron density (described in Equation 2.5), and whose other properties
are only dependent on the electron temperature. This can be written as
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ν =
∑
Xi
n(Xi)neλc(XiTe), (2.16)
where λc(XiTe) is the cooling function, which is a function of the ion and the temperature.
Equations 2.14 and 2.15 are dependent upon the properties of the cluster, such as the
gas temperature and elemental abundances, so by fitting to the cluster’s spectrum it is
possible to be informed about the cluster’s nature.
As discussed in Section 2.1, galaxy clusters are approximately in hydrostatic equilibrium.
In the presence of a fifth force, such as the one described in Equation 1.40, the hydro-
static equilibrium equation is modified with an additional pressure force. Terukina and
Yamamoto (2012) showed that the hydrostatic equilibrium equation in the presence of a
fifth force (Equation 1.40) is:
1
ρgas(r)
dPgas(r)
dr
= −GM(< r)
r2
− β
MPl
∇φ, (2.17)
where ρgas is the gas density, M the total mass within a radius r, and Pgas is the electron
pressure.
In an ideal cluster, i.e. one that is isolated, isothermal, and spherical, this total pressure
is felt by the electrons and ions in the ionised intracluster plasma, so that Pgas = nekT ,
where ne is the electron number density, and T is the electron temperature. Then the
standard beta-model (equation 2.5) is adopted to describe the gas distribution within the
cluster.
Integrating Equation 2.17 gives
Pe(r) = Pe,0 + µmp
∫ r
0
ne(r)
(
−GM(< r)
r2
− β
MPl
dφ(r)
dr
)
dr, (2.18)
where Pe,0 is the electron gas pressure at r = 0, given by Pe,0 = ne,0kT and ne,0 =
5n0/(2 +µ) and M(< r), the halo mass. Equation 2.18 can be re-expressed by taking the
integral of Equation 2.16 so
SB(r⊥) =
∫
ν =
∫
n(Xi)neγc(XiTe). (2.19)
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Figure 2.5: Diagram of a gravitationally lensed system showing the geometry involved
in the lensing of a light beam by a lens on its path to a source. An explanation of the
symbols is shown in Section 2.2.3. Figure author’s own.
To simplify Equation 2.16, the assumption is made that the gas within the intracluster
medium is dominated by hydrogen such that n(Xi) = ne. This leads to
SB(r⊥) =
1
4pi(1 + z)4
∫
n2e
(√
r2⊥ + z2
)
λc(Tgas)dz, (2.20)
where r⊥ is the projected distance from the cluster centre and z the cluster redshift.
This gives the surface brightness, SB(r⊥), using the temperature and electron density
dependent cooling function (see Section 4.3.2) and is later used in Section 5.2 to compare
stacked X-ray cluster profiles to the chameleon model.
2.2.3 Gravitational lensing
Gravitational lensing is the deflection of light as it passes near massive objects in the
Universe. It proves to be a fitting name as this matter behaves much like a conventional
lens distorting and magnifying light rays. This effect was first described by Einstein’s
theory of general relativity in 1916 (Einstein, 1916). Soon after its publication in 1919,
Eddington led his famous expedition in Africa to measure the bending of light around the
sun during a solar eclipse. The measured offset was consistent with Einstein’s prediction
(Dyson et al., 1920), twice the deflection as predicted from Newtonian gravity, lending
credibility to the theory.
The strength of the lensing signal is dependent upon both the mass of the lensing object
and the geometry of the source-lens-observer system, as shown in Figure 2.5.
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In this figure, the three distances (DL, DS and DLS) are angular diameter distances,
where this is a ratio of an objects real size, r, to its angular size as viewed from Earth, Θ,
DA ∝ r
Θ
. (2.21)
A light ray from the source is deflected by an angle ~ˆα due to the lensing mass at a distance
DL from the observer. This causes an image to be seen at an angle ~θ. Without the lensing
mass the source would be observed at the angle ~β. Here it is clear that a more prominent
signal will be seen if the source and lens are well separated and well aligned along the line
of sight of the observer. Outlined below is the underlying physics of gravitational lensing,
following the derivations in Schneider et al. (1992) and Bartelmann and Schneider (2001).
In the thin lens approximation, where the depth of the lens along the line of sight is
much smaller than DL and DLS , the deflection angle, ~ˆα, at the position of the impact
parameter, ξ (Schutz, 1985), is defined by
~ˆa =
4GM(< ξ)
c2ξ
, (2.22)
for a circularly symmetric lens. This deflection is twice the angle predicted by Newtonian
mechanics, and famously measured by Eddington. The correct deflection is related to the
Newtonian prediction via the relation
~ˆa =
2
c2
∫
∇Φ⊥dl, (2.23)
by integrating along the null geodesic and taking the gradient of the Newtonian potential,
∇Φ⊥.
Here it is of note that space is acting just like an optical lens with a refractive index
n = 1− 2Φ
c2
. It is therefore highly appropriate that this are of study is referred to as lensing
as results used in conventional optical lensing directly translate across to gravitational
lensing. A further note is, as the deflection angle is dependent only upon the intervening
potential, the measured deflection is invariant on the source of the matter acting as the
lens, be it baryonic or dark in nature.
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This in turn means that gravitational lensing is a purely geometric effect. Figure 2.5
shows that, in the small angle approximation,
~θDS = ~βDS + ~ˆαDLS . (2.24)
The reduced deflection angle is defined by
~a =
DLS
DS
~ˆa. (2.25)
From this, and Figure 2.5, it is possible to simply read off the relation
~β = ~θ − ~α. (2.26)
This is known as the lens equation, one of the fundamental equations of gravitational
lensing. It allows mapping from the source plane to the image plane and raytracing to
reconstruct unlensed images from lensed ones.
Unfortunately the real Universe is more complex than the simple diagram of an isolated
point mass shown in Figure 2.5, with any line of sight likely to contain many separate
clumps of matter. Thankfully the lens equation holds true for any superposition of lenses,
provided the thin lens approximation (that is the extent of the lensing matter is 
DL, DLS) holds true.
If the 3D distribution of matter, ρ(~θ, z), is projected down into a single plane, the dimen-
sionless convergence as can be defined as
κ(~θ) =
4piG
c2
∫
DLSDL
DS
ρdDS , (2.27)
where the integral is along the line of sight to the source. It is useful to combine all the
constant factors together into the critical surface mass density, Σc (Kneib and Natarajan,
2011)
Σc =
c2
4piG
DS
DLSDL
, (2.28)
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which contains all of the relevant geometric distances. The convergence, as introduced in
Equation 2.27, can then be simplified into the compact form
κ(~θ) =
Σ(~θ)
Σc
. (2.29)
Continuing, the gravitational potential can be projected into the 2D lensing potential, ψ.
This is achieved by first rewriting the deflection angle, ~α, in terms of the convergence, κ,
~a(~θ) =
1
pi
∫
κ(~θ′)
~θ − ~θ′
|~θ − ~θ′|2
d2~θ′, (2.30)
and knowing the deflection angle can be written as the gradient of the lensing potential,
~α = ∇ψ, allows the lensing potential as a function of the convergence to be obtained
ψ(~θ) =
1
pi
∫
κ(~θ′) ln|~θ − ~θ′|d2~θ′. (2.31)
This satisfies the Poisson equation, and can be rewritten as
κ =
1
2
∇2θψ. (2.32)
By measuring the position of a single, weakly lensed object, such as from a point source,
it would be impossible to infer its true position or learn anything about the lensing mass.
This is because galaxies have a range of intrinsic sizes and ellipticities, so measuring the
ellipticity distortion due to lensing on an object with an unknown ellipticity is impossible.
Thankfully source objects in the real Universe (typically galaxies) are extended, and
therefore light emitted from differing locations on the source pass by lenses at subtly
different impact parameters. This in turn causes different parts of the source to be lensed
differently, distorting its shape.
2.2.4 Weak lensing
Weak gravitational lensing is the small-scale coherent distortion of background sources
by an intervening lens. This lens can be any sufficiently concentrated mass, such as an
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individual galaxy or galaxy group. The strongest weak lensing signals are present around
galaxy clusters due to their large masses, as described in Section 2.1.
These distortions are completely described by the lensing equation (Equation 2.26 and
discussed in Section 2.2.4), allowing the mapping between source and image planes. In the
regime of weak lensing (where κ  1), these distortions can be expressed as a Jacobian
matrix (Wambsganss, 1998)
Aij(~θ) = ∂βi
∂θj
= δij − ∂
2ψ
∂θi∂θj
, (2.33)
which after some rearranging leads to
A(~θ) =
1− κ(~θ)− γ1(~θ) −γ2(~θ)
−γ2(~θ) 1− κ(~θ) + γ1(~θ)
 . (2.34)
Here the convergence is introduced as
κ =
1
2
(∂21 + ∂
2
2)ψ, (2.35)
and two components of shear
γ1 =
1
2
(∂21 − ∂22)ψ, (2.36)
γ2 = ∂1∂2ψ. (2.37)
Figure 2.6 shows the effect of gravitational lensing upon a circular galaxy. To better
understand what effect this is having, Equation 2.34 can be rewritten
A(~θ) = (1− κ)
1 0
0 1
−√γ21 + γ22
cos(2φ) sin(2φ)
sin(2φ) − cos(2φ).
 (2.38)
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Figure 2.6: Diagram showing the effect of convergence and shear upon a cartoon galaxy.
Converge modulates the galaxies apparent size and the shear modulates any observed
stretching of the galaxies image. Figure author’s own.
This shows that the two components of shear stretch out the galaxy. Firstly the γ1
component stretches the galaxy along the x and y axes, while the γ2 component stretches
the galaxy along the axes 45◦ to this.
It is possible to combine both shear components into a single complex value,
γ = γ1 + iγ2 = |γ|e2iφ (2.39)
where φ is the direction of the shear and |γ| its magnitude. Finally it can be seen that the
convergence produces an enlargement of the source. As gravitational lensing conserves
surface brightness, the magnification, the ratio of lensed and unlensed solid angles, can
be defined as
µ =
1
detA =
1
(1− κ)2 − γ2 . (2.40)
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In an idealised situation, perfectly round background sources would be lensed and there-
fore allow the matter distribution along all lines of sight to be reconstructed. Unfortu-
nately the most abundant sources in the Universe are galaxies, which exhibit a typical
ellipticity of 30%, while the distortions due to lensing are typically < 1%.
In order to be able to detect a signal, the shapes of many galaxies are measured to obtain
a statistically significant result that is representative of the populations average. One
common use is to measure the distortions of galaxies due to the large scale structure
of the Universe to measure a quantity known as cosmic shear. Cosmic shear was first
measured by Kaiser et al. (2000), Bacon et al. (2000), Wittman et al. (2000) and Van
Waerbeke et al. (2001) and later used to constrain the cosmological parameters Ω0 and
σ8 in Maoli et al. (2001).
If a galaxy cluster is massive enough however, it becomes possible to use weak lensing
to probe the dark matter distribution within. The first detection of this type came from
Tyson et al. (1990) who measured the coherent distortion of background galaxies around
two clusters. In Figure 2.7, histograms of galaxy alignment behind one of these clusters
are shown. It is clear to see the preferential tangential alignment of blue background
galaxies compared to the red cluster galaxies and blue galaxies from comparison fields.
The final common use of weak lensing is to measure the lensing of background galaxies
by foreground galaxies in a technique known as galaxy-galaxy lensing. This type of de-
tection can be used to investigate the dark matter distribution of an ensemble of galaxies.
Brainerd et al. (1996) reported the first detection of galaxy-galaxy lensing.
In Section 2.2.3 the definitions for the shear that occurs in galaxies caused by massive
lenses have been defined. However, as these quantities cannot be directly measured,
instead the shapes of galaxies are measured and the shear inferred from these shapes.
Here I will briefly describe one method for measuring this shear, known as LENSFIT
(Miller et al., 2013).
THis techniques takes a model fitting approach to each galaxy. This involves the cre-
ation of two galaxy models to describe the two dominant populations of source galaxies.
The first one is modelled purely by a bulge and fit using a de Vaucouleurs profile (de
Vaucouleurs, 1948) (a Se´rsic profile with n = 4, see below). The second contains two
components, a bulge and a disk, both modelled by a pure exponential - the disk having
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Figure 2.7: Histograms of the major axis alignments relative to the center of the
cluster CL 1409 for c) Blue background galaxies, d) Red cluster galaxies, e) Blue galaxies
in comparison fields. These plots show that clusters behind the cluster are tangentially
aligned with it. Figure from Tyson et al. (1990).
a Se´rsic index of 1, and the bulge a Se´rsic index of 4 (Se´rsic, 1963). The Se´rsic profile
equation is shown below
I(r) = I0 exp
(
−
[ r
α
] 1
n
)
, (2.41)
where I0 is the galaxy’s central brightness, α is a scale length and n is known as the Se´rsic
index which controls the surface brightness fall-off. LENSFIT then uses a seven parameter
fit to each galaxy: bulge fraction; central surface brightness; size; ellipticity, e1, e2 and
galaxy position, x, y.
The central surface brightness and the two galaxy positions x and y, describing the
galaxy’s position within the image, can then be marginalised over. The other parameters
are then simultaneously fit, minimising the χ2, while sampling the ellipticity likelihood
surface. This can be achieved by first generating a course ellipticity grid (separated by
intervals of 0.16 in ellipticity), at which each point a full marginalisation of the other
parameters is carried out. A finer ellipticity grid is then constructed around the position
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in ellipticity space with the highest likelihood and a further full marginalisation of the
other parameters carried out. The position here with the highest likelihood is then taken
as the best fit for the two ellipticity components, e1 and e2.
Since the first weak lensing detection 25 years ago, the field of weak lensing has drastically
improved in both scale and accuracy, with the latest weak lensing surveys measuring the
shapes of millions of objects to high accuracy (i.e. Abbott et al. 2016). This in turn has
allowed lensing to emerge as a cosmological probe. Kilbinger et al. (2013) have used 154
square degrees from CFHTLenS (a lensing survey discussed in greater detail in Section
4.2.1) to measure the 2D cosmic shear correlation function. By combining this data set
with those from the CMB and BAO measurements (as described in Section 1.3) Kilbinger
et al. (2013) were able to obtain some of the most accurate cosmological parameters.
More recently Jee et al. (2015) investigated cosmic shear from the Deep Lens Survey, a 20
square degree survey, a precursor survey to LSST (LSST Dark Energy Science Collabora-
tion, 2012) with a limiting magnitude of r = 27. Using the auto and cross correlations of
the lensing signal in five redshift bins combined with CMB data, the authors constrained
H0 = 68.6
+1.4
−1.2, consistent with and of similar constraining power to the world leading
Planck satellite measurements, alongside other cosmological parameters to a similar level
of accuracy.
2.2.5 Weak lensing in clusters
As weak lensing provides mass estimates that require no assumption of the dynamical
state of the matter being probed, weak lensing is becoming increasingly popular to study
the lensing signal around galaxy clusters.
If the clusters are massive enough this is can be performed on a cluster-by-cluster basis.
Recently projects such as the Canadian Cluster Comparison Project (CCCP Hoekstra
et al. 2012), Weighing the Giants (WtG, von der Linden et al. 2014) and the Local
Cluster Substructure Survey (LoCuSS, Okabe and Smith 2015) have begun to measure
the individual masses of tens of clusters. These studies have been used to greatly improve
a variety of mass-observable relations (such as X-ray temperature, optical richness – a
measure of the number of galaxies that the cluster contains – and the SZ effect, e.g. Okabe
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et al. 2010). In turn this leads to the tighter constraining of cosmological parameters (e.g.
Mantz et al. 2015).
It is rare that an individual cluster is massive enough to produce a detectable weak
lensing signal. However, as cosmological predictions of the formation of structure are
of a statistical nature, it is possible to use the ensemble averages of a range of cluster
properties to constrain cosmology. Large-scale lensing surveys such as the Canada France
Hawaii Telescope Lensing Survey (CFHTLenS, Heymans et al. 2012), the Kilo Degree
Survey (KiDS, de Jong et al. 2013a) and the Dark Energy Survey (DES, The Dark Energy
Survey Collaboration 2005) have taken accurate lensing measurements over hundreds of
square degrees.
Johnston et al. (2007) measured the lensing signal around 130,000 stacked galaxy clusters
(cluster stacking is discussed in more detail in Section 4.3.3) in 12 richness bins. The
results of these stacks can be seen in Figure 2.8: an increase in cluster richness (associated
with a larger mass) can be seen to lead to a stronger lensing signal. Here Johnston
et al. (2007) have measured the mean excess projected mass density, ∆Σ, a measure of
the projected mass density within an aperture minus the mass density at that aperture.
From these fits Johnston et al. (2007) were able to accurately calibrate the mass richness
relation. The authors go on to discuss how such a work could be used to measure the
cluster mass function, which in turn measures cosmological parameters.
The expression used in Johnston et al. (2007) and throughout this thesis to fit the weak
lensing shear profiles (under the assumption of an underlying NFW profile) as a function
of radius is given in Wright and Brainerd (2000) and is reproduced below:
γNFW (x) =

rsδcρc
Σc
g<(x) : x < 1,
rsδcρc
Σc
[103 + 4ln(
1
2)] : x = 1,
rsδcρc
Σc
g>(x) : x > 1,
(2.42)
where g<(x) and g>(x) are functions depending only on the dimensionless factor x = r/rs.
g<(x) =
8 arctanh
√
(1− x)/(1 + x)
x2
√
1− x2 +
4
x2
ln
(
x
2
)
− 2
x2 − 1 +
4 arctanh
√
(1− x)/(1 + x)
(x2 − 1)√1− x2 , (2.43)
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Figure 2.8: Weak lensing profiles for 12 stacked richness bins increasing in richness
from top left to bottom right as a function of radius with associted errors. Here the
lowest richness bin contains 58788 galaxies and the richest bin 47. This figure shows that
larger clusters generate a larger lensing signal. Figure from Johnston et al. (2007).
g>(x) =
8 arctan
√
(x− 1)/(1 + x)
x2
√
1− x2 +
4
x2
ln
(
x
2
)
− 2
x2 − 1 +
4 arctan
√
(x− 1)/(1 + x)
(x2 − 1)3/2 . (2.44)
Using Equation 2.42 it is possible to describe the shape of the main dark matter halo and
the baryons associated with it. This profile is commonly known as the 1-halo term, as
it arises from the presence of a single halo. However clusters are not isolated from the
Universe, forming at the meeting points of filaments. This correlated matter can lead to a
modification of the cluster profile known as the 2-halo term. The tangential shear profile
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due to the 2-halo term is given by (Oguri and Takada 2011, Oguri and Hamana 2011):
γt,2h(θ;M, z) =
∫
l
2pi
J2(lθ)
ρ¯m(z)bh(M ; z)
(1 + z)3ΣcrD2A(z)
Pm(kl; z)dl, (2.45)
where J2 is the second order Bessel function, ρ¯m is the mass density, bh is halo bias, DA is
the angular diameter distance, Pm the linear power spectrum and kl = l/((1 + z)DA(z)).
The total shear profile of the cluster is then given by the sum of equations 2.42 and 2.45
as
γt = γNFW + γt,2h. (2.46)
Theses results are used in Section 4.2.1 to test the lensing data used to constrain gravity
in Chapter 5.
2.2.6 Mass maps
Most studies constraining cosmology using shear measurements elect to utilise various
N-point statistics (e.g. 2-pt in Jarvis et al. 2006, Bacon et al. 2003 and 3-pt in Vafaei
et al. 2010). However, using gravitational lensing it is also possible to reconstruct the
projected mass density to make mass maps showing the distribution of dark matter over
a survey area (i.e. Van Waerbeke et al. 2013, Vikram et al. 2015). These maps can then
potentially capture information not readily available from two point statistics.
These maps can be useful in several ways. They allow a probing of the dark matter
distribution in the Universe. The density of matter peaks can be used to measure the
number of dark matter halos as a function of mass and redshift, and also to constrain
cosmological parameters (Jain and Van Waerbeke 2000, Dietrich and Hartlap 2010).
Correlating the projected density with similar maps from different wavelength surveys,
such as gas and light maps, can place constraints upon other observables such as the
mass to light ratio and galaxy bias (Amara et al. 2012, Shan et al. 2014). Maps of this
type can also be used to identify super clusters and voids, the detection of which is often
difficult. This difficulty firstly arises in the array of definitions of what constitutes a void
and consequently there is disagreement over the edges of these regions Shandarin et al.
(2006). Also, even if a universal definition were agreed upon the diffuse nature of these
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Figure 2.9: Projected mass density of 64 square degrees from CFHTLenS, lighter areas
denote regions of higher density. The white circles denote the predicted mass peaks from
the projected galaxy density distribution. Figure from Van Waerbeke et al. (2013).
giant structures makes detecting the interface between void or super cluster with the
background density very tricky.
One popular technique for performing this density reconstruction is the Kaiser-Squires
inversion (Kaiser and Squires, 1993). In this method, relationships between shear, con-
vergence and the lensing potential described in Equations 2.29, 2.36 and 2.37 are defined.
These are made by taking the Fourier transformation of these quantities
γ˜1 =
1
2
(k21 − k22)ψ˜, (2.47)
γ˜2 = k1k2ψ˜, (2.48)
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κ˜ =
1
2
(k21 + k
2
2)ψ˜. (2.49)
With some gentle rearranging it is possible to relate κ˜ to the two components γ˜1 and γ˜2
κ˜ =
k21 + k
2
2
k21 − k22
γ˜1 κ˜ =
k21 + k
2
2
2k1k2
γ˜2. (2.50)
A linear combination of these two equations is considered to find
κ˜ = a
k21 + k
2
2
k21 − k22
γ˜1 + (1− a)k
2
1 + k
2
2
2k1k2
γ˜2. (2.51)
Then minimising 〈κ˜2〉 with respect to a, finds a = (k21−k22)/k4 (Kaiser and Squires, 1993),
leading to an estimator of
κ˜ =
1
k21 + k
2
2
[(k21 − k22)γ˜1 + 2k1k2γ˜2]. (2.52)
A limitation of the Kaiser-Squires is that, as the ellipticities of galaxies are statistically
uncorrelated, they form a white noise power spectrum that integrates to infinity for large
spatial frequencies. A way to mitigate this effect is to remove the high frequency compo-
nents, for example by implementing a Gaussian filter such as
Wθ =
1
piσ2
exp
(
−|θ|
2|
2σ2
)
. (2.53)
By first smoothing the shear data using Equation 2.53, then implementing Equation 2.52,
it becomes possible to measure the projected surface density of an area simply given the
shear measurements of the galaxies within that area.
Figure 2.9 shows a projected density map from Van Waerbeke et al. (2013), one of the
largest areas to be reconstructed using this method. The data for this map came from
CFHTLenS and this plot is used during tests to shear data (discussed further in 4.2.1).
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2.3 Probes of modified gravity
Section 1.5 described the effect that f(R) gravity would have on both X-ray surface
brightness and weak lensing cluster profiles. The techniques used to measure X-ray surface
brightness profiles are discussed in Section 2.2.2 and how to measure weak lensing profiles
in Section 2.2.5. By jointly fitting these two profiles it becomes possible to constrain f(R)
gravity, which is shown and further discuss in Chapter 5.
Figure 2.10 shows several profiles of the same galaxy cluster using several different ob-
servables. The top left plot here shows the cluster’s X-ray surface brightness against its
radius. The solid blue line here is the cluster under the influence of GR, while the dashed
blue line is the cluster under the influence of f(R) gravity as described in Equation 2.20.
Here it can be seen that in the presence of a chameleon field the surface brightness is
compressed at the cluster’s outskirts. The dashed black vertical line also shown is rc as
described in Equation 2.6.
The top right plot of Figure 2.10 shows the same cluster’s hydrostatic mass (as described
in Equations 5.9 and 5.11) against radius. Once more the solid blue line is the cluster
under the influence of GR, the dashed blue line includes the additional f(R) term and
the dashed black line is rc. This plot shows that in the presence of a chameleon field the
mass inferred from hydrostatic equilibrium is reduced.
Finally the bottom plot of Figure 2.10 shows the same cluster’s weak lensing profile, as
described by Equation 2.42. The solid blue line here is the profile under the influence of
GR, which lies completely on top off the clusters profile with an additional f(R) gravity
term, as this profile is not altered (as described in Section 1.5). Once more the dashed
line here is rc.
This figure shows how the cluster profile is expected to differ from the GR prediction under
the influence of f(R) gravity. Of importance to note is that the strongest deviations away
from the GR prediction (beyond rc, where f(R) gravity is no longer screened) occur at
or outside the cluster’s r200. Therefore this technique of constraining fR gravity relies
strongly upon the NFW prediction of the cluster’s profile (as described in Section 2.1).
Alongside comparing cluster profiles as described above, there are many other techniques
that are used to place constraints upon f(R) gravity at a range of scales; these are
discussed below.
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Figure 2.10: Three plots to show how a clusters profile measured using various metrics
varies in the presence of f(R) gravity. In each three plots the solid blue line is the cluster
under GR, while the dotted line is the same cluster in the presence of f(R) gravity.
The top left figure here shows the X-ray surface brightness against radius, top right the
hydrostatic mass against radius and bottom shows the lensing profile against radius. In
each case the dotted line here is rc.
The current tightest constraints on deviations from GR come from the Eo¨t-Wash experi-
ment (Stubbs et al., 1987). This experiment tests the weak equivalence principle, which
states that an object’s inertial mass and its gravitational mass are equal. This is measured
by the Eo¨tvo¨s parameter, also known as the gravitational slip,
η = 1− Φ
Ψ
, (2.54)
where Φ and Ψ are the two space-time potentials. Using a finely tuned torsion balance
comprised of beryllium-aluminium and beryllium-titanium test pairs, Wagner et al. (2012)
constrained η < 10−13. Torsion balances are sensitive to the angle between the forces on
their test mass, such that if the forces are parallel there will be no torque. The Eo¨t-Wash
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Figure 2.11: Comparison of current constraints on f(R) gravity discussed in this section
as a funciton of scale. The shaded areas denote regions of parameter space that are ruled
out by the associated test. Adapted from Terukina et al. (2014).
experiment tests the equivalence principle by comparing the ratio of inertial forces from
the Earth’s rotation with the gravitational force on the test masses. If these forces are
unequal a torque in the torsion fiber would then be observed.
However, as chameleon screening is dependent upon the depth of the local potential, it
is expected in dense environments, such as inside the milky way, to preserve equivalence.
As discussed earlier, in the presence of a fifth force, it might be possible to detect a non-
zero η. There have been earlier attempts to constrain fR0 using a variety of different
astrophysical probes over a huge range of scales. The latest constraints are summarised
in Figure 2.11.
These constraints are discussed in more detail below, starting with those measurements
made at the smallest scale, within the solar system, before moving up in scale through
dwarf galaxies and distance indicators, to galaxy clusters and the Cosmic Microwave
Background (CMB).
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An aside to note is that while all the tests and constraints below are for f(R) gravity,
as described in Section 1.4.2, there are a whole host of other modified gravity models
describing a much larger parameter space. One such parametrisation is Vainshtein gravity
(Vainshtein, 1972), which is discussed in Section 6.3.
2.3.1 Solar system tests
Within the solar system, tests of gravity have been performed that provide similar con-
straints on gravity to those from the Eo¨t-Wash experiment. The most accurate of these
are the lunar laser ranging tests that have been regularly performed since the moon land-
ings (Bender et al., 1973). In these experiments, a powerful laser pulse, containing ∼ 1018
photons, is aimed at one of five retroreflectors located on the moon’s surface. A handful
of photons are then detected back on Earth, allowing a very accurate distance measure-
ment to the moon to be made. From this, a measurement of the Earth’s and moon’s
acceleration due to the Sun can be made. The equivalence principle asserts that despite
the two bodies different masses and compositions, this acceleration is equal. Williams
et al. (2012) use this acceleration to measure the difference in the Earth’s and moon’s
gravitational and inertial mass, finding the difference to be < 10−13, in strong agreement
with GR.
Hu and Sawicki (2007) also present theoretical arguments using the dynamical state of
the solar system to place constraints directly upon |fR0|< 10−6.
2.3.2 Dwarf Galaxies
Massive galaxies, such as the Milky Way, are expected to be massive enough that the
critical radius (described in Equations 1.58 and 1.59) at which the gravitational potential
falls enough to ‘turn off’ the chameleon screening and therefore modify gravity, is larger
than the radius of the galaxy. In this case the galaxy is said to be self screened as GR
is preserved throughout the galaxy and it is not influenced by the fifth force. However
dwarf galaxies, with virial masses M < 1011M can have densities low enough to cause
the critical radius to sit inside the galaxy radius, thereby leading to a chameleon fifth
force being felt in the galaxy.
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Figure 2.12: The rotation curves of the six galaxies investigated in Vikram et al.
(2014). The black and red points show the stellar and gaseous rotation data respectively,
while the black and red curves show the fits to these data. The green shaded region
shows the f(R) prediction for the gas rotation curve assuming the galaxy is completely
unscreened. This figure shows that there is no measurable difference between the two,
placing constraints upon the chameleon parameters.
One caveat to these searches for modified gravity in dwarf galaxies is that they must be in
low density regions. Otherwise these dwarf galaxies may sit in the potential well of a more
massive companion and be within the critical radius of this companion, which suppresses
the fifth force. In this situation the dwarf is said to be environmentally screened (this is
discussed in further detail in Section 5.4).
Hui et al. (2009) discuss the observational consequences such an effect would have, con-
cluding that stars and diffuse gas within a dwarf galaxy would have different velocities due
to the stellar component being self-screening. Jain (2011) suggests that an asymmetry
in rotation curve of the stellar disc may be present. Finally Jain and VanderPlas (2011)
discuss the warping of the stellar disc of a such as dwarf galaxy as it falls towards a more
massive companion. Within the dwarf galaxy the dark matter feels the enhanced fifth
force towards the companion, while the stars just feel GR. This causes the dark matter
to move more quickly towards the companion, making the stars ’lag’ behind.
In Vikram et al. (2013) and Vikram et al. (2014) (V14) the authors describe the situation
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in which stars, being unscreened due to their high density, rotate around the galactic core
as predicted by GR. However, diffuse clouds of gas within the galaxy will be unscreened
and feel the fifth force caused by modified gravity. This means that at a given radius
the gas within unscreened galaxies will have a higher velocity than the stars within that
galaxy. Jain and VanderPlas (2011) predict this can result in a 10 − 15% variation in
observed orbital velocities.
V14 used the stellar and gaseous rotation curves of six low surface brightness galaxies
measured in Pizzella et al. (2008), which can be seen in Figure 2.12, as the black and red
points respectively. Models were fitted to these curves, from which the rotation velocities
for both stars and gas were obtained, as shown by the black and red curves on Figure
2.12. The average difference in velocity was found to be 〈δv/v〉 = 0.07 ± 0.13 implying
that the difference in velocity between these two observables was minimal and consistent
with GR. From these fits the authors were able to to rule out values of |fR0|< 10−6 on
kiloparsec scales.
2.3.3 Distance Indicators
Nearby distance indicators can be found in gravitational fields with a range of strengths,
enabling them to be used for tests of gravity. Chang and Hui (2011) and Davis et al.
(2012) conclude that while main sequence stars are likely to be self screened, those in
the red giant branch might feel the effects of the fifth force, due to their low densities,
when present in unscreened galaxies. Feeling this enhanced force would lead to these stars
having smaller radii, hotter surface temperatures and higher luminosities than predicted
by GR.
Different observational signatures are expected from red giants at different stages of evo-
lution. Stars at the tip of the red giant branch with M . 2M are known to have
near universal luminosities (Ferrarese et al., 2000). It then becomes possible to constrain
the fifth force by comparing the distance inferred from the measured luminosity to the
distance inferred from water masers, (a distance measure that is purely geometric and
therefore immune to the fifth force) in the same galaxies.
Jain et al. (2013) used the measured distance to water masers in the galaxy NGC4258
(Herrnstein et al., 2005), a Milky Way mass galaxy 7Mpc away. They then compared these
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Figure 2.13: The distances to galaxies inferred using the Cepheid P - L relation against
the distances inferred from the tip of the red giant branch stars. The black points are for
screened galaxies and the red unscreened. This figure shows that the inferred distance
to both screened and unscreened galaxies is the same, placing further constraints upo
nchamelon gravity. Figure from Jain et al. (2013)
distances to those inferred from those at the tip of the giant red branch (Freedman and
Madore, 2010). Using this method Jain et al. (2013) found the distances to be consistent
with GR and placed constraints of |fR0|< 2× 10−6 on stellar scales.
Another subset of red giants is a group known as Cepheid variables, giant stars with
∼ 3–10M. There is a strong relationship between a Cepheid variable’s luminosity and
pulsation length (Udalski et al., 1999). By comparing this relationship in both screened
and unscreened galaxies an offset should be observed in the presence of a fifth force. Jain
et al. (2013) discuss this as a possible test for modified gravity, but do not do so due to
the need for higher quality data from future surveys.
Jain et al. (2013) however combined these two methods using a sample of 25 galaxies
with both Cepheid and red giant distances from the literature. The distances to each
galaxy using both distance estimates were then compared and split into two samples,
those galaxies that are screened and those that are unscreened, classified by their mass
and environment (Zhao et al., 2011b). Figure 2.13 shows the relation between these two
distance estimates in both the screened and unscreened cases. The authors then performed
a likelihood analysis to determine the best fit for the fractional difference between these
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Figure 2.14: Results of the f(R) gravity model fits to 5891 stacked clusters for three
cosmological parameters. On each plot the best fit is shown. The three contours on each
plot are the 1σ, 2σ and 3σ levels. Figure from Lombriser et al. (2012b).
two distance estimates. This difference was found to be consistent with GR in both
the screened and unscreened sample. Jain et al. (2013) were able to place constraints
of |fR0|< 5 × 10−7 on stellar scales, the tightest constraints on this parameter using
astrophysical techniques.
2.3.4 Cluster density profiles
N-body simulations of modified gravity suggest that in the presence of f(R) gravity,
the halo density profiles of clusters exhibit an enhancement at a few virial radii when
compared to GR simulations of the same expansion history (Schmidt, 2009). As the
Universe evolves, the modifications to gravity tend to increase at later times. This causes
a pileup of matter around the infall regions of clusters, which would present itself as a
bump in the matter density around the cluster’s virial radius. In contrast the central
region of the cluster would have formed at earlier times when these force modifications
were weak, so would have evolved as predicted in GR.
Lombriser et al. (2012b) measured the density profiles via weak lensing of 5891 clusters
from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (Aihara et al., 2011). These clusters were then stacked
(the process of cluster stacking is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4) to boost the
signal to noise. Using an MCMC likelihood analysis of the parameter space, constraints
were placed upon |fR0| against three cosmological parameters, shown in Figure 2.14. The
best fit for each parameter pair is also plotted, showing that the model prefers a small
|fR0|. The authors found the profiles to be consistent with GR and were able to place a
constraint of |fR0|< 3.5× 10−3.
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2.3.5 Cluster abundance
Using simulations and theoretical arguments, Schmidt et al. (2009) and Lombriser et al.
(2014) consider a fifth force with strength |fR0|< |Φ|∼ 10−6–10−5, where Φ is the typical
Newtonian potential of a galaxy. From doing so they calculate that the abundance of
massive haloes in the Universe should be enhanced. These models predict enhanced
gravitational forces below the local Compton scale of the scalaron which leads to a boost
to the clumping of dark matter.
By mapping the modifications expected from f(R) onto a Sheth-Tormen halo mass func-
tion (Sheth and Tormen, 1999) and comparing it to the halo mass function of Tinker
et al. (2008), Schmidt et al. (2009) were able to place constraints of |fR0|< 10−4 using
this method.
More recently Cataneo et al. (2015) sampled 94 X-ray clusters with X-ray luminosities
and gas masses from Mantz et al. (2015). This sample was combined with data from
the CMB, type 1a supernova and BAO (discussed in Section 1.3). The authors used an
MCMC to fit a cluster mass function (that is the number of clusters as a function of
mass, Tinker et al. 2008) to this combined sample and were able to place constraints of
|fR0|< 2.6× 10−5 at megaparsec scales.
2.3.6 Cosmic Microwave Background
The temperature anisotropies within the CMB are known to be affected by modifications
to gravity (Acquaviva et al. 2004, Daniel et al. 2010). As CMB photons free stream from
the surface of last scattering they may encounter time evolving potential wells. As photons
fall into these potentials they lose or gain a non-zero net energy due to the shallowing
or deepening of these wells. This is known as the Integrated Sachs-Wolfe (ISW) effect
(Sachs and Wolfe, 1967), and imprints on the CMB at large scales. Under ΛCDM this
effect is expected to occur at late times, however in f(R) theories an ISW effect can occur
at earlier redshifts and with different magnitudes (Song et al., 2007).
The amplitude of small scale fluctuations in the CMB is connected to the growth of the
matter density fluctuations as they evolve in redshift. The evolution of the matter density
is strongly dependent upon the gravity acting upon it. These potential deviations could
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then be imprinted upon the CMB via lensing, so the measured lensing amplitude might
differ from that expected under GR (Calabrese et al., 2009).
Using a combination of these techniques, Giannantonio et al. (2010) and Hu et al. (2013)
have constrained these modifications to gravity with Dossett et al. (2014) tightening the
constraint to |fR0|< 10−4 at gigaparsec scales.
2.4 Summary
In this chapter I introduced the observational probe that I will later use to constrain
gravity on cosmological scales, galaxy clusters. Clusters have been highly successful cos-
mological probes describing the Universe. During the past century they have been the
subject of many varied tests, both astrophysical and cosmological.
I then discussed the two observables of clusters that I will later use to constrain modi-
fied gravity, beginning with X-rays. Here I discussed the emission mechanisms present
in clusters and the form a modified profile would take. I then discussed gravitational
lensing, deriving many of the fundamental equations and their impact on structures in
the Universe. Next I discussed the different types of lensing that are used to measure the
Universe.
Finally I ended this chapter by over-viewing some of the recent measurements of both GR
and f(R) gravity at a range of cosmological scales to put this later work into context.
Chapter 3
Simulating f (R) gravity
3.1 Overview
This chapter discusses the simulations published in Wilcox et al. (2016).
To place constraints upon chameleon gravity, using the technique described in Chapter
1 I have made make several simplifying assumptions, including: i) All clusters were in
hydrostatic equilibrium, with no significant additional non-thermal pressure affecting their
profiles (discussed in Section 5.5); ii) Stacking clusters produces a fair representation of
spherically-symmetrical profiles by minimising line-of-sight projection effects; (discussed
throughout Chapter 4); iii) Dark matter haloes in chameleon gravity are well described
by an NFW profile (Navarro et al., 1996); (discussed in Section 2.1).
The first of these assumptions is partially tested in Section 5.5, where I found that the
cluster profiles were consistent with no additional (non-thermal) pressure at, and beyond,
the virial radius of the stacked cluster profiles. The other assumptions are tested in
this chapter, which also provides a confirmation of the analytical modelling presented
in Chapter 5 for simultaneously describing changes to the X-ray and lensing profiles of
clusters due to modifications of gravity.
I have performed these tests using two new hydrodynamical cosmological simulations:
one evolved using the concordance ΛCDM+GR model, and the other evolved using f(R)
gravity with a background field amplitude of |fR0|= 10−5 (as discussed in Section 1.4.2).
This value of |fR0| was chosen to be consistent with present observational limits on this
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parameter; smaller values would have resulted in a modification to gravity that could not
be measured within these present simulations (due to an insufficient number of haloes),
nor with the cluster sample i present in Chapter 4.
This chapter starts with a description of the cosmological simulations used throughout
this chapter and the techniques used to generate suitable simulated data products. I
then discuss the creation of the stacked X-ray and weak lensing cluster profiles, and test
the assumptions discussed above. Next, I present results from the MCMC fitting of the
simulated stacked cluster profiles. I end this chapter by discussing these results.
3.2 Simulating Clusters
3.2.1 Cosmological Simulations
In this chapter I used two new hydrodynamical simulations created using the MGENZO
software; a variant of the ENZO1 software, that works with with modified gravity theories.
This software is a variant of the well-established ENZO code and is fully described in
Zhao et al. (in prep), who performed and created the simulations used here. However,
the analysis performed throughout this chapter all was my own (that is from Section
3.2.2 onwards). MGENZO has been extensively studied using several independent N-body
codes including MGMLAPM (Zhao et al., 2011a) and ECOSMOG (Li et al., 2012). The MGENZO
code uses the same algorithm to solve for the non-linear scalar field equations as the
MGMLAPM and ECOSMOG code. Previous results from MGENZO have been validated against
other N-body and hydro-dynamical simulations of the Hu-Sawicki model, including the
code comparison work of Winther et al. (2015) and Hammami et al. (2015). These papers
show that all these independent codes give consistent solutions for the scalar field, as well
as the power spectrum and the mass function of dark matter. Here I provide an overview
of the theoretical details of these two new simulations.
Rewriting Equation 1.49, the Ricci scalar in an FLRW Universe, in terms of the density
parameters ΩM and ΩΛ (discussed in Section 1.2) gives
R¯ ' 3H20
[
ΩM (1 + z)
3 + 4ΩΛ
]
, (3.1)
1Available at http://enzo-project.org/
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Figure 3.1: Snapshot of density from full ΛCDM+GR simulation at four different
redshifts, from top left clockwise: z = 5, z = 2, z = 0.4, z = 1 across the whole simulation
size looking down the simulation’s x-axis. A colour bar is provided along the right hand
y-axis showing the density range. This figure shows the evolution of the simulation as
time progresses.
which at today’s redshift (and assuming a flat cosmology) becomes
R¯0 ≡ R¯(z = 0) ' 3H20 (1 + 3ΩΛ) . (3.2)
Combining Equation 3.2 with the derivative of fR, given by Equation 1.48, allows fR to
be written in terms of fR0, the value at z = 0 (discussed in Section 1.4.2)
fR ' fR0
[
3H20 (1 + ΩΛ)
−R
]n+1
. (3.3)
From this the perturbations in the scalar field, δR, can be defined as
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δR(fR) = 3H
2
0
{
(1 + 3ΩΛ)
(
fR0
fR
) 1
n+1
− [ΩM (1 + z)3 + 4ΩΛ]} . (3.4)
The scalar field fR can then be solved numerically by combining Equation 1.43 with Equa-
tion 3.4, given the model parameters fR0 and n with background cosmological parameters.
The modified Poisson equation for the gravitational potential Φ can be obtained by sum-
ming the 00 and ii component of the modified Einstein equation in the Hu-Sawicki f(R)
model (discussed in Section 1.4.2), namely
∇2Φ = 16piG
3
a2δρM +
a2
6
δR(fR). (3.5)
Which differs from normal GR simulations with the inclusion of the fR term, as in the
limit of ordinary GR this equation reduces to
∇2Φ = 4piGδρM. (3.6)
The dynamics of the system were determined by Equations 1.43 and 3.6. Equation 1.43
is a non-linear Poisson equation, and it had to be solved numerically on a regular, or self-
adaptive, grid using iteration methods (Li et al., 2012, Oyaizu, 2008b, Puchwein et al.,
2013, Zhao et al., 2011a).
For the f(R) model, using block adaptive mesh refinement (block AMR), MGENZO solved
the non-linear Poisson equation of the scalar field (Equation 1.43). The modified Newton
potential Φ could then be solved. Given Φ, the hydrodynamical system for baryons
and dark matter particles is numerically solved (Equations 1-4 in Bryan et al. 2014).
In particular, I used one available f(R) simulation with |fR0|= 10−5 and n = 1 and,
for comparison, a ΛCDM+GR simulation. Both simulations had 2 × 1283 particles of
mass 4 × 1011M in a cubic box of 128 Mpc/h on a side. Both simulations also had
identical initial conditions and background cosmological parameters, namely Ωb = 0.044,
Ωc = 0.226, ΩΛ = 0.73 and H0 = 71kms
−1Mpc−1. Each simulation was evolved to
z = 0.4, which is close to the mean redshift of the cluster sample described in Chapter 4
(z¯cluster = 0.33).
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Figure 3.2: Same as Figure 3.1, but in the chameleon gravity case. Once more this plot
shows the entire 2D extent of the simulation, projected along the x-axis. Also shown is
a colour bar to indicate the matter densities.
Each simulation provided the location and temperature of all particles (assuming the
equipartition of kinetic energy), which was then used to determine the density and pressure
of the gas (assuming the ideal gas law). Neither simulation included any additional
feedback processes (e.g. from active galactic nuclei or supernovae) and therefore will not
include an additional non-thermal pressure component that could affect the temperature
and density of galaxy clusters (Rasia et al. 2004, Ota and Yoshida 2015).
Shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 is the projected density (baryons and dark matter) for
the two simulations in four redshift slices (z = 5, 2, 1, 0.4). These plots clearly show
the evolution of the simulations from near uniform matter distributions to the clusters,
filaments and voids that now populate the Universe.
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3.2.2 Finding Dark Matter Haloes
To accurately test the assumptions of this cluster stacking technique, I found all the clus-
ters within the simulations and stacked their profiles. To do this the ‘Rockstar’ Friends-
of-Friends (FOF) algorithm (Behroozi et al., 2013) was used to locate the main dark
matter haloes in both the simulations (Section 3.2.1). The FOF algorithm grouped to-
gether all particles linked in pairs according to some specified separation (known as the
linking length). All particles grouped together were then classified as a halo. Here, the
default linking length of 0.28 times the mean particle separation was used. For each sim-
ulation, I obtained a catalogue of halo locations (centre-of-mass) and masses. All haloes
are at z = 0.4, which was close to the mean redshift of the sample presented in Chapter
4 (z = 0.33).
I imposed a threshold mass of M > 1013M to select a similar mass range as the sample
in Chapter 4; this gave a typical mass ' 4× 1013M. The choice of this threshold was a
compromise to ensure that there are sufficient haloes for the tests, while still containing the
most massive systems studied in Chapter 5 (which had a typical mass of ' 8× 1013M).
Lowering the threshold would have significantly increased the number of haloes available
to us, but would have resulted in adding much lower mass systems (i.e., galaxy groups)
than used in the previous analysis. This could have biased the study as such lower mass
systems are more likely to be unscreened in the simulations.
Above this threshold mass, I found 103 clusters (or haloes) in the ΛCDM+GR simulation
and 113 clusters in the f(R) simulation. Interestingly, it has been shown that the abun-
dance of massive clusters is enhanced in the presence of a fifth force (with |fR0|∼ 10−5),
which is reflected in the numbers in the samples (Schmidt et al. 2009, Lombriser et al.
2014). The locations of these haloes in each simulation are shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4.
I found ' 4% of the volume in our f(R) simulation was contaminated by unrealistic par-
ticle velocities, leading to an extremely low density (< 107M/Mpc−3), but exceptionally
hot (> 5×108K), extended bubble surrounding the most massive dark matter halo in the
simulation. This bubble was potentially caused by the lack of realistic feedback mecha-
nisms (as described in Section 3.2.1). This bubble was found to be centred upon the most
massive cluster in the simulation, in a high concentration of clusters. The large potential
surrounding these clusters may have accelerated nearby particles to unrealistic velocities,
as these particles had no feedback to slow them down.
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Figure 3.3: Snapshot of the total mass density for the ΛCDM+GR simulation at
z = 0.4. I highlight all halos above M > 1013M. The simulation has been projected
along one side of the simulation box. Here the distance scale is a comoving distance and
the mass density scale is shown along the plot’s right hand y-axis. This figure shows the
cosmic web and how clusters form at the crossing points of filaments.
The bubble affected 14 nearby clusters, which were enclosed by it, on average doubling
their temperature profiles at the virial radius. Therefore I removed these 14 haloes, leaving
99 clusters in total for the f(R) simulation. This bubble is not visible in the density map
in Figure 3.4.
In Figure 3.5a I show four randomly chosen clusters taken from the ΛCDM+GR simu-
lation for illustrative purposes. Figure 3.5b shows the same four clusters from the f(R)
simulation. I will refer back to these four clusters throughout the chapter to better il-
lustrate the process of making the weak lensing and surface brightness profiles. In Table
3.1 I list the characteristics of these four clusters (see Section 3.3.2 for details on how the
ellipticity, , was measured).
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Figure 3.4: The same as Figure 3.3 but for the f(R) simulations case.
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(a) ΛCDM+GR
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(b) f(R)
Figure 3.5: In Figure 3.5a a mosaic of four (projected) cluster profiles taken from the
ΛCDM+GR simulation at z = 0.4. The coloured contours are the density, while the
black contour lines are the gas temperature. Figure 3.5b shows the same four clusters
but from the f(R) simulations. The density scale in each plot is the same, as indicated
by the density colour bar to the right of each plot.
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ΛCDM+GR f(R)
Cluster Mass (1013M)  Temp (keV) Mass (1013M)  Temp (keV)
1 8.4 0.20 2.5 9.6 0.23 2.8
2 3.1 0.39 1.5 3.5 0.36 1.7
3 6.6 0.40 2.0 7.4 0.40 2.2
4 1.4 0.10 1.4 1.8 0.11 1.5
Table 3.1: Sample properties of four representative clusters from the two hydrodynamic
simulations.
3.2.3 Creating X-ray images
To mimic the sample described in Chapter 4, and test the methodology of this technique,
I needed to produce X-ray profiles for the simulated haloes or clusters. This was achieved
using the PHOX software (Biffi et al., 2012), as implemented in Python (ZuHone et al.,
2014). The software took, as primary input, the output particle parameters from the
hydrodynamical simulations, namely position, density, temperature and velocity. For
each cluster, I inputed the particle information for a cube of size 2Mpc centred on each
halo. As metallicity is also required for PHOX, but unavailable from the simulations, I
assumed a constant value of 0.3Z for all clusters, which was suitable for the outskirts of
clusters (Simionescu et al., 2011).
The PHOX software has three main steps. First, it generated a large Monte-Carlo sample
of available photons (typically ten times the amount expected from an observation) in a
three-dimensional volume surrounding the cluster. This was achieved by converting the
given density, temperature and metallicity of each particle (or ‘gas element’ as described
in Biffi et al. 2011) into a spectrum of photons using a model for the emissivity of the
intracluster medium from XSPEC (Arnaud, 1996) assuming a thermal APEC model (Smith
et al., 2001), which is suitable for such hot, low-density, fully-ionised plasmas. The spectral
model was created with a resolution of 2000 energy bins, between 0.5keV and 2.0keV. For
each cluster, I also created an array of different photon samples spanning a range of
possible collecting areas and exposure times to facilitate the generation of realistic XMM
observations in stage three of PHOX (below).
The second stage of PHOX involved projecting the three-dimensional distribution of photons
to obtain two-dimensional maps for each cluster. I selected a line-of-sight for each cluster
that was aligned with the z-axis in the main cosmological simulations and projected
the data into the plane perpendicular to this line-of-sight. This stage also corrected for
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Figure 3.6: The distribution of exposure times (kilo-seconds) for the real XMM cluster
observations described in Chapter 4. Shown in red is the fitted Gaussian distribution to
these data. This plot shows that the clusters have a wide range of exposure times.
doppler shifts along the line-of-sight due to the motion of the gas, and corrected for the
cosmological redshift.
Next, PHOX simulated the observing time, which is estimated using the distribution of
exposure times for the real clusters in the sample described in Chapter 4 (see Figure
3.6). For simplicity, I fitted this distribution of exposure times with a Gaussian, giving
a mean exposure time of 24, 591 seconds and a dispersion of 12, 745 seconds. Then, for
each simulated cluster, a random exposure time was drawn from the fitted Gaussian
distribution and used in PHOX (I did not allow negative exposure times, but simply drew
from the Gaussian again). The redshift for the simulated clusters was assumed to be
z = 0.4 to be consistent with the simulations, and is close to the mean of the cluster
sample described in Chapter 4.
Finally, stage two of PHOX corrected for the effects of absorption by gas in the Milky Way.
The software used the wabs absorption model (Morrison and McCammon, 1983), which
is implemented through XSPEC, and takes the galactic column density, NH , as an input.
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Figure 3.7: A mosaic of the same four simulated clusters shown in Figure 3.5
(ΛCDM+GR) created using PHOX as discussed in Section 3.2.3. Each cluster is shown
on the same scale and this figure aims to show the noise level associated with X-ray
observations of clusters.
I assumed a constant value of 1021cm−2 for all clusters, which is a reasonable given the
observed galactic column density for the sample described in Chapter 4. The column
density was found using the HEASARC2 NH tool (Kalberla et al., 2005).
The third stage of PHOX involved adding realistic telescope effects to the simulated images.
This was achieved using simx, a convolution tool that contains the point-spread function
(PSF) and detector response function for a number of well-known X-ray telescopes. For
this thesis, I selected the PN camera of XMM-Newton telescope (as described in Section
4.2.2). The simx tool also adds a realistic background.
In Figure 3.7, I show images of the X-ray surface brightness profiles for the same four sim-
ulated clusters shown in Figure 3.5. These images show the characteristics of the XMM
instrument and cosmetically look similar to real XMM observations of clusters. The
2http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/Tools/w3nh/w3nh.pl
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only major difference was the lack of additional X-ray sources serendipitously detected
in the outskirts of each XMM image. For comparison, a typical XCS image contains ap-
proximately ten bright serendipitously-detected point-sources per observation, with more
fainter sources. I ignored this difference in the simulations as the probability of having
overlapping point sources was still relatively small, and would have been corrected in the
real data by excluding flux from that overlapping source when constructing cluster pro-
files. I also assume all the simulated clusters were observed on-axis, which is not true for
the real XCS cluster sample. I investigated the effect of moving the simulated clusters
off-axis using simx and found no significant effect on the results.
3.2.4 Estimating the weak lensing signal around clusters
I estimated the shear lensing signal around each of the simulated clusters as the numerical
simulations did not include individual galaxies, nor simulate the effects of gravitational
lensing. I therefore calculated the expected lensing convergence, κ, as detailed in Bartel-
mann and Schneider (2001), which can be approximated by
κ(~θ) =
3H20 Ωm
2c2
∑
i
∆χiχi
(χclust − χi)
χclust
δi(~θ)
ai
, (3.7)
along the line-of-sight, assuming a flat universe. The summation was over the co-moving
distance χi, using bins of width ∆χi, while H0 is the Hubble constant, Ωm is the matter
density, ai is the scale factor (in bin i), and δi is the over-density in that bin.
The lensing convergence was measured in the simulations by first determining r200 for
each simulated cluster (i.e., the radius at which the average density of the halo reaches
two hundred times the critical density). Then, I extracted a cylinder of radius 10× r200,
centred on each cluster, that extended the length of the whole cosmological simulation
(128 Mpc/h). This cylinder was then divided into ten redshift slices (thickness ∆z = 0.02),
and then each slice was pixelated into a 100 × 100 grid. The density in each pixel, ρ(zi)
was determined, and the over-density in each pixel calculated as
δi =
ρ(zi)− ρ¯(zi)
ρ¯(zi)
. (3.8)
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where ρ¯(zi) is the mean pixel density in each redshift slice. The κ for each pixel was then
calculated using Equation 3.7, with the error on κ (σκ) given by
σ2κ =
3H20 Ωm
2c2
∑
i
∆χiχi
(χclust − χi)
χclust
δi
ai
1
n¯i
. (3.9)
This pixelated map of convergence was converted into a shear field, from which tangential
shear (γt) was then inferred, using the Kaiser & Squires inversion technique given in Kaiser
and Squires (1993) and discussed in detail in Sections 2.2.6 and 4.2.1. To make the shear
measurements more realistic, I added a random shear noise component to the pixelated
values behind each cluster using a distribution of shear noise values constructed directly
from the galaxy source catalogue of CFHTLenS (Heymans et al., 2012), which I used
to construct the weak lensing profiles in Chapter 4. In Figure 3.8 I show the pixelated
convergence around the same four clusters from Figure 3.5.
3.3 Testing the assumptions
3.3.1 Making stacked cluster profiles
I followed the exact same prescription as used in Section 4.3.2 to create the stacked
X-ray profile and the method of Section 4.3.3 to create lensing profiles for the simulated
clusters. To generate the stacked X-ray surface brightness profile, I first extracted a square
region of size r200 around each individual simulated cluster and re-sampled the data, via
linear interpolation, to a common grid of 500 by 500 pixels. I then stacked the images,
first re-scaling the overall amplitude of the images by the mean to reduce covariances
(as discussed in Section 4.3.3). The mean value of each pixel was then measured and
binned into 19 logarithmic annuli out to r200. As in Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3, I used
bootstrap re-sampling, with replacement, to estimate the errors on the stacked profiles.
I created 100 noise realisations of a cluster drawn randomly from the sample of 103 (99)
clusters available in the ΛCDM+GR (f(R)) simulations to replicate the error methodology
described in Chapter 4.
For the stacked lensing profile, I first estimated the tangential shear, γt (as discussed
in Section 4.3.3), for each cluster and its noise component. The tangential shear in each
pixel, around each cluster, calculated about the X-ray centroid, was binned into 19 equally
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Figure 3.8: The pixelated convergence around the same four clusters in Figure 3.5,
where redder areas indicated a larger convergence. Here all these clusters have been
normalised to the same dynamic range.
spaced logarithmic bins out to a distance of 10× rvir. This was done by taking the virial
radius measurement from YT, which works by interpolating from the clusters radial profile.
For consistency with Section 4.3.3, I excluded the central 0.1 × rvir. The shear in each
bin was summed for all clusters and the mean shear measured (McKay et al., 2001). This
provided the stacked weak lensing profile. I measured errors on the shear profile using
the same bootstrap re-sampling method described above for the X-ray profiles.
3.3.2 Testing the stacked profiles
A key assumption of this technique was that stacking clusters would produce a spherically
symmetric profile. I used these simulations to determine whether stacking clusters reduced
possible line-of-sight projection effects that could hamper any analysis when applied to
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Figure 3.9: The normalised distribution of ellipticities for all cluster realisations (see
text) for both simulations (ΛCDM is blue and f(R) is green). The (pink) shaded region
shows the range of measured ellipicities after stacking the clusters. This plot shows that
stacking cluster produced a rounder cluster than any individual cluster.
a single cluster (as discussed in Section 1.5.1). To test this, I generated ten additional
realisations per cluster, following the same methodology as given in Section 3.2.3, but now
varying at random the line-of-sight direction for the projection of the three-dimensional
photon distribution. I then determined the ellipticity, , for each individual cluster realisa-
tion by fitting a two-dimensional ellipsoid to the projected surface brightness distribution.
This was done by first identifying the central point of the photon distribution, which was
taken to be the pixel with the largest brightness. Next a value which was 80% of this value
was calculated, then each pixel with this surface brightness was located. This generated
an isophotal ring around the brightest pixel. To this ring a ellipse was then fitted which
minimised the distance between the ellipse and the isophote, from which an ellipticity
could be measured.
In Figure 3.9, I show the distribution of ellipticities determined across all realisations of all
the clusters in both simulations. I found a mean  of 0.21±0.13, which demonstrated that
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Figure 3.10: The stacked lensing profile for the ΛCDM+GR simulation (blue crosses)
and the stacked lensing profile for the f(R) simulation (red points). The dashed (blue)
line is the best fit NFW profile to the ΛCDM+GR data, while the dashed (red) line is
the same for the f(R) profile. This figure shows that the lensing signal in f(R) gravity
and GR is the same.
many of the simulated clusters are non-spherical: This could have a significant effect when
studying individual clusters (e.g. Coma cluster in Terukina et al. 2014). Interestingly, I
saw no difference in the distribution of ellipticities between the two simulations (the mean
ellipticity also the same).
I then created ten stacked two-dimensional profiles from the ten individual realisations of
each cluster. I fitted an ellipse to each stack and computed the best-fit value of . Across
the ten stacks, I found ¯ = 0.04±0.02, which indicates that these stacked profiles are close
to spherical (within a few percent) averaging out the ellipticities seen in the individual
clusters (Figure 3.9) .
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Figure 3.11: The stacked X-ray profile for the ΛCDM simulation (blue crosses) and
the f(R) simulation in (red points). Also shown is the best-fit ΛCDM model (black line)
and the best-fit fR = 10
−5 line (dashed black line). This figure shows that the recovered
X-ray signal differs between fR and GR.
3.3.3 NFW profiles
Another key assumption made by this technique was that the NFW profile (as discussed
in Section 2.1) was an appropriate model for the stacked weak lensing cluster profile. This
should be the case as such relativistic measurements are not affected by f(R) modifications
to GR (as discussed in Section 1.5). However, due to the modified dynamics during the
formation of structures, deviations from NFW may arise. In Figure 3.10, I show the
simulated stacked weak lensing profile out to 10× rvir for both the ΛCDM+GR and f(R)
simulation, along with the best-fit analytical NFW profiles. I used MCMC (as described
in Section 5.2) to fit the NFW parameters c and M (as described in Section 2.1), running
the chains for 1000 time steps and removing the first 200 steps as the ‘burn in’ phase. I
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Figure 3.12: The observed ratio between the two simulated stacked X-ray surface
brightness profile shown in Figure 3.11 (blue line). The dashed (black) line is the same
ratio but now predicted using the analytical models from Figure 3.11. This figure shows
that analytic model largely agrees with the simulations.
obtained a χ2 ' 10 (for 15 degrees of freedom) confirming the visual impression that the
NFW model is a good representation of these lensing profiles in both simulations.
I found the same best-fit values for c = 7.4+0.64−0.65 and M = 1.2
+0.13
−0.13 × 1013M in both
simulations. These values were reasonable for such dark matter haloes and consistent
with other fits in the literature (Pourhasan et al. 2011, Arnold et al. 2014). Together,
these results confirmed that an NFW profile is a good representation of the lensing profile
of clusters in f(R) models (as in the case of ΛCDM). I note that this test is the first time
this assumption has been checked using simulated lensing profiles for f(R) gravity.
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3.3.4 Comparison with the analytic model
The simulated cluster profiles provided an ideal test for the analytical model described
in Chapter 5 to explain the effect of chameleon gravity on the X-ray surface brightness
profiles of clusters. In Figure 3.11, I show the X-ray surface brightness profile for both the
ΛCDM+GR and f(R) simulations. For comparison, I also show the expected theoretical
profile using the model in Section 1.5 assuming GR (black line) and f(R) gravity (dashed
line). Here the latter would present itself as an additional pressure term in the hydrostatic
equilibrium equation. This resulted in a steeper profile in the outskirts of the cluster and
is the signal I am testing for.
In Figure 3.12, I show the ratio of the two simulated profiles (as the solid line) and, as
discussed above, the two ratios deviate from unity in the outskirts of the cluster as the gas
becomes unscreened. I also show in Figure 3.12 the analytical prediction for this effect
based on the model used in Chapter 5 (where fR = 10
−5). I see the two curves agree well
at small radii, while at large radii, the two are still in broad agreement (always within
two sigma of each other). This demonstrates that the analytical model can reproduce
the general effect of f(R) gravity on the X-ray surface brightness profiles of clusters and
possibly under-estimates the amplitude of the effect at intermediate radii (with the caveat
that I have not included feedback in the simulations as discussed in Section 3.2.1).
3.4 Full MCMC analysis
A comprehensive test of the methodology was to fit the simulated stacked profiles using
the full MCMC approach described in Chapter 5, and ensure I recovered the underlying
cosmological parameters for the two hydrodynamical simulations (as discussed in Section
3.2.1). I used the emcee code (Foreman-Mackey et al., 2013) for the MCMC fitting, which
implements a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (MacKay, 2003) (as discussed in Section 5.2).
Here I provide below a brief recap of the fitting technique used in Chapter 5.
I simultaneously fitted the analytical model to both the stacked X-ray and lensing cluster
profiles. This model is given in Equations 2.1 and 2.20, and describes both the NFW fit
to the lensing profile, and the modified hydrodynamic equilibrium equation for the X-ray
surface brightness profile. The combined model has 8 parameters, namely c, M200, n0,
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Figure 3.13: The X-ray surface brightness (left) and weak lensing (right) profiles for
the two simulations: ΛCDM+GR (top) and f(R) (bottom). For each profile, I present
the best-fit analytical model (black line) with (dashed line), and without (solid line), the
additional non-thermal pressure component. In most cases, these two models overlap
significantly. The best-fit parameter values for the ΛCDM+GR simulations (top row),
assuming no additional non-thermal pressure, are T0 = 26.5 keV, n0 = 0.11× 10−2cm−3,
b1 = −2.0, r1 = 0.63 Mpc, M200 = 10.0× 1013M, c = 9.0, β = 3, φ∞ = 0.7× 10−4MPl.
b1, r1, T0 and the two re-scaled chameleon gravity parameters of β2 = β/(1 + β) and
φ∞,2 = 1− exp(−φ∞/10−4MPl).
I also performed an extra fit to the profiles but included an additional unknown non-
thermal pressure component (e.g., Nagai et al. 2007, Lau et al. 2009) to mimic possible
systematic uncertainties. As described in Section 5.5, this additional pressure component
was included in the model using a parametric function for the total pressure, such that
Ptotal = g
−1Psys = (1 − g)−1Pthermal, where P is the different pressure components, and
g is a function of the cluster mass and radius.
I found the best-fit model parameters using a χ2 statistic as described in Section 5.2.1.
The MCMC chains were run in parallel using 128 walkers with 10000 time steps (the first
2000 iterations were removed as the ‘burn in’ phase). In the case of the weak lensing
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Figure 3.14: I show the 95% (light grey) and 99% (dark grey) confidence limits for
the excluded region of the combined parameter space of the two re-normalised modified
gravity parameters. This uses the X-ray surface brightness and lensing profiles from the
ΛCDM+GR simulation where β = 0 and φ∞ = 0. Also shown are similar confidence
limits from Chapter 5 using the real data (dashed line is the 95 per cent, dot-dashed 99
per cent contours) The vertical line is for β =
√
1/6, showing the constraints for f(R)
gravity models.
profile, I assumed the covariance matrix was diagonal and computed it from the profile
data. For the X-ray surface brightness profiles, I measured the covariance matrix from
the X-ray stack directly following the method described in Section 4.3.2.
3.4.1 Results
In Figure 3.13, I show the stacked X-ray surface brightness and weak lensing profiles from
both the simulations. I also show the best-fit model to these data with, and without,
the inclusion of an additional non-thermal pressure component (as discussed above). I
present the X-ray surface brightness profiles out to the cluster virial radius (rvir), while I
extend the lensing profile to 10× rvir (to be consistent with Chapter 5).
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Figure 3.15: Same as Figure 3.14 but for the chameleon gravity simulation. The red
circle indicates the position of the fiducial model.
These four plots show the inclusion of non-thermal pressure only affects the ΛCDM+GR
models. This implies that there must be some degeneracy with the f(R) gravity which
compensate for this affect and mask its affect. An additional non-thermal pressure factor
would ’blow out’ the profile at large radii, while chameleon gravity would compress the
profile. Therefore this non-thermal pressure could not be mistaken for chameleon gravity,
but it would seek to dampen its affect.
For simplicity, I focus on the two chameleon gravity parameters in the model (β2 and
φ∞,2) and show in Figure 3.14 the marginalised joint constraint on these two parameters
using the simulated cluster profiles from the ΛCDM+GR simulation. I also show the joint
constraints obtained in Chapter 5 for these two parameters, but using real data.
In Figure 3.15, I show a similar marginalised joint constraint on β2 and φ∞,2, but now
using data from the f(R) gravity simulation. I again show the constraints from Chapter 5,
but from real data. I also mark the fiducial values of these modified gravity parameters for
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Figure 3.16: Same as Figure 3.14 (ΛCDM+GR) but with a non-thermal pressure
component added.
the f(R) gravity simulation. Figures 3.16 and 3.17 replicate these constraints, but with
the additional non-thermal pressure component (Section 3.4). I note here that I found the
non-thermal pressure component to be consistent with zero, which itself is consistent with
the zero non-thermal pressure present within the simulations (e.g. feedback mechanism
as discussed in Section 3.2.1).
One thing to note regarding the constraints presented in this section is that tighter con-
straints are obtained from the f(R) simulation compared to the ΛCDM+GR simulation.
In the presence of an initial modification to gravity, there is a genuine tension between the
hydrostatic and lensing profiles in the f(R) simulation. In turn this leads to less parameter
space which the model can investigate before it becomes inconsistent with one or other
of the profiles. This therefore rules out more area in the β2 versus φinf,2 plane, leading to
more powerful constraints compared to ΛCDM+GR.
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Figure 3.17: Same as Figure 3.15 (chameleon gravity) but with a non-thermal pressure
component added. The red circle indicates the position of the fiducial model.
These figures show that I obtained meaningful constraints on these modified gravity pa-
rameters at a level consistent with Chapter 5. The size of the allowed regions for these
joint constraints depends on the underlying simulation, and whether I included an addi-
tional pressure component or not. The most realistic constraint is given in Figure 3.14,
which is for ΛCDM+GR with no additional non-thermal pressure. Here the constraints
are close to those found in Chapter 5, which is reassuring (assuming the true cosmological
model is ΛCDM+GR).
It is of particular note however that the constraints obtained here and shown in Figure
3.14 are slightly weaker than those obtained from the real data in Chapter 5. This is
perhaps surprising as the constraints above were made using a stack of 103 clusters as
opposed to the 58 real clusters that comprise the sample described in Chapter 4. One
would expect a sample with more clusters of comparable properties to provide stronger
constraints upon the chameleon parameters. The most likely reason for this disparity
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is an over-estimate of the amplitude and errors associated with the simulated profiles.
This would allow the analytic models being fit to both the X-ray and lensing profile to
diverge by a greater amount before they became inconsistent and would therefore rule out
a greater amount of parameter space.
The source of this over-estimation most likely arises for two reasons, both associated
with the weak lensing profile. The first of these reasons would result in an amplitude
modulation and is that the source galaxies used to generate the lensing profile in Section
3.2.4 where placed at the back of the simulation box as opposed to the median redshift of
CFHTLenS (discussed in greater detail in Section 4.2.1). This median redshift was used
when generating weak lensing profiles for the real clusters (as described in Section 4.3.3).
As Equation 2.28 shows, the lensing signal is directly proportional to the separation
between the lens and source. Therefore, placing the sources galaxies to close to the
clusters will result in a amplitude modulation, which in turn will reduce the accuracy of
the constraints obtained.
The source of the error over-estimation most likely arises from the way the errors were
obtained in Section 3.2.4. In this section I have not divided the random shear components
(which were drawn from the CFHTLenS distribution) by
√
N (were N is the number of
source clusters). This factor is required to account for the number of source galaxies in
each pixel. This in turn would have reduced the errorbars upon the weak lensing profile
and lead to tighter constraints upon the modified gravity parameters.
These joint constraints can be used to place an upper limit on |fR0|, which can then be
compared to the constraints presented in Chapter 5 and, in the case of the f(R) simulation,
the input value of the simulation. Likewise, I placed an upper limit on f(R) gravity by
placing a constraint on φ∞ as such models are a subset of the chameleon model for which
β =
√
1/6 (shown as the vertical black line in Figures 3.14, 3.15, 3.16 and 3.17). These
constraints are shown in Table 3.2, for both simulations with, and without, the extra
systematic uncertainty. First shown in Table 3.2 is the value of φ∞ when in f(R) gravity,
found as the value of φ∞ where the β =
√
1/6 intersects the 95% excluded region. This
value can then be related to fR at the cluster’s redshift (z = 0.33) using Equation 1.51.
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Without
systematic error
With
systematic error
ΛCDM - φ∞ < 8.7× 10−5MPl < 1.1× 10−4MPl
f(R) - φ∞ < 4.0× 10−5MPl < 5.7× 10−5MPl
ΛCDM - fR < 7.1× 10−5 < 9.6× 10−5
f(R) - fR < 3.3× 10−5 < 4.7× 10−5
ΛCDM - fR0 < 8.3× 10−5 < 1.1× 10−4
f(R) - fR0 < 3.8× 10−5 < 5.5× 10−5
Table 3.2: Summary of constraints on modified gravity parameters from both simula-
tions, with and without a non-thermal pressure component (95% CL).
The time-evolution of fR(z) for a Hu-Sawicki model with n = 1 (where n is an additional
degree of freedom of the model) follows (Li et al., 2013),
fR(z) = |fR0|[(1 + 3ΩΛ)/(ΩM(1 + z)3 + 4ΩΛ)]2. (3.10)
This evolution leads to a reduction in the magnitude of fR by 27% at today’s redshift
when compared with the redshift at which the simulation was placed, z = 0.4, due to
a higher background energy density at higher redshifts. When I have include fitting for
a systematic error, the constraints are less stringent as the additional pressure can be
degenerate with a fifth force, reducing the signal. The results of doing so are shown in
Table 3.2.
For the ΛCDM+GR simulation, I found |fR0|< 8.3×10−5, which is in excellent agreement
with the limit in Chapter 5 of |fR0|< 6× 10−5. This validates the methodology in Chap-
ter 5 and shows the technique can deliver competitive constraints upon the chameleon
gravity model, i.e. the measurement presented in Chapter 5 still provides one of the best
constraints on |fR0| on cluster scales (Mpcs).
These simulations demonstrate that the methodology in Chapter 5 is capable of constrain-
ing chameleon gravity. However, I noticed that the constraints recovered in this Chapter
are slightly less powerful than those presented in Chapter 5. In Chapter 5, I split the
cluster sample into two separate bins based on their X-ray temperature (Tx < 2.5keV and
Tx > 2.5keV). I found this split in temperature (mass) provided a stronger constraint on
|fR0| compared to a single mass bin. However, I was unable to replicate such binning
here as the distribution of cluster temperatures and masses in the simulations was much
narrower, missing the more massive (Tx > 2.5keV) halos due to the finite volume of the
simulation box, as discussed in Section 3.2.1. I will need larger simulations to address
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this issue and allow me to test modified gravity effects as a function of both mass and
environment (as discussed in detail in W15). Future simulations should also include more
realistic feedback mechanisms.
In Section 3.6, I present Figures 3.18, 3.19, 3.20 and 3.21, which show the full likelihood
contours for joint constraints between all eight parameters in the analytical model. I
provide constraints both with, and without, the additional pressure component. These
joint constraints can be compared to the similar plot given in Section 3.4 for the real
clusters.
3.5 Summary
In this Chapter, I investigated the methodology presented in Chapter 5 and tested some of
the key assumptions made in that analysis. This was achieved using two nearly identical
hydrodynamical simulations; one evolved using ΛCDM+GR and the other evolved using a
modified gravity component of |fR0|= 10−5. Using these simulations, I generated realistic
stacked weak lensing and X-ray surface brightness profiles.
I used these stacked profiles to test the assumptions outlined in Section 3.1. First, I
found that the stacking process for generating high signal-to-noise cluster profiles was fair
and created representative lensing and X-ray surface brightness profiles compared to the
underlying ensemble of clusters. Furthermore, I demonstrated that the stacking process
created spherically symmetrical profiles, thus reducing the possible bias caused by any
ellipticity in an individual cluster.
I also investigated the assumption that dark matter haloes in chameleon gravity are well
described by the same NFW profile as used in ΛCDM. I found no difference between the
fitted NFW parameters for both the f(R) and ΛCDM simulated stacked lensing profiles
confirming previous studies in the literature.
As a final test of the methodology, I have compared the simulations with predictions from
the analytic model described in Section 2.2.2. The results of this test are summarised in
Figure 3.11, which shows broad agreement between the analytical and numerical (simu-
lation) results, with the latter showing a large deviation from ΛCDM for the same value
of |fR0|= 10−5.
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In Section 3.4, I replicated the full MCMC analysis from Chapter 5, but now using the
simulated stacked cluster profiles instead of real data. I also include the possibility of an
additional (unknown) non-thermal pressure component in the intracluster medium, which
would produce a significant systematic uncertainty in the modelling.
In the f(R) case, I was able to recover a value of |fR0|< 3.8×10−5, which is fully consistent
with the fiducial value of |fR0|= 10−5 for the simulations. In the presence of an initial
modification to gravity, there is a genuine tension between the hydrostatic and lensing
profiles in the f(R) simulation. In turn this led to less parameter space that the model can
investigate before it becomes inconsistent with one or the other profiles. This therefore
rules out more area in the β2, φ∞,2 plane, leading to more powerful constraints than
compared to ΛCDM.
I have also constrained the profiles from both simulations, including a non-thermal pres-
sure component; to account for unknown systematic errors (in astrophysics or the analy-
sis). This obviously lessens the constraints as such uncertainties are degeneracy with any
fifth force: that is, both affect the shape of the profile at large scales. The constraints
with this extra pressure term are still consistent with the fiducial model.
3.6 Full MCMC contour plots
I present plots of the joint constraints on all 8 parameters used in Section 3.4
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Chapter 4
Generating the cluster sample
4.1 Overview
This chapter discusses the cluster sample published in Wilcox et al. (2015).
As discussed in Section 1.4.1, the chameleon gravity model postulates the existence of a
scalar field that couples with matter to mediate a fifth force. If it exists, this fifth force
would influence the hot X-ray emitting gas filling the potential wells of galaxy clusters.
However, it would not influence the cluster’s weak lensing signal. Therefore, by comparing
X-ray and weak lensing profiles, one can place upper limits on the strength of a fifth force.
In order to perform this measurement I must first obtain a suitable sample of clusters
with both good quality X-ray and weak lensing data. I begin here by discussing the two
main sources of the data.
I first discuss the creation of the X-ray cluster sample going from the raw XMM exposures
to the finalised catalogue (I describe XMM in Section 4.2.2). I then describe the techniques
used to create both the X-ray stacked profile and weak lensing stacked profile.
I end this chapter by performing tests upon the dataset and derived profiles to ensure
their suitability for gravity tests.
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Figure 4.1: The stages of going from a galaxy’s true shape to its measured shape.
Figure from (Bridle et al., 2009). This figure illustrates the difficulty in measuring the
shear of a galaxy.
4.2 Data
To be able to implement the tests of gravity described in Section 1.5 I first need to
construct accurate X-ray and lensing profiles (as described in Section 1.5). To do so I use
data from two high quality datasets, described below.
4.2.1 CHFTLenS
The Canada France Hawaii Telescope (CFHT) is a 3.6 metre optical and infrared telescope,
operational since 1979, located atop the 4200 metre dormant volcano Mauna Kea in
Hawaii. CFHT has 4 instruments that can be used with the telescope: Megacam, a 340
megapixel optical and near infrared camera with a field of view of 1 degree; Wide-field
InfraRed Camera (WIRCam), a 16 megapixel infrared detector with a field of view of
20 arcminutes; an Echelle SpectroPolarimetric Device for the Observation of Stars at
CFHT (ESPaDOnS), a high-resolution echelle spectrograph and spectropolarimeter; and
the Spectrome`tre Imageur a` Transforme´e de Fourier pour l’Etude en Long et en Large de
raies d’Emission (SITELLE), a wide field optical integral field unit.
In this work I have made use of public weak lensing data (galaxy ellipticities and pho-
tometric redshifts) provided by the Canada France Hawaii Telescope Lensing Survey
(CFHTLenS, Heymans et al. 2012), obtained using Megacam from 2003 until 2009 (Boulade
et al., 2003). The CFHTLenS covers 154 square degrees, across four fields: W1 centred
at RA=02h18m00s, Dec=-07d00m00s with 72 pointings; W2 centred at RA=08h54m00s,
Dec=-04d15m00s with 33 pointings; W3 centred at RA=14h17m54s, Dec=+54d30m31s
with 49 pointings and W4 centred at RA=22h13m18s, Dec=+01d19m00s (Erben et al.,
2013). The pointings within each field have an overlap of 3′′ in right ascension and 6′′ in
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Filter exposure time (s) mlim seeing (
′′)
u∗ 5× 600 25.24± 0.17 0.88± 0.11
g′ 5× 500 25.58± 0.15 0.82± 0.10
r′ 4× 500 24.88± 0.16 0.72± 0.09
i′ 7× 615 24.54± 0.19 0.68± 0.11
z′ 6× 600 23.46± 0.20 0.70± 0.12
Table 4.1: Characteristics of the CFHTLenS survey’s five colour bands. Table adapted
from Erben et al. (2013).
Figure 4.2: Photo-z error as a function of redshift for all galaxies in CFHTLenS. The
different colours represent different photo-z estimations. Figure from Hildebrandt et al.
(2012). This figure shows that the error associated with a given redshift is largely redshift
invariant.
declination to ensure full coverage of the survey area. The position of each of these four
fields is shown in Figure 4.7 in blue. The 2D density distribution of the W1 field is shown
in Figure 2.9, and I reproduce this mass map in Section 4.2.1.
Each field contains a galaxy density of 17 per square arcmin, with high quality shape
measurements in four distinct fields. CFHTLenS used five colour bands u*g′r′i′z′ with a
limiting magnitude of g′ = 25.6. Here, the ′ indicates the filter was designed to match the
Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) u′g′r′i′z′ filters as closely as possible (Gunn et al., 1998).
The u band, however, differs from SDSS to take advantage of the improved ultraviolet
capabilities of Megacam and is named u* to highlight this difference. Table 4.1 shows
the observing time, limiting magnitudes (mlim) and the mean seeing with their associated
standard deviations for each of the 5 filters. Here the seeing values are estimated by using
the SExtractor (Bertin and Arnouts, 2010) parameter FWHM IMAGE and the limiting
magnitude is the 5σ detection limit within a 2′′ aperture (Erben et al., 2013).
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The galaxy ellipticities were generated by the CFHTLenS team using the THELI (Er-
ben et al., 2013) and lensfit (Miller et al., 2013) routines. Photometric redshifts were
produced using PSF-matched photometry to an accuracy of 0.04(1 + z) with a 4% catas-
trophic outlier rate (Hildebrandt et al., 2012) with a median redshift of 0.75. Figure 4.2
plots the errors on the photo-z estimates against redshift, showing that the accuracy of
the estimates.
Generating high quality lensing data is not a trivial task, as shown in Figure 4.1. A
galaxy’s true shape is firstly sheared via weak lensing, then a point spread function is
applied by the telescope during observations. This is then pixelated by the camera’s
CCDs, which also apply electronic noise.
To achieve accurate galaxy shapes the CFHTLenS team used a likelihood-based method
described in Miller et al. (2013), which is briefly reviewed in Section 2.2.4. Errors were
measured from the 1D variance of the ellipticity likelihood surface.
Testing the CFHTLenS data
In this section I describe two tests I made to the CFHTLenS data described above to
ensure that I was aware of all the conventions associated with the data (such as the signs
of the ellipticity) and to get a good understanding of the dataset.
The first test I performed was to use Equation 2.46 to reproduce the work of Covone
et al. (2014). I used the shear catalogue from CFHTLenS (described in Section 4.2.1) and
an optically selected cluster catalogue from Wen et al. (2012). This catalogue contains
132,684 optically selected galaxy clusters, and found to be 95% complete for clusters with
a mass of M200 > 1.0 × 1014M in the redshift range 0.05 ≤ z < 0.42. Selecting those
clusters which overlap with the CFHTLenS footprint, a final sample of 1176 clusters was
found, which I divided into 6 richness bins.
For each cluster I then determined the shear profile up to a radius of 20Mpc as detailed
in Section 4.3.3, using only those CFHTLenS galaxies that have zsource > zlens + 0.2 to
reduce background contamination. These profiles were then stacked within each richness
bin to create six stacked cluster profiles.
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Figure 4.4: Projected mass density of 64 square degrees from the CFHTLenS W1 field,
lighter areas denote regions of higher density. This figure is a test of the CFHTLenS data
made by reproducing the work of Van Waerbeke et al. (2013).
These six binned profiles were then fit using Eqaution 2.45 via an MCMC, minimising a
χ2 parameter. This fit used both the 1 and 2-halo terms, the latter of which employed
the prescription for the linear matter power spectrum of Eisenstein and Hu (1999).
In Figure 4.3 I show the best fits for each richness bin (indicated upon each plot) in solid
blue, with the 1-halo term in dashed purple and the 2-halo term in dashed green. As can
be seen at small radii, the 1-halo term dominates, but as the radius increases the 2-halo
term becomes the more significant contribution. This figure visually agrees well with the
equivalent figure in Covone et al. (2014), and is confirmation that the shear measurement
and fitting procedures, described in detail later, are satisfactory.
The second test I performed was to reproduce the mass map of the W1 field from Van
Waerbeke et al. (2013), shown in Figure 2.9. To do this I first obtained the positions,
shapes and redshifts of all the galaxies within the W1 field, resulting in the properties
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Figure 4.5: Projected mass density of 64 square degrees from the CFHTLenS W1 field
from Van Waerbeke et al. (2013) where RA is shown along the x-axis and dec along
the y-axis. This figure is overlain with my reproduced contours, where orange contours
indicate a higher projected density and red a lower projected density.
of ∼ 3.5 million galaxies. The shapes of these galaxies were then corrected following
the method described in Section 4.3.3 to get an estimate of each galaxy’s ellipticity.
I then performed a Kaiser-Squires inversion (Kaiser and Squires, 1993) upon the data
following the method outlined in Section 2.2.6, using a smoothing scale of 1.8 arcminutes
(as described in Equation 2.53) to ensure consistency with Van Waerbeke et al. (2013).
The resultant mass map is shown in Figure 4.4, where lighter areas denote higher densities.
It can be seen that this figure is visually consistent with Figure 2.9 through the comparison
Figure 4.5, which shows the two plots overlain. Here it is seen that the contours largely
agree is further confirmation that my data processing techniques are accurate.
It should be noted that whilst the two sets of contours are broadly similar, there are
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definite inconsistencies present. In order to construct Figure 4.4, the Kaiser-Squires in-
version requires galaxies had to be binned. This binning will have centred upon different
positions, with different bin sizes between the two mass maps, leading to the observed
inconsistencies. Further inconsistencies arose from a differing of redshift cuts between the
two maps, where Van Waerbeke et al. (2013) has used galaxies with 0.4 < z < 1.1, while
this work has made use of all galaxies z > 0.4.
4.2.2 XCS
The XMM (X-ray Multi-Mirror) mission is an ESA satellite designed to observe X-rays
in the soft band, from 0.15keV to 15keV (ESA, 2015). After launch, the satellite was
renamed XMM-Newton in recognition of the famous UK scientist. Here and throughout I
will refer to this satellite as XMM. Launched on December 10th 1999 it sits on a 48 hour
highly elliptical orbit with an apogee of 108, 900km and a perigee of 12, 200km.
XMM carries on board three science instruments: the European Photo Imaging Cam-
era (EPIC), used for X-ray imaging, spectroscopy and photometry; a Reflecting Grating
Spectrometer (RGS) for high-resolution spectrometry; and an Optical Monitor (OM) for
optical and UV imaging.
On-board are three telescopes which focus the X-rays onto the three EPIC cameras. These
three cameras are of two different types. Two are Metal Oxide Semi-conductor (MOS)
CCDs and the third is a pn CCD array (standing for positive-negative and named for the
electrons and holes that form in the silicon of detector when collided with X-ray photons,
Stru¨der et al. 2001). The two MOS cameras have diffracting gratings in their light path,
splitting the light beam off to the RGS, while the pn camera has an unobstructed view.
Each camera has a field of view of around 30 arcminutes and is optimised for sensitivity
over spatial resolution, making it ideal for detecting the diffuse emission of clusters.
Since its launch XMM has been used for many different X-ray surveys such as investigating
the X-ray properties of galaxies (Georgakakis et al., 2003), surveying the Small Magellanic
Cloud (Haberl et al., 2012) and searching for galaxy clusters (Pacaud et al., 2015). XMM
has therefore observed over 1000 square degrees, most of which is publicly available.
The XMM Cluster Survey (XCS, Romer et al. 2001, Lloyd-Davies et al. 2011) is a serendip-
itous X-ray cluster survey drawn from public archival XMM data. This means that XCS
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Figure 4.6: Area of XCS as function of exposure time. Figure 4.6a shows this as
a histogram and Figure 4.6b as a cumulative histogram. This figure shows that the
average exposure time of an XCS exposure is ≈ 20ks.
takes all the the publicly available XMM observations and searches them for X-ray clus-
ters (this process is described in Section 4.3.1). Currently these observations cover ∼ 1030
square degrees of the sky. However only ∼ 690 square degrees of this is useful for cluster
searches, the other ∼ 340 square degrees lies within 20 degrees of the galactic plane or
within 5 (3) degrees of the Large (Small) Magellanic Cloud. Shown in Figure 4.6a is a
histogram of the area of sky covered by XCS as a function of exposure time and in Figure
4.6b a cumulative plot of the same data. The final bin in Figure 4.6a is large due to all
exposure times > 150ks being placed together. These plots show that over half the total
XCS area has been observed for > 10ks.
XCS therefore compares favourably to other X-ray cluster surveys: such as the MAssive
Cluster Survey (MACS, Ebeling et al. 2001), which has surveyed an area of 22, 735 square
degrees, although it has only done so with a flux limit 2 orders of magnitude less than
XCS or XXL.
XXL (Pierre et al., 2015) is the largest targeted XMM survey, covering 50 square degrees
and aims to constrain dark energy (as discussed in Section 1.3) through the distribution
of clusters. The observations XXL made were split into two 25 square degree fields, with
one centred in the CFHTlenS W1 footprint. This site was selected due to the large of
amount of complementary data at a range of wavelengths that is available and the (already
available), substantial XMM coverage from XMM-LSS (Pierre et al., 2004). XXL recently
released a bright cluster sample (flux limited to 3×10−14ergs−1) containing 51 clusters in
the W1 field (Pacaud et al., 2015) spanning the redshift range 0.05 < z < 1.05 (median
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Figure 4.7: The four CFHTLenS fields (W1, W2, W3 and W4) in blue and the XMM
observations that fall within these fields in red. This figure aims to illustrate that con-
centration of exposures in the W1 region.
z = 0.3) and temperature range 0.6 < Tx < 5.5 keV (median Tx = 3.2 keV), which is very
comparable to the sample discussed below and presented in Table A.1.
XCS is currently the largest X-ray selected cluster catalogue. Its XCS Data Release 1
(XCS-DR1, Mehrtens et al. 2012) contains 503 optically confirmed clusters. Of these 463
have measured redshifts, ranging from 0.06 < z < 1.46. Of these, 401 have measured
X-ray temperatures, ranging from 0.4keV < Tx < 14.7keV (as discussed in Sections 2.2.2
and 4.3.1).
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4.3 Methods
4.3.1 Compiling the X-ray Cluster Sample
I investigated the possibility of constraining gravity models using clusters taken from
XCS-DR1. I performed a coordinate search to find all the XCS-DR1 clusters within the
CFHTLenS footprint. I found 28 overlapping clusters with suitable data, and concluded
that this sample was too small to measure competitive constraints from. It has been three
years since the last XCS data release, XCS-DR1. There was therefore a good likelihood
that additional observations had been made of the four CFHTLenS fields which had
the potential to boost the cluster count. In order to increase the cluster sample, XMM
exposures within the CFHTLenS footprint were re-analysed by the XCS team and me.
Outlined below are the steps taken to do so.
All public X-ray observations from XMM were first obtained using pipelines developed for
XCS. I then determined which of the XMM observations overlapped with the CFHTLenS
fields. In Figure 4.7 the four CFHTLenS fields are shown in blue. The XMM exposures
which overlap with the CFHTLenS footprint are shown in red. In total 497 overlapping
XMM exposures were located, with the majority (380 exposures) of these present in the
W1 field. This high density of XMM observations within the W1 field is because this field
was specially targeted by as part of XXL.
Once the observations were located, the XCS team used their pipelines to carry out the
following tasks in an automated manner (as described in Lloyd-Davies et al. 2011 and
briefly reviewed here):
• Cleaning the event lists of background flares. It is well documented that XMM
observations can suffer from enhanced backgrounds depending upon the satellite
position and solar activity (Lumb et al., 2002). To increase the signal-to-noise, a
lightcurve was generated for each observation, which was divided into 50 bins. The
mean of the lightcurve was calculated and any bin that deviated by more than 3σ
from the mean was removed. This process was then iterated until a stable state was
found (or 50 iterations was reached).
• Creating detector and exposure images. Each event list, described above, was then
spatially binned to create images in two bands, soft and hard (as described in Section
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2.2.1). Exposure maps encoding vignetting, chip gaps and other effects were also
generated. As the EPICs (described in Section 4.2.2) do not possess shutters, events
received during readout of the observations are recorded. These are removed by
subtracting them from the images before the images and exposure maps from each
camera are combined into a single observation.
• Producing duplicate free source lists. Sources were found by XCS using the XCS
Automated Pipeline Algorithm (XAPA). XAPA is based upon the source detection
package WavDetect (Freeman et al., 2002) and works by first convolving images
with a Mexican hat (Slezak et al., 1990) and then identifying pixels that are signif-
icantly above the background. XAPA then groups together collections of significant
detections in sources to generate a source list.
• Identifying extended X-ray sources. The sources identified by XAPA were then clas-
sified as point-like or extended by comparing them with the Point Spread Function
(PSF, a description of the camera’s response to point sources). This was achieved
using a series of Monte Carlo simulations to compare the source with various reali-
sations of the PSF to establish the source’s extent.
By carrying out this process a total of 348 extended XMM sources, with more than 100
background subtracted photon counts, were located in the CFHTLenS fields. However
44 of these were within a couple of arcminutes of the edge of the XMM field of view and
were not considered further due to off axis effects being more pronounced. A cut-off limit
of 100 photons was selected as this is the minimum photon count required to measure
an X-ray temperature. Figure 4.8 shows the XCS measured X-ray temperature for four
clusters as their number of source counts is reduced down to 100, demonstrating that
reliable X-ray temperatures can be derived down to 100 counts (albeit with a greater
uncertainty, Lloyd-Davies et al. 2011).
The majority of these extra sources were not included in the XCS first data release (XCS-
DR1, Mehrtens et al. 2012). This meant that these new sources had to classified as clusters
(as opposed to other X-ray sources such as AGN or galactic sources) before the sources
could be used in the study. This process is non trivial: as shown in Mehrtens et al. 2012,
a large fraction of XCS extended sources (especially those with fewer than 300 counts)
are either hard to confirm as clusters – because the available imaging is not deep enough
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Figure 4.8: The XCS measured X-ray temperature against the number of source counts.
Each colour represents a different cluster with > 5000 source counts. Figure from Lloyd-
Davies et al. (2011). This figure shows that a cluster’s measured X-ray temperature is
largely invariant of its source count.
– or are associated with other types of X-ray source. Therefore, for this thesis, I have
taken a conservative approach and only included XMM extended sources in the study
if they correspond to an over density of galaxies in false colour images produced using
the CFHTLenS cutout service1. This was achieved by combining a script with wget2 to
query CFHTLenS and find and download 3 arcminute by 3 arcminute false colour images
centred around each cluster. Each of the 348 images were then loaded onto a web page
for optical confirmation by myself and members of XCS. An example of this web page is
shown in Figure 4.9, where it is clear to see when a cluster had no lensing data present
(such as the two blank images, numbers 0 and 151).
One hundred and eighty six sources were excluded from the study as a result. These were
excluded for several different reasons: there was no optical data as the cluster sat in a
masked region of the CFHTLenS footprint; there was a bright star or galaxy lying close
to the cluster centre that was obscuring it; the image contained poor photometry (usually
when the composite image was missing an image in a given band, discolouring the image);
1http://www.cadc-ccda.hia-iha.nrc-cnrc.gc.ca/community/CFHTLens/cutout.html
2A software package designed to download files over HTTP, https://www.gnu.org/software/wget/.
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Figure 4.9: A screen capture of the web page used when visually identifying clusters
for inclusion in the final sample. The two blank images are regions that are not covered
by CFHTLenS due to masking. The images shown are 3′′ × 3′′ in area.
or the optical image resembled an AGN rather than a cluster. In the latter case an AGN
was classified when, in the images centre, a bright, obvious optical point like source could
be seen. Examples of these criteria can be seen in Figure 4.10. The coordinates of the
remaining one hundred and nineteen can be found in Table A.1.
As the analysis required information about the distance to the cluster, a further 37 sources
were excluded from the study because redshifts were not available at the time of writing.
These are flagged with a 2 in Table A.1. The majority (71 of 82) of the redshifts came from
the new Gaussian mixture model redshift estimator (GMPhoRCC) described in detail in
Hood and Mann (2015). GMPhoRCC works under the assumption that both the redshift
and colour distributions of cluster galaxies can be modelled by a mixture of Gaussians
(Hao et al., 2010). For each cluster in turn, GMPhoRCC measures the overdensity of
galaxies using photometric redshifts, compared to the background density inside conical
bins. The bin that maximises the overdensity is then selected as the first guess cluster
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Figure 4.10: Examples of optically rejected images from CFHTLenS. The images on the
left contain foreground containments, the central images are examples of central bright
point source, appearing to be AGN and the rightmost images have bad photometry, in
these two cases the images are missing exposures in at least one filter. The images shown
here are 3′′ × 3′′ in area.
radius and a photometric redshift is measured. Next, using this redshift estimate, red
sequence colour bands are measured, which help set the brightest cluster galaxy, and a
new photometric redshift estimate is made from the red sequence.
I also used 8 redshifts taken from NED3 (Valtchanov et al. 2004, Wen et al. 2010, Durret
et al. 2011, Wen and Han 2011, Takey et al. 2013). To locate these redshifts I used the
‘near position’ search feature to find all extragalactic objects classified as galaxy clusters
within 3′′ of the cluster positions.
The final 3 photometric redshifts were obtained from Ford et al. (2014), in which a 3D-
Matched-Filter cluster finding algorithm was used (Milkeraitis et al., 2010). This tech-
nique involved creating likelihood maps of the CFHTLenS footprint and searching for
significant density peaks in the galaxy density.
3The NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED) is operated by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Cal-
ifornia Institute of Technology, under contract with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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I judged the remaining 82 XMM extended sources in the CFHTLenS region to be con-
firmed clusters and the XCS team ran them through the XSPEC based XCS spectral
pipeline. X-ray temperatures were determined when the signal to noise was sufficient for
a temperature within the sensible parameter range with error bounds that could be fit (as
described below). This produced X-ray temperatures of 58 of these clusters which formed
my final sample, including 12 clusters new to the literature (I have discussed X-ray spec-
tra in Section 2.2.2). The other 23 clusters were excluded from the analysis due to poor
temperature fits and are flagged with a 3 in Table A.1.
The details of this pipeline can be found in Lloyd-Davies et al. 2011 and briefly reviewed
below. First, each separate exposure of a candidate was located by matching objects from
different observations that lie at the same position, as any candidate was likely to have
been observed by each camera (MOS1, MOS2 and pn). Next each exposure is cleaned to
remove unwanted X-ray artefacts, such as flares by following the method outlined above.
These exposures were then used to generate a spectrum, using photons with energies
between 0.3 keV and 7.9 keV. A large annulus was then placed around the cluster to
measure the X-ray background for the purpose of background subtraction. In the case of
multiple exposures of a candidate, multiple spectra were obtained.
The spectra measured for each cluster were then simultaneously fit by XCS via XSPEC
using a maximum likelihood Cash statistic (Cash, 1979). The photons comprising each
spectra were then binned, and four different models fit to the data. Each model included
a hydrogen absorption component (WABS, Morrison and McCammon 1983) and a hot
plasma component (MEKAL, Mewe et al. 1985). Using the best fitting of these models, a
temperature and luminosity were measured for each candidate, providing they fall within
a sensible parameter range (defined to be 0.3 < Tx < 17 keV). Uncertainty bounds were
then found for each fit by moving off the best fit model until the 1σ confidence is reached
to give both an upper and lower temperature bound.
The 58 clusters with measured temperatures span the redshift range 0.1 < z < 1.2 (median
z = 0.33) and temperature range 0.2 < Tx < 8 keV (median Tx = 2.3 keV). Figure
4.11 shows the redshift and X-ray temperature range of the 58 clusters in the sample. A
selection of optically confirmed clusters that were new to the literature, along with several
clusters that were optically confirmed but excluded due to a lack of redshift, are shown
in Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.11: The redshift and X-ray temperature distributions for the sample of 58
galaxy clusters. This figures show that the sample described here was a large range in
both redshift and temperature.
The final sample, as shown in Table A.1, shows a substantial increase in the number of
clusters as compared to XCSDR1 (as described in Section 4.2.2) from 28 to 58. This large
number of clusters will enable constraints to be put upon f(R) gravity (following the
method outlined in Chapter 1 and carried out in Chapter 5) that hopefully overcome the
limitations of the measurements performed in Terukina et al. (2014), where just a single
cluster was used (such as the limited lensing data available and the non-spherical nature
of the Coma cluster, as discussed in Section 1.5.1).
Performing this test with multiple clusters should also allow for greater signal to noise at
those radii where the fifth force is theorised to be strongest (i.e. outside the critical radius
in the cluster outskirts, as discussed in Section 1.5). The cluster outskirts, however, will
contain gas that is less dense than the cluster centres. While this is incredibly useful for
probing the fifth force (as the chameleon screening is unsuppressed in low density regions,
as discussed in Section 1.4.1) it does mean that the X-ray surface brightness signal is low
(as surface brightness is proportional to gas density, as discussed in Section 2.2.2), as is the
weak lensing signal (which once again is proportional to the matter density, as discussed
in Section 2.2.5). Therefore if I were to measure profiles for individual clusters (as was
done using a single cluster in Terukina et al. 2014), I would be limited to investigating a
small number of large, very nearby clusters.
To overcome this issue I have stacked the clusters in my sample. By doing so I am be able
to drastically improve the signal to noise at all radii of the measured profiles, especially
in the cluster outskirts where it will be most beneficial. I describe the methods used to
create these stacked profiles in the following sections.
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Figure 4.12: A selection of optically confirmed clusters as imaged by CFHTLenS. False
colour composite images are 3′ × 3′. From left to right and top to bottom, the compila-
tion shows the clusters: XMMXCS J020119.0-064954.6 at z=0.33; XMMXCS J021226.8-
053734.6 at z=0.31; XMMXCS J021527.9-053319.2 at z=0.28 (Wen and Han, 2011);
XMMXCS J021843.7-053257.7 at z=0.40; XMMXCS J022433.8-041433.7 at z=0.39; and
XMMXCS J023142.2-045253.1 at z=0.21. The redshifts shown here are from Hood and
Mann (2015) unless otherwise indicated. These clusters are included in the sample,
flagged either with a 0 or 1 in Table A.1. The remaining clusters in the compilation have
no measured redshift or temperature and are flagged with a 2 or 3 in Table A.1. Bottom
row these clusters are: XMMXCSJ021517.1-0.60432.8; XMMXCSJ022359.2-083543.4;
and XMMXCSJ141446.9+544709.1.
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4.3.2 Making stacked X-ray Surface Brightness Profiles
The analysis involved stacking multiple XMM observations of the 58 clusters, in order to
build up signal-to-noise in the outer parts of the ensemble cluster profile. This process
needed to account for the complexities associated with stacking multiple XMM observa-
tions of a given cluster: Most of the 58 clusters were covered by more than one XMM
observation. Each of these observations had different background properties and flare
corrected exposure times. As the X-ray telescope comprises three cameras that operate
simultaneously (mos1, mos2, pn, as described in Section 4.2.2), most XMM observations
comprise of three separate images with different, energy dependent sensitivities. The clus-
ters all have different energy spectra, because, even if one ignores non-thermal processes,
they have different X-ray temperatures, redshifts, and line of sight absorbing column den-
sities. Therefore, for each cluster, I have used XSPEC to calculate camera specific count
rate to Luminosity Conversion Factors (LCF) for each XMM observation that it falls in
(Lloyd-Davies et al., 2011). I then, for a given cluster, take the photon count images gen-
erated by the XCS pipeline, divide these by the respective exposure map, and multiply by
the cluster LCF. This allowed me to combine all the images for a cluster in a consistent
manner.
To produce a single stack, I first needed to re-scale the 58 combined images of individual
clusters to a standard projected size. For this I calulated M500, the mass enclosed within
a sphere at which the average density is 500 times the critical density (described by
Equation 1.21), using the prescription described in Sahle´n et al. (2009). This technique
assumes that clusters follow the self-similarity prediction (Kaiser, 1986), with the redshift
dependant relationship between X-ray temperature, T , and cluster mass, M500,
T ∝M2/3500 [∆500(z)E2(z)]1/3. (4.1)
Here ∆500(z) is the cluster’s mean overdensity within r500, with respect to the critical
density. Assuming that the energy density of a flat universe is then dominated by non-
relativistic matter and a cosmological constant,
E2(z) = Ωm(1 + z)
3 + Ωk(1 + z)
2 + ΩΛ. (4.2)
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Figure 4.13: Stacked 2D surface brightness profile of 58 XCS clusters, made by taking
the mean value of each pixel in the individual 2D surface brightnesses in the large top im-
age. The 6 smaller images are a selection of 2D surface brightness profiles from individual
clusters. In all these images darker colours indicate higher X-ray photon counts.
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I then set the constant of proportionality to be M500 = 3× 1014h−1M at z = 0.05 for an
X-ray temperature of 5 keV. This allows the local abundance of clusters to match that
given by the HIFLUGCS catalogue (Reiprich and Bo¨hringer, 2002). This normalisation
of the M − T relation also agrees with that derived from X-ray data in Arnaud (2005)
and Vikhlinin et al. (2006). Here I have calculated M500 as opposed to M200 from which
the radii are later obtained (below I discuss the conversion between mass estimates) as
it is more common in the literature to investigate the mass temperature relation at this
radius due to the greater signal to noise ratio, so the M500 scaling relation is potentially
more robust.
A conversion between M500 and M200 was made following the formulae derived in Hu and
Kravtsov (2003), where I assumed c = 5. This mass conversion inverts the NFW profile
so that it can relate two different definitions of Mn to better than 1% accuracy at cluster
scales. This is an accurate description of the typical density profiles in clusters (Arnaud,
2005). Kettula et al. (2015) measured the lensing signal around 12 X-ray selected galaxy
clusters within the CFHTLenS footprint and fit to each profile a best fit NFW. The
concentration parameters of each of these clusters were found to lie between 5 and 6, so
the assumption made above is consistent with these findings for a similar cluster sample.
Using the M200 (Equation 2.4) values, I calculated the radius at which the average density
is two hundred times the critical density, r200. The 58 stacked images could then be
rescaled using linear interpolation to a common 500 by 500 pixel format, so that they
each had an r200 radius of 125 pixels. Each of these 500 by 500 images were centred on
the source centroid as determined by XCS.
For each individual cluster the surface brightness was binned into 19 equal spaced loga-
rithmic annuli out to a distance of 1.2× r200. The maximum surface brightness was then
located for each of these profiles and the mean value of these maximums, SBmax, calcu-
lated (it was found that using the median value instead of the mean gave similar results).
Then using SBmax each individual surface brightness profile was rescaled so the original
maximum surface brightness became the average maximum, with the data in each other
bin scaled accordingly. This was done as adding clusters over a range of different masses
and luminosities would result in significant off-diagonal elements in the covariance matrix
of the final stacked profile.
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(a) 1a (b) 1b
Figure 4.14: Normalised covariance matrix of the X-ray surface brightness profiles from
the clusters comprising the stack with T > 2.5keV (1a) and T < 2.5keV (1b). Along both
the x-axis and y-axis is each X-ray bin. This plot therefore shows how correlated the ith
and jth X-ray temperature bins are. As each bin is perfectly correlated with itself, the
diagonal has a value of 1. The bluer the pixel the less correlated the two bins are.
The covariance here is a measure of how changes in one surface brightness bin affect the
values in the other surface brightness bins. The covariance matrix is a visualisation of
this and shows how a change in the ith bin affects the jth bin. A red diagonal line was
expected, as each bin is perfectly correlated with itself. In an ideal case the rest of the
matrix would be blue, indicating that there were no covariances between bins. In reality
this is never achieved due to effects such as the telescope point spread function which
blurs out the image. The covariance matrix is calculated from
Ci,j =
1
n
∑
(xi − x¯)(yj − y¯), (4.3)
where n is the number of bins, xi and yj are the surface brightnesses in a given bin for a
given profile and x¯ and y¯ are the average surface brightnesses in those given bins across
all profiles.
A final stacked surface brightness map of the 58 individual clusters was then produced
by taking the mean value for each pixel across all these maps. The resulting stack can be
seen in Figure 4.13.
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This re-scaling of the amplitudes is permitted as the constraints on modified gravity
parameters focus on the shape of the cluster profiles (as discussed in Section 1.5); I
marginalise over the amplitudes of the stacked X-ray surface brightness profiles in Chapter
5. The error covariance matrix of the stacked profile was then measured directly and in
Figure 4.14 I show the normalised covariance matrix, where redder areas indicate higher
covariance (the reason for the presence of two plots is explained in Section 4.3.4). These
two plots also show some off diagonal covariances. Those near the diagonal are likely to
be caused by the PSF, while those further from the diagonal may indicate a choice of
bins that is too narrow, such that gas in one bin has a strong interaction with that in
neighbouring bins. It should be noted however that these aren’t overly strong covariances,
with a maximum correlation of around 25%.
To generate the final profile, the surface brightness was binned into 19 equal spaced
logarithmic annuli out to a distance of 1.2× r200.
4.3.3 Making Stacked Weak Lensing Profiles
I outline here the procedure used to obtain the stacked cluster shear profile, γt, using
source galaxies from CFHTLenS. The CFHTLenS catalogue provided measurements of
both ellipticity components (e1 and e2) and photometric redshifts for each source galaxy.
Before shears could be derived from these quantities, small multiplicative and additive
corrections (m and c2) were applied. Such corrections are now commonly applied to
weak lensing data (Wittman et al. 2006, Massey et al. 2013, Jarvis et al. 2015, Liu et al.
2016). These corrections are required due to biases that arise in the shape measurement
pipelines because of inaccurate performance of the measurement methods. The corrections
are calibrated empirically from the CFHTLenS data (Miller et al., 2013) by taking the
true galaxy shapes from simulations and comparing these to the shapes measured by the
pipelines. These two corrections, c2 and m, could then be calculated for each galaxy as a
function of size and signal to noise:
c2 = max
(
Flog10(νSN )−G
1 + ( rr0 )
H
, 0
)
, (4.4)
m =
β
log(νSN )
e−rανSN (4.5)
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where νSN and r are the signal to noise ratio and the size of each galaxy respectively and
α, β, F,G,H and r0 are described in Heymans et al. (2012). Each galaxy was weighted
with the CFHTLenS catalogue WEIGHT parameter (described in Equation 4.8) and these
corrective values applied to each galaxy by
eint,i =
ei − c2,i
1 + m¯
, (4.6)
where c2 was applied on a galaxy by galaxy basis and m¯ is a summation of 1 +m for each
galaxy, applied as an ensemble average to each radial bin (discussed below).
In order to minimise the contamination between the lensed galaxies and the cluster mem-
bers, only source galaxies with a photometric redshift greater than zcluster +0.2 were used.
The redshift cut was made so that there is negligible contamination between cluster and
source galaxies. This approach is consistent with others in the literature, such as Kettula
et al. (2015), Applegate et al. (2014) and Battaglia et al. (2015). The photo-z cut did not
require a redshift dependence as the photo-z errors of the source galaxies in CFHTLenS
were approximately flat close to the redshift of the clusters (Hildebrandt et al., 2012).
This can be seen in Figure 4.2, which shows the photo-z error as a function of redshift for
all galaxies in CFHTLenS and can be seen to only vary by ∼ 1%.
This gave an effective galaxy density, neff, (Heymans et al., 2012) of 12 galaxies per square
arcminute given by
neff =
1
Ω
(
∑
wi)
2∑
w2i
, (4.7)
where Ω is the total survey area and wi represents the weights of the galaxies within the
survey. The weights used here were provided by CFHTLenS and were defined by (Miller
et al., 2013)
w =
(
σ2ee
2
max
e2max − 2σ2e
+ σ2pop
)−1
, (4.8)
where σe is the error of a galaxy’s shape, emax is the maximum allowed ellipticity and
σpop is the average error on a galaxy’s shape across the whole population.
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For each galaxy I calculated the tangential and cross shears (γt, γx) as a function of
their position relative to the cluster position, via the angle φ between the cluster’s X-ray
centroid and galaxy from a baseline of zero declination using
γt = −[γ1 cos(2φ) + γ2 sin(2φ)], (4.9)
γx = −γ1 sin(2φ) + γ2 cos(2φ). (4.10)
The tangential shear is a measure of the orientation of lensed ellipticity of a source galaxy
that is exactly tangential to the centre of the lensing mass. The cross shear is similarly
defined but at 45◦ to the tangential shear. The tangential shear is the quantity in which I
was interested as it is a measurement of the lensing signal. The cross shear should average
out to 0 around a given point, so is a useful measurement to make to test the errors in a
lensing measurement.
The tangential shear measured around each XCS determined cluster centroid was binned
into 24 equal spaced logarithmic annuli out to a distance of 10×r200 (calculated in Section
4.3.2). The value in each bin was then re-scaled using the same mean used previously to
scale the X-ray profiles in Section 4.3.2 to ensure consistency with the X-ray profiles.
Finally, in order to improve the signal to noise of the tangential profiles, the 58 individual
cluster profiles were stacked. This was achieved by summing the shear profiles of each
cluster and calculating an average shear in each bin across all clusters. Stacking the lensing
signal in this way was first used in Sheldon et al. (2001), where 42 clusters were stacked
to obtain a higher signal to noise measurement. Since this first instance, stacking clusters
to boost the measurable lensing signal has become popular. In McKay et al. (2001) and
Sheldon et al. (2009) tens of thousands of objects are stacked to measure a high signal
lensing signal. This was achieved by centring on each lens in turn, then summing up
the tangential shear (calculated as described above) for each galaxy in radial bins, so a
shear measurement is recorded for every galaxy that is a set distance from any lens. The
average tangential shear in each bin was then calculated and taken as the average shear
value for all the lenses. It is the approach of that Sheldon et al. (2009) that is adopted in
this thesis.
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(a) 1a (b) 1b
Figure 4.15: Normalised covariance matrix of the weak lensing measurements from the
clusters comprising the stack with T > 2.5keV (1a) and T < 2.5keV (1b). Once again
along the x-axis and y-axis is each X-ray bin, showing how correlated the ith and jth
X-ray temperature bins are. As each bin is perfectly correlated with itself, the diagonal
has a value of 1. The bluer the pixel the less correlated the two bins are.
The error covariance matrix was then directly measured for the stacked profile (and calcu-
lated from Equation 4.3): it is shown in Figure 4.15. Due to the large uncertainty in the
central bin, driven by the low number density of galaxies, I exclude the central 0.1× r200.
I performed consistency and null tests on the CFHTLenS shape data to ensure the re-
covered profiles were unbiased and not artefacts of the data. Figure 4.16a shows the
tangential signal (the tangential alignment of sources around the lens is the signal of in-
terest, in solid blue) and the cross shear (the shear signal at 45◦ to the tangential shear,
in dashed red) around the stacked clusters. The tangential shear signal has a detection
significance of > 30σ, while the cross shear signal is consistent with zero at all radii. The
tangential shear here is a measurement of the matter within each radial bin. As this
profile was centred upon a stack of clusters, known to contain large amounts of matter,
a strong tangential shear measurement, such as the one seen, is validation of the shear
measurements. Conversely the cross shear is a proxy for any noise or bias in the tangential
shear measurement. As it is consistent with zero, I concluded that the shear measurement
does not suffer from any significant biases.
Figure 4.16b shows the tangential shear (solid blue) and cross shear (dashed red) around
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58 random stacked positions within the overlap of the CFHTLenS region and the XCS
footprint. The measurements in both these cases were found to be consistent with zero
on all scales. If a random position was selected from among the CFHTLenS data, it was
equally likely that the selected position will sit in an underdensity as it was to be located
within an overdensity.
As tangential shear probes the projected density, any random selected position is as likely
to be in an underdensity (with a negative shear) as it is in an overdensity (with a positive
shear). These underdensities should average out any overdensities when enough random
positions are stacked, producing no tangential shear signal, as seen in Figure 4.16b. As
explained above, the cross shear is a measure of any noise or bias in the tangential shear,
so its consistency with zero is further validation of the measurements.
For Figure 4.16c I show the tangential shear around the stacked clusters after I split
the source galaxies into three bins based upon their signal-to-noise ratio, S/N < 20,
20 < S/N < 40, and S/N > 40, with similar redshift distributions (median redshifts of
0.85, 0.82, 0.79 respectively). The S/N here was taken from CFHTLenS and is a function
of the source photon counts over the background photon counts. I found that the three
measurements are consistent with each other as predicted by lensing theory (described in
Section 2.2.3), as the lensing signal is dependent on the galaxy shape, not on the noise of
the signal.
Figure 4.16d shows the tangential shear around the stacked clusters, with the source
galaxies cut into three bins based on their photometric redshift, z < 0.6, 0.6 < z < 0.8
and z > 0.8. At higher redshifts there is a smaller fraction of cluster galaxies and galaxies
in front of the clusters, and the weak lensing signal grows with redshift. I see these effects
as the measured signal is strongest in the high redshift bin. I therefore conclude that I
am detecting a genuine weak lensing signal.
4.3.4 Binning in X-ray Temperature
One of the largest sources of systematic error within the measurements presented in
Chapter 5 came from the mixing of clusters of varying sizes and masses. To try to minimise
this effect and generate tighter constraints on the modified gravity parameters the dataset
was binned by X-ray temperature. A cluster’s X-ray temperature is directly proportional
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to its mass (as described by Equation 4.1), so by binning in X-ray temperature the sample
was also split by mass. To begin with the sample was cut at an X-ray temperature of
T = 2.5keV, to give two bins of mass which had profiles with approximately equivalent
signal-to-noise ratios. I note that this temperature cut approximately splits the sample
into galaxy clusters and galaxy groups (Stott et al., 2012).
Constraints upon the modified gravity parameters were then obtained using the whole
sample and again in the two bin case by following the method outline in Chapter 5. It
was found that the constraints on the modified gravity were improved by ∼ 25% upon the
single bin case by using two temperature bins. The whole cluster sample was then split
into three and four temperature bins and the analyses of Chapter 5 repeated. In the three
bin case, no improvement upon the modified gravity parameter constraints was found over
the two bin case. In the four bin case, the measured constraints were found to have less
constraining power on the modified gravity parameters than the two bin case. With each
extra binning the signal to noise of the measured profiles dropped, indicating that there
is a trade-off to be made between reducing the systematic error caused by mixing clusters
and increasing the other noise caused by the low number of clusters present in each bin.
To aid with computation, the analysis presented in Chapter 5 is completed with the
simplest two bin case. The low temperature bin (T < 2.5keV) then had a median redshift
of z = 0.32 and is flagged with a 0 in Table A.1, while the other bin (with T > 2.5keV)
had a median redshift of z = 0.34 and a flag of 1.
In Table 4.2 I show the values for the X-ray surface brightness and weak lensing profiles
against radius in the two temperature bins that are used to constrain gravity in Chapter
5.
4.4 Summary
In this chapter I have constructed a sample of 58 X-ray selected galaxy clusters. I have
done so by re-examining the overlapping exposures between XCS and CFHTLenS. Optical
counterparts were then obtained for each cluster and checks made to ensure suitability
within the catalogue.
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Radius (Mpc) T > 2.5keV (×10−5) T < 2.5keV (×10−5)
X-ray
Surface
Brightness
0.017 6.1± 0.4 3.8± 0.2
0.022 5.6± 0.38 3.7± 0.2
0.030 5± 0.37 3.5± 0.19
0.038 4.1± 0.33 3.3± 0.19
0.047 2.9± 0.29 3± 0.18
0.063 2.1± 0.26 2.6± 0.17
0.080 1.6± 0.23 2.3± 0.16
0.111 1.1± 0.2 1.9± 0.15
0.135 0.65± 0.18 1.4± 0.14
0.186 0.52± 0.17 1.2± 0.13
0.231 0.37± 0.16 0.9± 0.12
0.294 0.38± 0.16 0.69± 0.11
0.391 0.2± 0.15 0.43± 0.1
0.532 0.17± 0.14 0.28± 0.099
0.689 0.13± 0.13 0.23± 0.095
0.919 0.085± 0.085 0.2± 0.086
1.163 0.038± 0.038 0.026± 0.026
Radius (Mpc) T > 2.5keV (×10−2) T < 2.5keV (×10−2)
Weak
Lensing
0.10 5.7± 3.7 7.9± 4
0.12 3.2± 3.2 12± 5.6
0.15 6.6± 3.4 1.1± 1.1
0.19 2.7± 2.5 0.89± 0.89
0.24 1.8± 1.8 4.4± 2.2
0.30 3.9± 2.8 6.7± 1.6
0.37 2.9± 1.8 2.9± 1.6
0.46 2.6± 2.4 3.8± 1.4
0.57 3.1± 1.7 2.4± 0.9
0.71 1.5± 1.2 0.62± 0.62
0.88 1.2± 0.83 1.2± 0.76
1.10 1.1± 0.57 0.94± 0.59
1.37 1.9± 0.41 1.1± 0.41
1.70 1.5± 0.39 0.99± 0.26
2.11 1± 0.39 1.2± 0.39
2.63 0.038± 0.038 0.78± 0.27
3.26 0.47± 0.21 0.78± 0.22
4.06 0.46± 0.19 0.031± 0.031
5.05 0.033± 0.033 0.47± 0.15
6.28 0.36± 0.14 0.32± 0.11
7.80 0.18± 0.14 0.002± 0.002
9.70 0.08± 0.08 0.16± 0.093
12.06 0.021± 0.021 0.12± 0.087
15.00 0.044± 0.044 0.082± 0.077
Table 4.2: The values of the X-ray surface brightness and weak lensing against radius
in two temperature bins for the profiles generated in Chapter 4 and used in Chapter 5.
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A redshift was then measured for each cluster, preferably from a Gaussian mixture tech-
nique, but also from secondary sources when this was unavailable. These redshifts were
then used to measure X-ray temperatures for each cluster, with the final catalogue shown
in Table A.1.
Each temperature was then used to estimate the associated cluster’s virial radius so each
cluster could be rescaled to a common image size. I continued by stacking the X-ray
observations, making sure to correct for the differing backgrounds and observation times.
From this image a stacked surface brightness profile was then produced. Errors were then
measured for this profile using the error covariance matrix.
Using galaxies from CFHTLenS I then measured the tangential shear around each cluster,
ensuring to apply the proper corrections and scalings. Stacking these galaxies I then pro-
duced a shear profile and its associated error. Performing several tests on the CFHTLenS
data I conclude that the shear profile is the genuine article.
I ended by discussing the benefits of binning the sample by temperature.
Chapter 5
Constraining f (R) using
CFHTLenS and XCS
5.1 Overview
This chapter discusses the gravity constraints published in Wilcox et al. (2015).
The technique of using cluster profiles as a test of gravity has been attempted before using
a single, nearby cluster (Coma, z = 0.02, Terukina et al. 2014 as described in Section 1.5.1)
and extensively tested in Chapter 3. Here I apply the technique to the stacked profiles of
58 clusters from Chapter 4, which sit at higher redshifts (0.1 < z < 1.2 ), including that
are 12 new to the literature, described in the previous chapter.
In the previous chapter I created a sample of X-ray selected galaxy clusters, and from
these, measured stacked X-ray surface brightness and shear profiles in two X-ray temper-
ature bins. In this chapter I have fit modified gravity models to these four profiles, using
a multi-parameter MCMC. I achieved this by minimising a χ2 function and obtaining
constraints on the chameleon gravity parameters.
I then considered the implications this result has on f(R) gravity models and calculated
the time evolution of this constraint.
I continue by discussing the cluster environment, before moving on to test the assumption
of hydrostatic equilibrium. This was done by comparing the mass distribution inferred
from the surface brightness with and without additional components.
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5.2 MCMC Analysis
The constraining power demonstrated in Terukina et al. (2014) arose from the subtle
tension between the lensing and hydrostatic profiles (as discussed in Section 1.5). Using
the four stacked cluster profiles (both weak lensing and X-ray surface brightness in the two
temperature bins) constructed in the previous chapter (see Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3) I used
Monte-Carlo Markov-Chains (MCMC, Gilks et al. 1996) to fit modified gravity models by
using the emcee code (Foreman-Mackey et al., 2013). MCMC codes use a random walk
through the parameter space using a step size and direction defined by an algorithim,
such as a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (Metropolis et al. 1953, Hastings 1970), which is
used in this work.
The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm works by beginning at an arbitrary position in param-
eter space, xt, then selects a trial point, x
′. This trial point is selected from a proposed
probability distribution function, q(x′|xt). The probability that the trail point is accepted
is then given by
α =
p(θ′)
p(θt)
, (5.1)
where θ′ is stated at the trial point x′, θt the state at the iteration t, p(θ′) is the probability
at the trial point x′ and p(θt) is the probability at the iteration t. If the new position, x′,
has a higher probability than the initial point, xt (that is α > 1) then the new position
is accepted. If however it has a lower probability (α < 1), then the new position is
accepted with a probability α. This process is repeated until the parameter space has
been sufficiently sampled.
When running the MCMC, I allowed all parameters that depended upon the cluster prop-
erties to vary for each temperature bin. This led to a total of fourteen free parameters
for the four stacked profiles (the measured weak lensing and X-ray profiles in two tem-
perature bins) used to constrain modified gravity. Four of these parameters were used to
model the weak lensing mass (defined in Equations 2.1,2.2,2.3, 2.4, describing the NFW
profile which models the clusters lensing profile). I introduce the notation I, II to indicate
the temperature bins T < 2.5, T > 2.5 respectively so cI, cII, M I200 and M
II
200 are the
concentration and mass parameters for each temperature bin respectively.
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Figure 5.1: The best fit model to the shear data with the inclusion of the 2-halo
term (left) and with the exclusion of the 2-halo term (right) for the two bins of X-
ray temperature: T < 2.5keV (top) and T > 2.5keV (bottom), against radial distance
normalised by r200 as black points. Shown in blue is the best fit comprised of both the
1-halo and 2-halo terms and in red the 2-halo component is shown.
To see if the accuracy of the fits to the shear data could be improved, I performed a test
fit to the shear data with and without the 2-halo term (discussed in Section 2.2.5). Using
both shear profiles independently, I used an MCMC to firstly fit Equation 2.42 (the NFW
profile decribing the matter distribution) to the data, using the parameters described in
the above paragraph, using a variation of the goodness of fit described in Section 5.2.1.
I then repeated the MCMC fitting with the inclusion of the 2-halo term as described in
Equation 2.46 (this included the summation of the 1 and 2-halo terms), using the same
parameters as before, now with the additional parameter bh - characterising the 2-halo
term. I ran the MCMC with 2000 time steps and removed the first 200 as a ‘burn in’
phase.
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Figure 5.1 shows the results of the four fits, for the two temperature binned profiles, both
with and without a 2-halo term. The best fit, shown in blue, is the summation of the
1-halo component and the 2-halo component (It is of note that the best-fit model has an
amplitude of the 2-halo term that is consistent with zero, and hence overlaps the 1-halo
term). Shown in red is the contribution from the 2-halo term. I found that including the
2-halo term in the fits offered no improvement. Consequently I decided to just use the
1-halo term when fitting for modified gravity to aid computation and reduce the number
of free parameters.
I modelled the X-ray surface brightness, using the method described in Section 2.2.2, and
specifically Equation 2.20 (the hydrostatic equation in chameleon gravity), by defining,
for both temperature bins, the electron number density (itself dependent upon nI0, n
II
0 ,
bI1, b
II
1 , r
I
1 and r
II
1 ) shown in Equation 2.5, and the normalisation of the gas temperature
T I0 and T
II
0 . I reconfigure the chameleon gravity parameters (described in Section 1.4.1)
β2 = β/(1+β) and φ∞,2 = 1− exp(−φ∞/10−4MPl) to span the parameter range of β and
φ∞ in the interval [0,1].
To obtain the cooling function (a relation of the total amount of energy emitted per volume
of the intracluster medium and described in Equation 2.16), I used the XSPEC software
(as discussed in Section 4.3.1, Arnaud 1996) and utilised the APEC model (Smith et al.,
2001) over a range of 0.5keV to 2keV, i.e. the same energy range as the observations
from XMM. This model had as inputs, the gas temperature, the cluster redshift, the
cluster metallicity and a normalisation, and provided the X-ray cluster flux. I adopted a
metallicity Z = 0.3Z throughout, found to be the average metallicity of 106 clusters in
White (2000) and therefore a suitable average for the sample. Using this model I generated
fluxes for a range of temperatures, (from 0.1keV to 20keV) which were interpolated for
use in our chameleon gravity model.
The chameleon parameters β2 and φ∞,2 (as described in Section 1.4.1) were the same
across the two bins, as the modifications to gravity should be independent of the cluster’s
mass (described in Section 1.4.1).
I performed an MCMC analysis using the emcee code. I minimized the goodness of fit
using a χ2 statistic derived from joint fitting of both models (see Section 5.2.1). The
MCMC run was a parallelised implementation using 128 walkers with 10000 time steps.
I removed the first 2000 iterations as a ‘burn in’ phase.
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5.2.1 Goodness of fit
To characterise the goodness of fit of the profiles I adopted the following χ2 statistic
χ2(T I0, n
I
0, b
I
1, r
I
1,M
I
200, c
I, T II0 , n
II
0 , b
II
1 , r
II
1 ,M
II
200, (5.2)
cII, β2, φ∞,2) = χI 2WL + χ
II 2
WL + χ
I 2
SB + χ
II 2
SB ,
where I adopted the notation I, II to indicate the temperature bins T < 2.5, T > 2.5
respectively, and
χI 2WL =
∑
i
(γ(rI⊥,i)− γobs,Ii )2
(σγobs,Ii )
2
, (5.3)
χII 2WL =
∑
i
(γ(rII⊥,i)− γobs,IIi )2
(σγobs,IIi )
2
, (5.4)
χI 2SB =
∑
i,j
(SB(r
I
⊥,i)− Sobs,IB,i )C−1i,j (SB(rI⊥,j)− Sobs,IB,j ), (5.5)
χII 2SB =
∑
i,j
(SB(r
II
⊥,i)− Sobs,IIB,i )C−1i,j (SB(rII⊥,j)− Sobs,IIB,j ). (5.6)
In the weak lensing case I approximated the covariance matrix as diagonal; I found strong
leading diagonals for the measured correlation matrices as seen in Figure 4.15. For the
surface brightness fits I minimised over the full covariance matrix due to the covariances
that exist between bins; here C is the error covariance matrix (and discussed in Section
4.3.2). Then γ(r⊥,i) is the value of the lensing model at a distance r⊥ from the cluster’s
centre; likewise SB(r⊥,i) is the value of the surface brightness model at a distance r⊥ from
the cluster’s centre. γobsi , S
obs
B,i are the observed shear profile and surface brightness profile
respectively, while σγobsi is the observed error on the shear profile.
5.3 Results
Shown in Figure 5.2 is the measured X-ray surface brightness and weak lensing profiles for
both X-ray temperature bins. The X-ray surface brightness profiles have been measured
out to 1.2 × r200 with high signal-to-noise. Likewise for the two weak lensing profiles I
have recovered a shear signal out to 10 × r200 with high signal to noise. Also shown in
Figure 5.2 are the best fit models for the each profile using the parameters outlined in
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Figure 5.2: X-ray surface brightness profiles (left) and weak lensing (right) for the two
bins of X-ray temperature: T < 2.5keV (top) and T > 2.5keV (bottom), against radial
distance normalised by r200, the radius at which the density is two hundred times the
critical density. I choose to show the modified gravity profiles with the highest likelihood
parameters, T I0 = 12.6 keV, n
I
0 = 2.0 × 10−2cm−3, bI1 = −0.42, rI1 = 0.06 Mpc, M I200 =
12.2 × 1014M, cI = 3.5, T II0 = 7.8 keV, nII0 = 4.9 × 10−2cm−3, bII1 = −0.89, rII1 = 0.05
Mpc, M II200 = 13.7× 1014M, cII = 3.8, β = 2, φ∞ = 2.1× 10−4MPl.
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Figure 5.3: The 95% (light grey region) and the 99% confidence limit (mid grey
region) constraints for the chameleon model parameters renormalised between [0,1],
β2 = β/(1+β) and φ∞,2 = 1−exp(−φ∞/10−4MPl) obtained from the MCMC analysis of
the combination of weak lensing and X-ray surface brightness for our two cluster stacks.
Above the dashed (dash-dot) line is the 95% (99%) confidence limit excluded region from
Terukina et al. (2014). The vertical line is at β =
√
1/6, showing the constraints for
f(R) gravity models.
Section 5.2 and minimising χ2 as described in Equation 5.2. I show the 2D contours for
constraints on all model parameters in Figure 5.4.
Shown in Figure 5.3 is the 2D constraints for β2 and φ∞,2. To generate the constraints I
have marginalised over the measured likelihoods of the nuisance parameters (those that
were not β2 or φ∞,2). I was able to do so as the chameleon gravity model outlined in
Chapter 1 is insensitive to the overall amplitude of the profiles, only the profile’s shape
matters for the constraints. In Figure 5.3 I also show the dashed (dash-dot) line which
indicated the 95% (99%) confidence limit excluded region from Terukina et al. (2014).
The constraints were tighter from this work on larger values of β than in Terukina et al.
(2014), whilst the constraints on smaller values of β are looser. As the profiles presented
in this work extend further from the cluster’s centre than the Coma profile (as shown in
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Figure 5.4: The 95% (dark grey region) and the 99% CL (mid grey region) 2D
marginalised contours for the 14 model parameters T I0 [keV], n
I
0 [10
−2cm−3], bI1, r
I
1 [Mpc],
M I200 [10
14M], cI, T II0 [keV], n
II
0 [10
−2cm−3], bII1 , r
II
1 [Mpc], M
II
200 [10
14M], cII, β2, φ∞,2
used in the MCMC analysis. The rightmost plots show the 1D likelihood distributions.
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Figure 5.2), I have probed further outside the critical radius, rc (the radius at which the
fifth force begins to take effect) and was therefore able to better constrain large values of
β. However, as the errors on the X-ray profiles (and the lack of available SZ data) used
in this work were larger than those measured in Terukina et al. (2014), I was less able
to differentiate a chameleon profile from a GR one at lower values of β, leading to less
constraining power.
The shape of the contours in Figure 5.3 can be understood by considering the meaning of
the parameters used in defining chameleon gravity (as discussed in Section 1.4.1). Recall
that β dictates the strength of the fifth force and φ∞ is the effectiveness of the screening
mechanism. Therefore at low values of β, the fifth force causes a deviation to the profile
which is too small to be distinguished from GR given the observational errors. Likewise
as GR gravity is recovered outside the critical radius rc (as discussed in Section 1.5), this
sets an upper limit on β/φ∞. As β increases, a lower value for φ∞ is required to keep rc
within the cluster, giving rise to the triangular shape of the excluded region.
5.3.1 Implications for f(R) Gravity
The constraints presented here have implications for f(R) gravity models (as discussed
in detail in Section 1.4.2), which contain a chameleon mechanism for which β =
√
1/6
(Starobinsky, 2007) (shown as the vertical line in Figure 5.3).
From Figure 5.3, I estimated an upper bound on f(R) gravity of φ∞ < 5.8 × 10−5MPl
at 95% confidence limit (where the φ∞ value where the β =
√
1/6 intersects the light
grey region), and therefore using Equation 1.51 (relating f(R) to φ∞), fR(z = 0.33) <
4.7×10−5 at 95% confidence limit (where z = 0.33 is our cluster samples median redshift).
The time-evolution of the background fR(z) for a Hu-Sawicki model follows (Li et al.,
2013),
fR(z) = |fR0| 1
n
[(1 + 3ΩΛ)/(ΩM(1 + z)
3 + 4ΩΛ)]
n+1, (5.7)
where n is a free parameter of the model (described in Equation 1.45). At higher redshifts,
the background energy density is higher, therefore fR(z) is smaller and the screening is
more efficient. So fR(z) decreases by 22% from the median redshift (z = 0.33) of the
sample to z = 0, when n = 1, and the constraint at z = 0 is |fR0|< 6 × 10−5 at 95%
confidence limit. Considering a Hu-Sawicki model with n = 3, the constraint becomes
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|fR0|< 2× 10−4 at 95% confidence limit. These results are comparable to the results for
the Coma cluster reported in Terukina et al. (2014) of |fR0|< 6×10−5, discussed in detail
in Section 1.5.1.
To test this first point, the assumption of c = 5 I have remade the profiles seen in Figure
5.2 using both the lowest and highest values of the concentration parameter from scatter
in the mass-concentration relation of ≈ 30 (Bahe´ et al., 2012). Using these new profiles
I could then repeat the analysis described in Section 5.2 to generate new constraints for
the modified gravity parameters.
In order to measure the constraints above I have made three testable assumptions: when
converting between M500 and M200 (see Section 4.3.2) that c = 5; that none of the haloes
were mis-centered; and that the 2-halo term really is not present in the data.
To test the second of these assumptions, that all the clusters were correctly centred, I
have used the halo mis-centering correction described in Johnston et al. (2007). Using
this formulation I have then repeated the procedure in the preceding paragraph to measure
more constraints on the modified gravity parameters.
For the final test I have applied the 2-halo term described in Section 4.2.1, now forcing
it to have the cosmological value found from simulations in Oguri and Hamana (2011).
I have then once more remade lensing and X-ray profiles and fit them using the MCMC
described above to constraint the modified gravity parameters.
For each of these tests I have placed constraints of |fR0|< 7 × 10−5. This is a small
reduction in the constraining power of this technique, as the systematic errors have been
more correctly accounted for. Going forward with this technique these three assumptions
should be more fully considered, especially the cluster mis-centering, which was found to
be the most material.
Looking at figure 3.12 suggests the constraints presented here were under-estimated and a
correction to the analytical model could be determined using the simulations described in
Chapter 3. Ideally, I would compare the simulations directly to the data, but it remains
computationally intensive to produce sufficiently large simulations for the next generation
of cluster samples. For now, the analytical model remains appropriate.
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Figure 5.5: The minimum D parameter for each cluster against X-ray temperature,
where log10D is a measure of the distance between a cluster and the nearest overdensity
in the top 30% (10%) of overdensity values, shown as a red circle (blue cross). The
shaded region contains clusters with potential screening from neighbouring overdensities.
The majority of the clusters are in an isolated region.
5.4 Influence of Cluster Environment
In addition to self screening, a cluster may be environmentally screened by nearby clusters
and therefore still show no evidence of modified gravity, even in its outskirts. To check
whether this was expected for any clusters in the sample, I estimated the D parameter for
each cluster, detailed in Zhao et al. (2011b). This is a parametrisation of the separation
between a given cluster and the nearest larger cluster, scaled by the nearby cluster’s r200.
This quantity,
D =
dN,MNB/ML≥f
r200
, (5.8)
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is defined for a cluster of mass ML, as the 3D distance d, to the Nth nearest neighbouring
cluster whose mass is at least f times as large as the original cluster, divided by the r200
of the neighbouring cluster. In Haas et al. (2012), setting n = 1 and f = 1 (that is, the
rescaled distance to the single nearest cluster that has a mass greater than or equal to
the cluster of interest) is found to represent the local density well and is adopted here.
I described clusters with log10D > 1 as ‘isolated’ and clusters with log10D < 1 as living in
dense environments, and therefore environmentally screened. As the X-ray cluster sample
used in this thesis is an incomplete set of all clusters in the CFHTLenS footprint, I looked
at overdensities in the galaxy density field as a proxy for nearby clusters. I binned the
galaxies in the CFHTLenS catalogue into 3-D pixels of volume 1Mpc2 in area, and 0.01
in redshift.
Figure 5.5 shows X-ray temperature against log10D, where I have calculated log10D values
between each cluster and overdensity and selected the smallest log10D as a measure of
environment. It is seen that only 7% (2%) of the clusters are found to be near (log10D < 1)
the most overdense 30% (10%) of the 3-D pixels. I therefore concluded that the sample
appeared to be largely environmentally unscreened by nearby clusters, and therefore have
applied the analysis to the full cluster sample. I note that it is possible that clusters
outside the edge of the CFHTLenS observations could screen at most 6% of the sample,
those that lie within log10D = 1 of the edge.
5.5 Assumption of Hydrostatic Equilibrium
Even in the absence of a fifth force, the interpretation of apparent differences in clus-
ter mass profiles derived from X-ray or Sunyaev-Zel’dovich (SZ) observations and lensing
measurements is complicated by both astrophysical processes in clusters, such as gas
clumping in the cluster outskirts, and systematic errors in the measurements themselves
(as discussed in Section 2.1). This has led to uncertainty in mass calibration being the
dominant source of error on cosmological constraints derived from SZ cluster catalogues
(Hasselfield et al. 2013; Reichardt et al. 2013; Planck Collaboration 2014). The absolute
cluster mass scale is affected by uncertainty in the effects of feedback from active galactic
nuclei, and non-thermal processes such as bulk motions, on the cluster gas (Nagai et al.,
2007). Instrumental calibration uncertainties may also play a role (Schellenberger et al.
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2015, Israel et al. 2015). Lensing measurements, which are affected by different systemat-
ics, are being used to quantify any bias in the absolute mass scale, but at present, samples
are small, and there is some disagreement (von der Linden et al. 2014, Hoekstra et al.
2015).
In this work, I have investigated one of these issues: the impact of non-thermal pressure on
the conclusions about chameleon gravity (whilst maintaining the simplifying assumptions
of spherical symmetry). I have investigated some of these other issues, using hydrody-
namic simulations, in Chapter 3. The thermal mass of a cluster is defined by the gas
pressure, density and temperature, which I inferred from the X-ray surface brightness. I
followed the parametric fits described in Terukina et al. (2014) to reconstruct the stacked
cluster temperature profile and electron number densities from the profile parameters fit
for by the MCMC and detailed below. I inferred from X-ray observations,
Mthermal =
−kTgasr
µmpG
(
d lnne
d ln r
+
d lnTgas
d ln r
)
, (5.9)
where k is the Boltzmann constant and mp is the proton mass. According to the hydro-
dynamical simulations in Shaw et al. (2010), the non-thermal pressure can be modelled
as a function of the total pressure, such that Pnon−thermal(r) = g(r)Ptotal(r), where
g(r) = αnt(1 + z)
βnt
(
r
r500
)nnt ( M200
3× 1014M
)nM
, (5.10)
and αnt, βnt, nnt and nM are constants determined from 16 simulated clusters, with a
mass range between 0.35 − 9.02 × 1014M at z = 0 (Lau et al., 2009). I adopted their
best fit values of βnt, nnt, nM = 0.5, 0.8, 0.2 respectively. In order to test the robustness
of the assumptions I selected α = 0.3, which was the most extreme value found in the 16
clusters in the analysis of Shaw et al. (2010). The extra mass component that would be
inferred from X-rays due to such non-thermal pressure would be
Mnon−thermal =
−r2
Gρgas
d
dr
(
g(r)
1− g(r)ngaskTgas
)
, (5.11)
where r is the radial distance, g(r) is defined in Equation 5.10 and ρgas, ngas and Tgas are
the gas density, number density and temperature respectively.
In Figure 5.6 I show the mass profiles for 0.3 Mpc < r⊥ < 2 Mpc for the lensing mass
and X-ray mass reconstruction, including the effects of non-thermal pressure. The solid
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lines are the hydrostatic masses recovered from the X-ray measurements using Equation
5.9, while the dashed lines are the hydrostatic mass plus a non-thermal component from
Equation 5.11. The shaded area is the 68% confidence limit allowed region from the
weak lensing measurements, fit with an NFW profile. The vertical dotted line is the
upper bound of the X-ray data: to the right of this line I have extrapolated to illustrate
the possible divergence of the mass estimates with and without significant non-thermal
pressure.
At all scales in Figure 5.6 the thermal pressure profile (solid line) is consistent with the
shaded region, showing that the mass profiles estimated by the X-rays and lensing mass
are consistent. This suggests that hydrostatic equilibrium is an acceptable approximation
for our stacked profiles, given the error in the lensing measurements.
I also see in Figure 5.6 that the thermal pressure profile with a non-thermal component
(dashed line) enhances the hydrodynamical mass by 20% (10%) in the T < 2.5keV (T >
2.5keV) cluster bin, but is still seen to be consistent with the lensing measurements. This
shows that the non-thermal pressure expected from simulations falls within our present
observed errors and that if present, acts in the opposite sense to chameleon gravity,
reducing the detectable signal.
With future X-ray measurements I will be able to fit out to a larger distance than in this
work, allowing me to better constrain the effect of non-thermal pressure, which would
be most prominent at large radii. I also note that our weak lensing profiles have lower
signal-to-noise than the X-ray profiles, however with future lensing surveys I will be able
to more accurately constrain these profiles, also allowing me to better characterise not
only chameleon gravity but non-thermal pressure too.
5.6 Comparison with previous constraints
I find the results are competitive with other cosmological constraints on chameleon models.
In particular, the constraints are an order of magnitude stronger than those from the
CMB (Raveri et al., 2014). They are comparable to Cataneo et al. (2015), which provides
|fR0|< 2.6 × 10−5 for n = 1, compared with our measurement of |fR0|< 6 × 10−5, and
|fR0|< 3.1 × 10−4 for n = 3 compared with our measurement of |fR0|< 2 × 10−4, all at
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Scale Scale log10|fR0|
Solar System
(Hu and Sawicki, 2007)
pc −6
Dwarf Galaxies
(Jain et al., 2013)
kpc −6.3
Coma cluster
(Terukina et al., 2014)
Mpc −4.2
Cluster abundance
(Cataneo et al., 2015)
Mpc
−4.6 (n = 1)
−3.5 (n = 3)
Cluster stack
(This Work)
Mpc
−4.2 (n = 1)
−3.7 (n = 3)
CMB
(Raveri et al., 2014)
Gpc −3.0
Table 5.1: Comparison of the constraints on log10|fR0|.
the 95% CL. A comparison of these constraints is shown in Table 5.1. A more thorough
discussion of these previous constraints is made in Section 2.3.
5.7 Summary
I have investigated the constraining power of stacked galaxy cluster profiles for testing
chameleon gravity. I have examined 58 X-ray selected galaxy clusters, which have both
good quality weak lensing data from CFHTlenS and X-ray data from XCS. After binning
the clusters by X-ray temperature, I have generated weak lensing profiles and X-ray surface
brightness profiles. Chameleon gravity predicts an additional pressure existing within
clusters, which causes their gas component to become more compressed than GR gravity
predicts. I have therefore investigated this phenomena by comparing the X-ray profile with
the weak lensing profile, which is unaffected by the fifth force. Using a multi-parameter
MCMC analysis I have obtained constraints on the common chameleon parameters β and
φ∞, which in turn lead to constraints for |fR0|, a parameter characterising f(R) theories.
I examined the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium by comparing the masses inferred
from the X-ray observations with weak lensing, and found them to be consistent. Devia-
tions from hydrostatic equilibrium would cause a disparity between the weak lensing and
X-rays with the opposite sign to that from the chameleon effect. I modelled a non-thermal
pressure X-ray component; and given current observational errors found this to have a
subdominant effect on the constraints.
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As I am interested in the shape of the respective profiles, the absolute mass of the stacked
cluster, measured through both weak lensing and X-rays, is a nuisance parameter that I
have marginalised over. I therefore am not sensitive to the relative biases between these
two techniques, such as reported in von der Linden et al. (2014) and Hoekstra et al.
(2015).
Chapter 6
Further work and Conclusions
In this section I will discuss the future potential of the technique presented in this thesis
by forecasting constraints for the chameleon parameters for the Dark Energy Survey. I
will then present work that has been done to improve the techniques used in Chapters 4
and 5. I will then present the initial investigation into using the methodology outlined
in previous chapters to constrain a different popular parametrisation of modified gravity
– the Vainshtein mechanism. I finish this chapter by presenting the conclusions to this
thesis.
6.1 Improving the weak lensing profiles
The constraints on |fR0| gravity that I have presented in Chapter 5 were limited by the
number of clusters, which in turn was limited by the availability of quality weak lensing
data. However, with the advent of large scale lensing surveys this issue will soon be
mitigated. Here I discuss one of these surveys in particular, the Dark Energy Survey (DES,
The Dark Energy Survey Collaboration 2005), and make a forecast on the improvements
to the constraints on fR0 using Dark Energy Survey (DES) data.
DES is a five year project with the goal of extracting cosmological information about
dark energy from four probes: type 1a supernovae (discussed in Section 1.3.1), Baryon
Acoustic Oscillations (discussed in Section 1.3.2), cluster abundances and weak lensing
(discussed in Section 2.2.3). To achieve this goal DES makes use of the 500 megapixel
DECam which has a 2.2 square degree field of view and is mounted upon the 4m Blanco
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Figure 6.1: The 95% (light grey region) and the 99% confidence limit (mid grey region)
constraints for the chameleon model parameters renormalised between [0,1], β2 = β/(1 +
β) and φ∞,2 = 1−exp(−φ∞/10−4MPl) forecasted for the full DES area. Above the dashed
(dot-dashed) line is the 95% (99%) confidence limit excluded region from Chapter 5.
telescope at the Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory in Chile. Using DECam, DES
aims to cover 5000 square degrees in the g,r,i,z,Y wavebands and measure the shapes of
∼ 300 million galaxies out to z = 1.3.
DES has begun to show promise as the next step in weak lensing surveys. I have have
used data from the Science Verification (SV) period to assist in the effort to measure the
weak lensing mass of four massive clusters, which were found to be in good agreement
with previous works and described in Melchior et al. (2015). I have also assisted in the
initial image verification from DES. More recently DES has released full shear catalogues
of the 139 square degrees from the SV data, containing ∼ 3 million galaxies that pass a
variety of null tests (Jarvis et al., 2015).
It is expected that the full 5000 square degree footprint of DES will contain of the order of
1000 X-ray clusters (in XCS), a vast improvement upon the 58 found in Chapter 4. The
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number of clusters, however, doesn’t scale linearly with area (moving from CFHTLenS to
DES is an area increase of ∼ 30×, but the cluster count only will increase ∼ 17×) due to
the observing strategy of XMM. Using this figure I have forecasted the constraining power
of the technique when applied to the full DES sample. I have done this by assuming a
fiducial model where |fR0|= 10−6, chosen as this is the minimum value of fR0 constrainable
using clusters (Falck et al., 2015). I have then used this model to compute both weak
lensing shear and X-ray surface brightness profiles using the analytic model described in
Chapter 5. To these profiles I then added noise and the corresponding error bars, based
off a reduction of the error bars seen around the profiles generated in Chapter 4 such that
they become representative of those expected from DES.
I show the forecasted constraints in Figure 6.1 in grey, contrasted against our results from
Chapter 4 in blue. From this, I obtain a |fR0|< 5 × 10−6. This is an improvement of a
magnitude upon our previous constraints, and would represent the strongest constraint
of |fR0| at these scales. However, this isn’t as large an improvement as I would have
expected from the increased cluster count itself, suggesting that using ever larger datasets
with this technique would give diminishing returns. These constraints were forecast from
two cluster temperature bins; moving from one bin to two in Chapter 4 significantly
improved the constraints. With ∼ 1000 clusters I would be be able to use many more
bins, potentially increasing the constraining power significantly.
6.2 Improving the X-ray surface brightness profiles
One improvement to this technique is driven by removing potential sources of contami-
nation from the X-ray images to produce a more accurate representation of the clusters
hydrostatic profile. Typically, any XMM observation, such as that shown in Figure 6.2,
might contain an obvious extended source – a galaxy cluster in which I am interested, but
also many less obvious point-like sources. In the 2−8keV range, in which XMM observes,
essentially all of these point sources are X-ray emitting Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN)
(Mushotzky, 2004). As these AGN have an X-ray flux that is significant when compared
to the X-ray flux of a cluster, any AGN along the line of sight of a galaxy cluster can
artificially boost the flux of a cluster, leading to an overestimated surface brightness and
affecting the recovered profiles.
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Figure 6.2: XMM ObsID 0112980201 taken with the mos2 camera, containing both
extended and points sources. The x and y axes here are in pixels and the redder a pixel,
the higher the number of counts in that pixel.
To remove these point sources I have used the XCS Automated Pipeline Algorithm
(XAPA,) which is used to find both extended and point-like sources in XMM obser-
vations. I have then taken each point source identified by XAPA and removed it from the
observation before generating X-ray surface brightness profiles as described in Chapter 4,
with the technique described below.
6.2.1 XAPA regions
The XAPA region files detailed information about the positions of all the sources detected
by XAPA for a corresponding XMM observation (hereafter ObsID). This includes each
source’s: x and y coordinates; major and minor axis length (which for point sources were
equal); angle of orientation; and the source classification between extended or point like.
From this information a mask was generated to remove the signal from each point source.
A mask was then generated for each ObsID. An example mask can be seen in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3: The mask created to remove point sources identified by XAPA from ObsID
0112980201. This figure shows the number of point sources present in a XMM observa-
tion. Once more the x and y axes show the pixel extent.
This mask was then convolved with each observation to remove point sources and leave
the extended sources unaltered. An example of a masked image can be seen in Figure
6.4. I show a zoomed in view of the extended source with the removed point sources and
point source map in Figure 6.5.
6.2.2 Stacking the images
To stack the X-ray images I followed the procedure outlined in Section 4.3.2, used to
previously stack XCS clusters from the CFHTLenS area. These stacks differed in that the
masks were included to weight the images. This was done by repeating the cropping and
rescaling procedure outlined in Section 6.2.1 for the mask image alongside the exposure.
The individual masks were then stacked following the prescription used to stack clusters.
This mask stack was then rescaled by the exposure time of each individual exposure, such
that any pixel where no masking had occurred was given a value of 1. The value of other
pixels depended upon the sum of exposure time of the constituent images. This mask
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Figure 6.4: ObsID 0112980201 convolved with its XAPA mask (shown as black circles)
to remove point sources.
stack was then used as a weight map when calculating the final stacked image and shown
in Figure 6.6. Doing so ensured that regions that had been masked several times were
not biased by having had flux removed.
This mask weighted stacked image was then used to make a X-ray surface brightness
profile. I compared this profile to the X-ray surface brightness profile generated without
masking and found that the absolute values in each bin were matched to ∼ 1%. The
implication of this is that contamination within the cluster sample from AGN is small.
An upside of this technique, however, is that I measured a reduction in the standard
deviation by ∼ 5%. The constraining power upon the chameleon parameters is limited in
part by the errors on the profiles. Therefore any reduction of these errors will potentially
lead to tighter constraints. Combining this improvement with a larger dataset, such as
that described above, suggests that this technique is a suitable one for obtaining further
constraints upon f(R) gravity.
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(a) ObsID 0112980201 convolved with its
XAPA mask to remove point sources. Once
more the x and y axes show the pixel extent.
(b) The mask accompanying ObsID
0112980201.
Figure 6.5: Zoom in of Figure 6.4 with its accompanying mask. Once more the x and
y axes show the pixel extent.
Figure 6.6: The whole mask used when calculating the point source removed X-ray
surface brightness profile. The redder regions denote areas with few point sources. Once
more the x and y axes show the pixel extent. This figure illustrates that a stack of XMM
images while include many point sources which require masking.
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6.3 Constraining different gravity models
This section discusses the gravity constraints published in Sakstein et al. (2016). In this
work Sakstein performed the calculations leading to Equations 6.1 - 6.7. The implemen-
tation of these equations to constrain Vainshtein gravity, presented in Section 6.3.1, is my
own work.
There are a host of modified gravity theories in addition to f(R) gravity that manifest
themselves in a large number of ways (Tsujikawa, 2010). One common feature that the
theories which are able to describe accelerated expansion posses is a need to conform
to the stringent solar system constraints of GR (discussed in Section 2.3). Aside from
the chameleon mechanism, another popular screening method is the Vainshtein mech-
anism (Vainshtein, 1972), which is invoked in a wide range of modified gravity theories
(Babichev et al. 2009, Koyama et al. 2011, Kimura et al. 2012). The Vainshtein mechanism
circumvents solar system tests by introducing derivative interactions into the gravitational
potential.
A simple case of this is in the cubic galileon model (Nicolis et al., 2009), which predicts
that the local field is given by ∇2φ = 8piβGρ. Introducing Vainshtein screening then
alters the potential, which can be seen imposing spherical symmetry
1
r2
d
dr
(
r2
dφ
dr
)
+
1
r2
d
dr
[
r
(
dφ
dr
)2]
= 8piβGρ. (6.1)
The first term on the left is ∇2φ, while the second is the term arising from the Vainshtein
screening. By integrating this, it is possible to calculate the ratio, x, of the fifth force,
described in Equation 1.40, to the Newtonian force (Sakstein, 2015)
x+
(rV
r
)3 x
2β2
= 2β2, (6.2)
where r3V ≡ GMΛ2 is the Vainshtein Radius and Λ is the theory’s mass scale. Far outside
this radius
(
rV
r
)3 x
2β2
→ 0, so x ≈ 2β2 enhances gravity compared to the Newtonian
prediction. However, inside this radius x ≈ 2β2
(
r
rV
)1.5
, therefore suppressing the fifth
force.
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Much like chameleon screening in Equation 1.60, the Vainshtein mechanism modifies the
hydrostatic equilibrium equation (Koyama and Sakstein, 2015)
1
ρgas
dP
dr
= −GM
r2
− Υ1
4
G
d2M
dr2
, (6.3)
where Υ1 =
4α2H
−1+c2T (1+αB−αH)
. Here αH parametrises the deviation from Horndeski the-
ories, in GR αH = 0 (Gleyzes et al., 2015); αB is the braiding and contributes to the
kinetic energy of the scalar perturbations, in GR αB = 0; and cT is the tensor speed
excess, parametrising the deviation of the speed of gravitational waves from light, in GR
cT = 1 (Bellini and Sawicki, 2014).
It is possible to evaluate the modified term in the above equation under the assumption of
spherical symmetry as dMdr = 4pir
2ρ(r) and that the density follows an NFW (as described
in Section 2.1),
Υ1
4
G
d2M
dr2
=
Gpi(r − rs)r2sρsΥ1
(r + rs)2
. (6.4)
This will cause the hydrostatic profile recovered from a cluster’s X-ray profile to deviate
from the GR prediction, much like chameleon screening. Vainshtein screening differs,
however, because it leads to the lensing profile deviating from the GR prediction, as the
lensing potential is modified as well
∇2(Φ + Ψ) = 8piGρ+ 8piGρeff , (6.5)
where
ρeff =
1
8pir2
d
dr
(
Υ1r
2
4
d2M
dr2
− 5Υ2r
4
dM
dr
)
. (6.6)
Here Υ2 =
4αH(−αB+αH)
5(−1+c2T (1+αB−αH))
, and and from the definition of dMdr ,
ρeff =
r4sρs(rs(Υ1 − 5Υ2)− r(2Υ1 + 5Υ2))
4r(rs + r)4
. (6.7)
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Figure 6.7: The 95% (light grey region) and 99% (mid grey region) confidence limit
constraints for the Vainshtein model parameters obtained from the MCMC analysis of
the combination of weak lensing and X-ray surface brightness profiles for the two cluster
stacks.
Finally, from Equation 2.27, the surface density can be written as a function of the GR
density plus the modified component, so Σ(r) =
∫
ρ(r) + ρeff (r). From this it is possible
to fit a shear profile.
6.3.1 Constraining Vainshtein
I have adapted the methodology of Chapter 5 to accommodate the modified hydrostatic
profile of Equation 6.3 and modified lensing profile of Equation 6.7. Using the X-ray sur-
face brightness and weak lensing profiles of the cluster sample described in Chapter 4, I
have run a multi-parameter MCMC, fitting over Υ1 and Υ2 as opposed to the chameleon
parameters β2 and φ∞,2 and the six other parameters describing the clusters (two param-
eters covering the NFW parameters c and M200, and four covering the cluster properties
T0, n0, b1, and r1). The MCMC run was a parallelised implementation using 128 walkers
with 10000 time steps. I removed the 2000 iterations as a ‘burn in’ phase.
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Figure 6.8: X-ray surface brightness profiles (left) and weak lensing (right) for the
two bins of X-ray temperature: T < 2.5keV (top) and T > 2.5keV (bottom), against
radial distance normalised by r200, the radius at which the density is two hundred times
the critical density. In blue the Vainshtein gravity profiles with the highest likelihood
parameters are shown, T I0 = 13.1 keV, n
I
0 = 0.2× 10−2cm−3, bI1 = −0.5, rI1 = 0.07 Mpc,
M I200 = 8.5× 1014M, cI = 5.2, T II0 = 2.3 keV, nII0 = 1.0× 10−2cm−3, bII1 = −0.65, rII1 =
0.05 Mpc, M II200 = 10.6× 1014M, cII = 4.2,Υ1 = −0.06,Υ2 = −0.11. In red a selection
of models sampled from the Υ1, Υ2 1σ plane are shown.
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I show the marginalised 2D contraints obtained from the MCMC for Υ1 and Υ2 in Figure
6.7. From the fits I was able to obtain bounds on Υ1 = −0.11+0.93−0.67 (95% CL) and
Υ2 = −0.22+1.22−1.19 (95% CL). I found that both these results were consistent with GR, in
which both parameters are equal to 0. The measurement for Υ1 is consistent with the
literature, with Sakstein (2015) finding −2/3 < Υ1 < 0.027 from measurements of brown
and red dwarf stars and Jain et al. (2015) finding −0.19 < Υ1 < 0.082 from measurements
of white dwarf stars. The measurement presented here of Υ2 represents the first constraint
upon this parameter.
I also show in Figure 6.8 the best fit Vainshtein gravity model to the four profiles in blue.
In red a selection of models sampled from the Υ1, Υ2 1σ plane are shown to indicate the
range of models allowed within the error bounds of the four profiles.
The constraints presented here for Υ1 are found to be less stringent than those in the
literature, but like the constraints upon the chameleon parameters they are limited by
the errors on the profiles. With the advent of future lensing surveys I will be able to reduce
these errors to produce more competitive constraints. This technique does, however, have
the advantage of being able to constrain Υ2 simultaneously as, unlike dwarf stars for which
only hydrostatic masses are measurable, cluster profiles can be obtained from lensing.
6.4 Conclusions
This thesis has investigated the viability of using the X-ray and weak lensing profiles of
stacked galaxy clusters to test modified theories of gravity and tested the models using
hydrodynamic simulations.
In Chapter 1 I have presented an overview of the current state of cosmology. I began with
a discussion of the linchpin of cosmology – general relativity. During this I discussed how
the EFE arise from the combination of the spatial curvature and energy density within
the universe. I also show how the hydrostatic equation arises as a consequence of GR.
I next move on to discuss how combining the cosmological principle with GR leads to
the emergence of the FLRW metric to describe space-time. I continued by discussing
some consequences of this metric, starting with the Friedmann equation and the Hubble
parameter, then continuing on to discuss redshift and common distance measures used in
cosmology.
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I then moved on to describe concordance cosmology as well as some its shortfalls, which
motivated me to investigate alternate explanations to dark energy for accelerated ex-
pansion. As gravity is very well constrained on local scales I began by looking at the
chameleon mechanism, which allows gravity to become modified, while still passing Solar
system tests. I then looked at a particular set of gravity models, f(R), which exhibit a
chameleon but modify gravity on the largest scales. I finished this chapter by describing
the effects such a gravity model would present in the universe, showing that a difference
would be observed between hydrostatic and lensing measurements.
In Chapter 2 I introduced galaxy clusters as the largest virialised objects that are also
thought to have contents representative of the whole universe. I began by discussing the
properties of clusters that make them suitable for gravity tests, in particular the adherence
of a cluster’s density to an NFW profile.
Moving on I then described the mechanisms within clusters that led to the emission of
X-rays, and how the surface brightness inferred from these X-rays can be fit in a modified
gravity paradigm. Next I looked into how clusters are observed via weak lensing, and
how I might fit a profile to the shear, including fitting for shear caused by the large scale
structure. I ended this chapter by reviewing other techniques that have been used to
constrain these models of gravity by utilising a variety of astronomical and cosmological
probes.
In Chapter 3 I presented the analysis of two complementary hydrodynamical simulations,
one evolved under ΛCDM+GR and the other under the influence of f(R) gravity. I began
by describing the fundamentals of both simulations before focussing on how f(R) gravity
is implemented within the simulation. I then described how I found the cluster sample and
the rationale for its selection. I then discussed how I have derived usable data products
from the simulations, beginning with the techniques used to generate the X-ray images
before moving on to the creation of the weak lensing data. I followed the methods used
in Chapter 5 to obtain both X-ray surface brightness and weak lensing profiles.
Next I discussed the various tests of the data I have performed. I checked that sphericity
was observed when stacking many non-spherical clusters by measuring the ellipticity of
the stacks, finding them to have  < 0.04 indicating spherical symmetry. I then tested
that the NFW profile is an appropriate model for weak lensing profiles in f(R) gravity
and find it to be a suitable representation. I then tested the analytic model used in
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Chapter 5 by applying two tests. First I fitted a best fit to the surface brightness profiles
and artificially added in a modified gravity component, finding the result agrees with the
f(R) measurement. I then repeated the multi-parameter fits from Chapter 5 on the cluster
lists from both simulations to constrain gravity. I found in the ΛCDM+GR simulation
I was able to make a measurement comparable to that found using the real data with a
measurement of |fR0|< 8.7 × 10−5. In the f(R) simulation I found I was able to place
much tighter constraints on the model, of |fR0|< 3.8 × 10−5 as there is a real difference
in the profiles in this simulation. Finally I repeated the measurements with the inclusion
of a systematic error, to model unknown astrophysics within the clusters, and found that
this reduced the constraining power by ∼ 30%.
In Chapter 4 I described the cluster sample that was later used to test gravity. I began
by describing the optical survey and galaxy shape measurements that I used to generate
shear profiles. Next I described the X-ray survey that I have used to find the cluster
sample before describing the steps taken to produce a usable cluster catalogue from the
raw satellite observations.
I then presented the techniques used to stack the individual X-ray observations and pro-
duce usable surface brightness profiles from the resulting image. I also discussed how I
measured an error on this profile from the covariance matrix. I present the technique
to produce stacked shear profiles from individual galaxy shapes and detail tests I have
performed to the data to ensure its suitability for gravity tests. I finished the chapter by
discussing the optimum binning strategy to maximise the signal.
In Chapter 5 I presented the constraint on f(R) models of gravity. These models posit
that under the influence of a chameleon-like fifth force, a cluster’s hydrostatic and lensing
mass estimates will differ. I investigated this by performing a multi-parameter MCMC fit
to the stacked profiles using the modified hydrostatic and shear profile equations. I found
a constraint of |fR0|< 6× 10−5 at 95% confidence limit, which I discussed in the context
of previous measurements, finding it to be a competitive constraint at these cosmic scales
and redshifts. I have therefore demonstrated that it is possible to constrain chameleon
gravity using stacked galaxy clusters. In 6.9 I show an updated version of Figure 2.11
that now includes the results presented in this thesis.
I also investigated the environment in which the cluster sample sits, as this will have
some impact upon the strength of the constraints. I found that > 90% of the clusters are
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Figure 6.9: Comparison of current constraints on f(R) gravity discussed in this Section
2.3 now with the inclusion of the new constraints presented in Chapter 5 against scale.
The shaded areas denote regions of parameter space that are ruled out by the associated
test. Adapted from Terukina et al. (2014).
isolated, implying the presence of nearby matter is not providing screening and dampening
the results. Finally I investigated the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium within the
clusters and concluded that, within the errors of the shear measurements, it is a suitable
approximation.
These simulations presented in Chapter 3 prove that the methodology in Chapter 5 is
capable of constraining chameleon gravity. I also conclude that I need a larger sample
of clusters (with both X-ray and lensing measurements) to create higher signal-to-noise
stacked profiles to further test the possibility of a fifth force. Such samples of clusters
should be available soon from a number of ongoing, and future, experiments like the Dark
Energy Survey (DES, The Dark Energy Survey Collaboration 2005), the KIlo Degree
Survey (KIDS, de Jong et al. 2013b), Euclid (Laureijs et al., 2011) and the Large Synoptic
Survey Telescope (LSST, LSST Dark Energy Science Collaboration 2012). These surveys
should provide thousands of clusters for such tests and push the limits on |fR0| to 10−6,
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giving more robust constraints, that are complementary to the constraints from dwarf
galaxies (Jain et al., 2013).
Finally in Chapter 6 I have forecast the constraints that could be obtained using the
techniques outlined throughout this thesis for DES. I found significant improvements
to the constraints using this technique, suggesting that this method could be utilised
to provide the strongest constraints upon f(R) gravity at cosmological scales. I outlined
some refinements to the techniques described in earlier chapters, primarily focussing upon
removing potential contamination from the surface brightness profiles. Doing so led to a
reduction in the measured errors upon the X-ray surface brightness profiles, potentially
leading once more to tighter constraints. I also adapted the methodology to probe the
Vainshtein mechanism, another popular screening mechanism. I found the constraints to
be consistent with GR and measure Υ1 = −0.11+0.96−0.69 and Υ2 = −0.24+1.25−1.19. Here Υ1 is
found to be competitive with the literature and I present the first measurement of Υ2. I
end with this conclusion.
To summarise, the work done throughout this PhD has investigated the power of com-
bining stacked profiles from galaxy clusters to constrain modified gravity. I have also
performed tests of the methodology using high quality hydrodynamical simulations to
demonstrate that this is a viable technique which will only improve with the advent of
large scale lensing surveys.
Appendix A
XCS clusters in CFHTLenS
Table A.1 lists the cluster sample discussed in detail in Chapter 4. I list the XCS name
of the cluster and, where one is measured, its redshift. The redshifts listed here come
from GMPhoRCC (Hood and Mann, 2015) unless indicated otherwise by a superscript.
I provide several flags to help identify the subset of this list used throughout Chapter 5.
A flag of 0 indicates the cluster was included in the analysis and has a measured X-ray
temperature of T < 2.5keV, while a flag of 1 indicates the cluster was also included but has
an X-ray temperature of T > 2.5keV. A cluster flagged with a 2 indicates that the cluster
has no measured redshift. A flag of 3 is used to indicate the cluster has no measured
X-ray temperature. In this case we have chosen to not list its associated redshift.
XCS Name z Flag
XMMXCS J020045.8-064229.2 0.36 0
XMMXCS J020119.0-064954.6 0.33 0
XMMXCS J020232.1-073343.8 0.55 1
XMMXCS J020334.3-055049.5 2
XMMXCS J020359.1-055031.6 3
XMMXCS J020405.2-050142.5 2
XMMXCS J020428.5-070221.6 2
XMMXCS J020432.7-064449.4 2
XMMXCS J020514.7-045640.0 0.29 0
XMMXCS J020611.4-061129.2 0.88 1
XMMXCS J020744.0-060956.6 0.351 1
XMMXCS J020846.4-042608.2 0.78 1
Continued on next page
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XCS Name z Flag
XMMXCS J021027.7-042233.5 2
XMMXCS J021057.8-061156.8 2
XMMXCS J021105.9-034613.9 2
XMMXCS J021114.6-034910.9 2
XMMXCS J021226.8-053734.6 0.31 1
XMMXCS J021228.3-045217.4 2
XMMXCS J021322.8-042134.0 2
XMMXCS J021348.1-050829.9 2
XMMXCS J021415.1-053117.9 3
XMMXCS J021428.3-062722.9 0.37 1
XMMXCS J021444.1-034914.7 2
XMMXCS J021500.9-035429.5 0.2 0
XMMXCS J021511.5-034307.2 2
XMMXCS J021517.1-060432.8 3
XMMXCS J021524.4-034322.1 0.88 1
XMMXCS J021527.9-053319.2 0.282 1
XMMXCS J021531.5-044017.5 0.332 0
XMMXCS J021534.6-050502.7 2
XMMXCS J021538.0-055852.0 2
XMMXCS J021615.0-052150.8 3
XMMXCS J021618.7-050943.1 2
XMMXCS J021619.1-052555.2 2
XMMXCS J021641.0-041842.0 2
XMMXCS J021653.2-041723.7 0.2 0
XMMXCS J021719.1-040333.5 0.67 0
XMMXCS J021722.2-053920.7 0.56 0
XMMXCS J021734.7-051327.6 0.64 0
XMMXCS J021755.3-052707.6 0.67 0
XMMXCS J021808.0-054601.3 0.66 0
XMMXCS J021835.8-053757.4 0.39 0
XMMXCS J021838.9-061323.7 3
XMMXCS J021842.9-050437.7 3
Continued on next page
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XCS Name z Flag
XMMXCS J021843.7-053257.7 0.4 0
XMMXCS J021911.4-034416.1 0.75 1
XMMXCS J021939.3-040025.5 0.84 0
XMMXCS J021952.0-040919.6 2
XMMXCS J022005.8-042445.4 3
XMMXCS J022037.2-054214.9 0.82 0
XMMXCS J022038.8-053236.8 2
XMMXCS J022053.1-053836.6 2
XMMXCS J022105.5-044101.7 0.23 1
XMMXCS J022129.5-040541.0 0.46 0
XMMXCS J022156.9-034000.4 0.1 0
XMMXCS J022237.0-053356.1 3
XMMXCS J022246.3-035151.2 0.16 0
XMMXCS J022251.6-050712.3 2
XMMXCS J022251.9-053229.5 0.8 0
XMMXCS J022307.4-041307.2 3
XMMXCS J022322.3-041352.2 2
XMMXCS J022327.6-042139.6 0.68 0
XMMXCS J022327.8-040119.1 3
XMMXCS J022352.2-082125.6 0.223 1
XMMXCS J022401.9-050528.4 0.32 0
XMMXCS J022359.2-083543.4 2
XMMXCS J022421.2-040356.3 3
XMMXCS J022427.4-045023.8 0.491 1
XMMXCS J022433.1-040030.5 0.39 1
XMMXCS J022433.8-041433.7 0.28 0
XMMXCS J022456.1-050802.0 0.12 0
XMMXCS J022457.9-034849.4 0.63 1
XMMXCS J022501.7-040752.9 0.64 0
XMMXCS J022505.1-095016.2 0.95 1
XMMXCS J022510.4-041913.1 0.67 0
XMMXCS J022523.4-042640.1 3
Continued on next page
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XCS Name z Flag
XMMXCS J022524.8-044043.4 0.27 0
XMMXCS J022600.2-044412.6 1.2 1
XMMXCS J022607.8-041842.6 0.39 0
XMMXCS J022610.6-045811.5 0.17 0
XMMXCS J022633.7-042215.9 0.27 1
XMMXCS J022659.6-043521.4 0.11 0
XMMXCS J022723.8-045216.0 3
XMMXCS J022738.4-031756.9 0.844 1
XMMXCS J022740.4-045130.0 0.32 0
XMMXCS J022803.1-045059.9 0.32 1
XMMXCS J022808.5-053542.4 0.22 0
XMMXCS J022812.4-043234.6 0.5 1
XMMXCS J022812.6-100538.6 0.18 0
XMMXCS J022917.7-055345.9 0.31 0
XMMXCS J022933.7-055257.3 2
XMMXCS J023000.4-090033.2 2
XMMXCS J023008.3-043204.1 2
XMMXCS J023014.9-090251.3 2
XMMXCS J023036.7-040937.3 2
XMMXCS J023052.4-045123.5 0.3 0
XMMXCS J023119.9-072112.2 2
XMMXCS J023139.1-051526.0 0.27 1
XMMXCS J023142.2-045253.1 0.21 1
XMMXCS J023143.3-072800.2 0.25 1
XMMXCS J023152.1-072908.2 0.676 0
XMMXCS J023154.0-045106.0 3
XMMXCS J023345.9-054711.1 2
XMMXCS J023351.6-040546.7 2
XMMXCS J140321.3+541946.0 2
XMMXCS J140341.0+541903.5 2
XMMXCS J140355.0+540845.4 2
XMMXCS J140429.1+542353.6 2
Continued on next page
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XCS Name z Flag
XMMXCS J141446.9+544709.1 3
XMMXCS J141451.5+545557.2 3
XMMXCS J141506.0+545450.6 3
XMMXCS J141544.1+522510.7 3
XMMXCS J141644.0+523008.9 2
XMMXCS J141648.2+521035.1 3
XMMXCS J141651.2+522449.8 3
XMMXCS J141652.4+522053.6 3
XMMXCS J141749.3+522820.2 3
XMMXCS J141823.2+522712.0 3
Table A.1: Extended X-ray sources in CFHTLenS footprint. The XCS name and
position are listed for all clusters. Redshifts are provided where available. The clusters
forming the sample used throughout this work have a flag of 0 in the T < 2.5keV bin
and a flag of 1 in the T > 2.5keV bin. A flag of 2 denotes the source was discounted for
having no measured redshift. A flag of 3 denotes the source was discounted for having
no measured X-ray temperature. Where the redshift has come from NED, the source is
indicated via superscript.
1Durret et al. (2011)
2Wen and Han (2011)
3Wen et al. (2010)
4Takey et al. (2013)
5Valtchanov et al. (2004)
6Wen and Han (2011)
7Ford et al. (2014)
Appendix B
Derivation of the Einstein
equation
It is possible to derive the EFE by applying the principle of least action to the Einstein-
Hilbert action
S =
∫ (
c4
16piG
R+ LM
)√−gd4x, (B.1)
Now varying this with respect to the metric tensor gµν
δS =
∫ (
c4
16piG
δ(
√−gR)
δgµν
+
δ(
√−gLM)
δgµν
)
δgµνd4x. (B.2)
This integral can then be broken into three parts by taking out a factor of
√−g and apply
the product rule
δS =
∫ (
c4
16piG
(
δR
δgµν
+
R√−g
δ
√−g
δgµν
)
+
1√−g
δ(
√−gLM)
δgµν
)√−gδgµνd4x. (B.3)
The action principle says that this variation is equal to 0 so it is possible to equate the
terms within the integral
δR
δgµν︸ ︷︷ ︸
1
+
R√−g
δ
√−g
δgµν︸ ︷︷ ︸
2
=
16piG
c4
1√−g
δ(
√−gLM)
δgµν︸ ︷︷ ︸
3
. (B.4)
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Parts 1 , 2 and 3 form the basis of the Einstein equation and can be further simplified
Part 1 of Equation B.4 is the variation of the Ricci scalar. This is calculated by beginning
with the Riemann tensor
Rρσµν = ∂µΓ
ρ
σν − ∂νΓρσµ + ΓρλµΓλσν − ΓρλνΓλσµ, (B.5)
where Γ are the various Christoffel symbols. Now varying the Riemann tensor
δRρσµν = ∂µδΓ
ρ
σν −∂νδΓρσµ+ δΓρλµΓλσν − δΓρλνΓλσµ+ ΓρλµδΓλσν −ΓρλνδΓλσµ. (B.6)
Next it is possible to calculate the two covariant derivatives
∇µ(δΓρσν) = ∂µ(δΓρσν) + ΓρλµδΓλσν − δΓρλσΓλµν − δΓρλνΓλσµ, (B.7)
∇ν(δΓρσµ) = ∂ν(δΓρσµ) + ΓρλνδΓλσµ − δΓρλσΓλµν − δΓρλµΓλσν . (B.8)
It can now be seen that subtracting one of these derivatives from the other leaves identical
terms, as seen on the right hand side of Equation B.5, allowing the Riemann tensor to be
rewritten as
δRρσµν = ∇µ(δΓρσν)−∇ν(δΓρσµ). (B.9)
Next, contracting over two of the indices obtains the Ricci tensor
δRµν = δR
ρ
ρµν = ∇µ(δΓρρν)−∇ν(δΓρρµ), (B.10)
and contracting this again obtains the Ricci scalar
gµνδRµν = ∇σ(gµν(δΓσµν)− gµσ(δΓρρµ)). (B.11)
This is a total derivative, so under Stokes’ theorem vanishes at infinity, so does not
contribute.
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Returning to the part 1 of Equation B.4, using the definition of the Ricci scalar as a
contraction of the Ricci tensor, and substituting in Equation B.11
δR
δgµν
=
δ(gµνRµν)
δgµν
,
= Rµν
δgµν
δgµν
+ gµν
δRµν
δgµν
,
= Rµν +∇σ(gµν(δΓσµν)− gµσ(δΓρρµ)),
= Rµν .
(B.12)
Part 1 of Equation B.4 has now been simplified. To find part 2 Jacobi’s formula for
the derivative of a determinant is considered
δg = δ det(gµν) = gg
µνδgµν . (B.13)
From this
δ
√−g = − 1
2
√−g δg
= −1
2
√−g(gµνδgµν).
(B.14)
Substituting this into the part 2 of B.4, its simplified form is obtained
R√−g
δ
√−g
δgµν
= −1
2
gµνR. (B.15)
Now the stress energy tensor is defined as the part 3 of Equation B.4
1√−g
δ(
√−gLM)
δgµν
= −1
2
Tµν . (B.16)
Substituting Equations B.12, B.15, B.16 into Equation B.4 we obtain the Einstein equa-
tion
Rµν − 1
2
gµνR =
8piG
c4
Tµν . (B.17)
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